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ONE DAMNED THING  
AFTER ANOTHER, 

or 
OOPS, THAT MUST  
HAVE HURT 
  
      
CHARACTERS: (3) 
 

TED JORDAN, a handsome, masculine, well-educated gay  
 American man (45-60); has one son  
 

              LADY KITTI  BRIDGETON, a pretty, straight woman (45-60),  
                                        white South African by birth  
                                        and British royal ancestry,  
                                        upper class British accent,  
    (not a fake one!) educated in  
                                        private schools in Switzerland;  
                                        three children 

 
              LOLA LUTZ, a handsome, straight woman (50-65), Jewish  
                                       Brooklyn heritage, PhD in Education; two sons 
 

 SETTING:      The play should be performed with the  
             characters sitting and reading from the  
             e-mails they have sent. 
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ACT I 
 
 
TED:  Kitti, hello from London! I am in the Internet shop around the  
           corner from the residence hall. The Usual Suspects are enrolled  
           in the course this year. Less promising men than usual. Weird —  
           most of them are straight. I have a sty in my left eye, had to get  
           a prescription today. It hurts like hell. What day are you arriving  
           here exactly? 
 
KITTI: Ted, how did you get the sty? I remember having them as a child  
             when I suppose I didn’t wipe my hands after playing with tortoises  
             and so forth. You’ll have to wear dark glasses even when going to  
             the theatre. Then you will look mysterious and exciting. You see,  
             there is good in everything. I’ll be in England in three weeks —  
             on August 1st. Would I know anybody from the course? What  
             Internet shop do you use? And does that nearby bookstore still  
             have your books? Does London miss me? Is Wanda there? Such  
             a nice lady!  – Kitti 
 
TED:  “Sty – caused by herpes, which comes out at times, usually under  
            stress.” How can I be under stress? I’m on vacation! I do have  
            antibiotics now, which I pop regularly. Yes, Wanda is here and  
            seemed somewhat surprised that we were going to Stratford later  
            without her, though the words were not expressed. I like Wanda too,  
            but she gets so hyper and rushes around like a mad woman to get  
            places. Luckily, she and Lola are going to Lake Como after this  
            course for a week. Yesterday Lola whispered to me as Wanda  
            raced ahead of us: “I don’t know about Lake Como.” You haven’t  
            met Lola, I forgot. I met her here last year. She’s nice – I think.  
            We’re just now really getting to know each other. I swear to you  
            that I have touched no tortoises! 
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KITTI:  Give Wanda my love, but do NOT, I repeat do NOT, let her 
   come to Stratford with us. She hinted ages ago, but I quashed  
              that right away – gently I believe. Gently for me at least.  
              We haven’t been in touch for ages. Just want to be with  
              you sans pressure. Best when it’s just the two of us, don’t  
              you think? Miss you! – Kitti 
 
TED:    I began Sebastian’s Play today, as a response to the Suddenly  
             Last Summer we saw last night. God, everybody else gets to  
             comment on the poor bugger. He’s a child molester and yet  
             he is using women to sexually attract adult men? Give me a  
             break! Let him have his say for a change. My Ian has still not  
             heard about whether he still has his job or not. It’s all because  
             of the methamphetamines. But then you know that.  
 
KITTI: Ted, I have booked another flight and will arrive on Sunday  
             morning at Heathrow, from whence I shall rush to a train station  
             to get to Stratford. Hope you still plan to be at the Thistle Hotel  
             Sunday night. I shall be there too! Soooo looking forward to our  
             time together. Do let me know if you do not plan to be in   
             Stratford on Sunday. Hope all is going well with plays and  
             playmates. Maybe you should consider dropping Ian. Isn’t  
             meth just the latest drug for him?  
 
TED:  Kitti, Ian is my wounded puppy. We go way back, and he still  
           remains a puppy. Relationships are funny, what can I say?  
           Over twenty years and counting. 
 
TED:  Hello there, Lola! How is your travel Boston Marriage working  
           out with Wanda? Your secret is safe with me – and the Internet!  
           The theatre course was fun, but I didn’t make any new friends,  
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           like you and Kitti. “I always find the Italian Alps exhausting,  
           don’t you?” he said snobbily. And that’s just looking at them,  
           never mind climbing. Lady Bridgeton is here with me in Stratford,  
           and we’ve seen a very good Hamlet, even chatted a bit with some  
           of the actors afterwards at the Dirty Duck. Lady B has been trying  
           to help me make up some more rules for my faux Gay Etiquette  
           Book. Only one of hers really works so far, I think, but I won’t  
           tell her that. My Ian tells me that Lizzie Jackmont, who is trying  
           to steal my playwriting class at school and then sicked her boyfriend  
           on me in the parking lot, has now filed a gender harassment /  
           discrimination charge against me. I will file a counter-charge of  
           homophobic bashing upon my return. We shall see whose “card”  
           trumps whose. Hello from Lady B too! 
 
LOLA: Lola Lutz reporting. Here we are, Wanda and I, in Lake Maggiore,  
             near Lake Como, having spent a few hot days in Milano trying to  
             shop until we dropped. The shops were pretty much closed, but we  

did our best. Wanda is bossy and we are still feeling each other out,  
in the travel sense only, you naughty boy with your naughty mind!  
We both wish you were here with us, although there are no parks  
or bushes! (Spare me the details!) We miss you at dinner time,  
where we also eat till we drop. We are weaning ourselves of you  
after those three weeks of  the course, but it is hard. Yes, this is  
our love letter to you. 

 
TED:  Kitti, it was great seeing you in Stratford. Sorry if I snored. (You  
           snore too, you realize) Anyway, it was great, even though I don’t  
           like sharing a room. All in all I think we traveled very well together.  
           The first time is always a test. I’m sorry you decided to leave a day  
           early. Ian was glad to see me, I think. He’s so unexpressive. At times               
           I think I don’t know him at all. But what can I do? Twenty-plus years  
           and counting. Love equals grit. 
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KITTI:  A lady of quality never snores. She is expansive with her breathing,  
              that’s all, as with her compliments. You were such fun to be with.  
              Too bad you don’t like women. But I didn’t pounce on you, as I  
              think you feared. See what a lady I am. Sorry if I was irritable with  
              that young man and his sticky hands on the ice cream cone. I’m sorry  
              I decided to leave a day early. It wasn’t because of you! I was having  
              some stomach distress, and I didn’t want you to notice! There — 
              I’ve said it. I’m much better now. 
 
TED:   I must say I didn’t even notice that the British lad had touched the  
            coins in between our two cones. Royalty will out! By the way, I do  
            like women. I like them very much. I just don’t want to sleep with  
            them. Actually, I think straight men dislike women much more –  
            because they are dependent on them for sex and that makes them  
            furious. No? 
 
KITTI: I’ll convert you yet, you watch! 
 
TED:  Ian is out on bail. I’m I told you about the stalking charge, didn’t I?  
           He doesn’t like me discussing it with other people, but it’s a major  
           thing in my life right now. He of course wasn’t stalking anybody!  
           What nonsense. The cops are so square they don’t even seem to  
           know what “window shows” are. Ian was cruising, not stalking.  
           Why is somebody dancing semi-naked in his window if he doesn’t  
           want to be watched?! Anyway, the cops don’t see it that way.  
           Ian is out on $150,000 bail — more than major criminals have  
           to pay! He has a new court-appointed lawyer, who seems good.  
           There is a preliminary hearing this Monday. I am managing to  
           hold on. Meanwhile, my friend Sally Shaw here in San Francisco  
           has been given 1-3 months to live. Ovarian cancer. Ian and I rushed  
           over to her house to take her to the hospital, but she had called 911  
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instead. We waited until the fire engine arrived and took her  
away. It’s sad. She should have come to Europe with me, as I  
asked her to. It would have been difficult, probably, but at least  
she would have had a last trip. People get very little out of life,  
it seems to me. Everything is made more complicated by the fact  
that Sally and Ian don’t like each other. There’s a rivalry there, alas. 

 
KITTI: I’m sad for you, Ted. In Stratford you seemed genuinely fond of  
            Sally, and this is not the first time you’ve suffered the death of a  
            friend. There seems little else to say other than to enjoy every day  
            to the fullest – easy to say, but not easy to do when bills, bad drivers,  
            sticky-handed ice cream boys crowd our days. But that is good news  
            about Ian being out on bail. How can you get him out of those  
            precarious places he insists on being? Outside a neighbour who  
            does not want him to be there.  – Best, Kitti. 
 
TED:  Kitti, Ian was not outside a neighbor’s house. He was behind the  
           Castro Theater, and the man was deliberately displaying himself in  
           his window in his apartment next door. The cop, a lesbian, who  
           arrested him didn’t know about the “window shows,” just that Ian  
           seemed suspicious to her man-hating soul because he was sitting  
           in his car very late at night in the same place on several occasions.  
           Ian and I have had an open relationship from the beginning. And  
           cruising is one of the delights of being a gay man. We don’t need  
           fascist lesbians telling us who we can cruise or not!  
 
KITTI: Sorry if I offended you, Ted. It’s just that Ian seems to cause you  
            more than your share of grief. My son, Jamie, does cocaine,  
            more’s the pity. 
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LOLA: Hi, Ted! In Italy Wanda was a pain in the butt. I bet you’d be  
             more fun to travel with. Maybe next summer, maybe sooner?  
             Wanda made “friends” with everybody, including some right- 
             wingers from the South. God, we even have to share meals.  
             We finally agreed not to talk about politics or religion. Too  
             late. How did you and “Her Ladyship” get along in Stratford?  
             Confess all. 
 
TED:  Lola, actually Kitti and I got along famously. Small though she  
           is, she can play the Grand Dame at times, making me and all  
           around her uncomfortable, but you want her on your side when  
           it comes to getting a hotel room changed or a table in a crowded  
           restaurant. They hear that upper-class voice and can’t wait to  
           scrape and curtsy and give her whatever she wants. Some of us  
           can’t get waited on at McDonald’s! 
 
LOLA: Do you think Kitti and I would get along? She sounds hoity-toity.  
             I’m just a plain old Brooklyn gal with a Ph.D. What do I know  
             about curtsies? Oy! 
 
TED:   I am going to keep you and Kitti separate. I don’t know what the  
            chemistry would be there. She and I have talked about traveling  
            together again. But she wants to rent a house in the Cotswolds, but  
            I like to move around. That’s what I mean by “traveling.” 
 
LOLA: Travel with me, travel with me! Let’s go to Italy or Fiji. Would I  
             get along with Ian? We could leave him behind. 
 
TED:  I don’t really much care for hot climates. Ian’s stalking case is  
           taking much of our time, to say nothing of our finances. I could  
           kill that lesbian cop. Sometimes I could kill Ian too! As you would  
           say: Oy! Double Oy! 
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LOLA: Ted, you really must love that man to put up with what you put  

up with. I wouldn’t do it, but then maybe that’s why I have been  
divorced for twenty-two years. Another semester is about to start.  
Boo, hoo. A student came in to see about the exit writing exam he  
has failed three times. I tried to shake hands as he left, but he  
wouldn’t take my hand! Because I’m a woman, I’m sure.   

 
KITTI:  I have met a nice man on Match.com. Didn’t I mention him to you  
              in Stratford? He works for Boeing. He’s been divorced twice. Well,  
              he just asked me to marry him. He said I “fascinate” him. He does  
              come from a very different blue-collar world to me. And he is nine  
              years younger — although he doesn’t know that. Very quiet, but not  
              in bed! We are already spending all our time together, whether at his  
              house in Palmdale or my rented apartment in Malibu. I told him I  

 will not move in with him unless we are married. He doesn’t seem  
 to believe me. To be honest, I have been lonely the last few years,  

              because of the rifts with my three children. I did have that affair  
              with Big Tiny, but I felt uncomfortable being seen with him because  
              he is thirty years younger than I am. He also broke my rib because  
              he’s so big. I’ve never seen one so big. You get the picture. Still, I  
              don’t want to jump into something I can’t get out of with Roy. He  
              does give me constant care and affection. I would ask you to meet  
              him, but he has a hard time talking to most people. My friend  
              Victoria came over from London, and Roy wouldn’t go out to  
              dinner with us or talk to her. I was married once, years ago, to a  
              rich man, a producer in Hollywood, but I was burned by that 
              relationship. I had affairs with the actor David Janssen and that  
              pig Frank Sinatra made a big play for me. I still demand that they  
              turn off his music if I hear it in a restaurant. To be truthful, I’m  
              not sure about this new man. . . . How is the semester? How’s Ian? 
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TED:  What about your foundation you started in Africa, teaching the  
           children there to knit those marvelous scarves and purses for sale  
           abroad? Like the ones you had in Stratford. It’s true noblesse oblige.  
           I am very proud of you. You’re not going to give that up, are you? 
 
KITTI:  The foundation is thriving. I am in South Africa right now,  
              instructing some of the older women to knit products that can sell.  
              But I am afraid I will have to give up the foundation if I marry  
              Roy. He wants me to be a more traditional wife. He loves to  
              have me cook his meals every day. I can barely get him out of                 

the house to a restaurant. But he thinks the world of me. Every  
day we are falling more and more in love. Ah, love. 

 
TED: Kitti, do you really want to give up your foundation to cook meals  
          in Palmdale? Not for me to interfere in your life but really . . . 
 
LOLA: Hello, Ted the Stud, I delivered a paper on Tom Stoppard at a  
             conference in Hawaii. I waited until the last minute to prepare it,  
             but it must have been pretty good. Some wild-eyed old lady came  
             up afterward and said, “You are such an expert on Mr. Stoppard.”  
             Yeah, right. How’s Ian case coming along? Are you writing  
             anything? I wrote some love poems, but my office mate said  
             they were self-pitying. Well, screw him! What’s art for if not  
             lots of self-pity?! No man in my life. Should I place an ad  
             somewhere? Help me write it. Oy! 
 
TED:  Lola, I working on a screenplay about a little boy in Bosnia whose  
           grandmother takes him on a train ride – in order to sell his eyes to  
           people who buy organs. It sounds horrible, I know, but it’s possible  
           that it is all a misunderstanding in the boy’s mind. Want to star in it  
           instead of dealing with illiterate, woman-phobic students or placing  
           sex ads? 
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LOLA: Spare me the details about the kid and his organs! Who’s playing  
             the grandmother? Me? Bella Lagosi? Is Bella  (a woman’s name)  
             still alive? I could play her, but I won’t admit I’m old enough to  
             be a grandmother. If it’s a Bosnian grandmother, that would make  
             her about thirty-five, right? 
 
TED: I think Bella Lagosi died. I was thinking of Shirley Temple playing  
          the evil grandmother. Would be a good casting gimmick. Or some  
          former child star playing the evil grandmother. What kind of ad are  
          you thinking of? I need to finish my play about Sebastian Venable  
          first. He’s telling off a Catholic priest in a confessional. I love it! 
 
LOLA: I have a rough draft of my ad. What do you think? “Wanted:  
            Outstanding, first-rate, wonderful gentleman to court and win  
            former beauty queen. Foreplay a plus. No losers need apply” 
 
TED:  Lola, who would answer such an ad but an egomaniac? Maybe you’d  
           better re-word it. Ian is off speed, sleeping twenty hours a day. Yippie! 
 
KITTI: Ted, dollink, I am waiting for my fiancé, Roy, to come home from  
             the gym. No, I am not going to be cooking any Sunday roast.  
             There is take-out Chinese. All is going splendidly with us. It’s  
             disgusting, really. Where and how did this wonderful love come  
             about? But then you and Ian know very well this business of love  
             and its unpredictability. I hope the new year will be a better year  
             for you, as I know it will be for me! You are a super, great,  
             terrific unusual person. – Hugs, Kitti 
 
LOLA: Ted, long time, no hear! How’s your screenplay about Bella  
             Lagosi? What’s what with Ian-face and his stalking case? I am  
             taking a Kabala course with a very gorgeously distinguished,  
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brilliant British rabbi. He should answer my ad. Lots of men  
have, but their pictures! Ugly, ugly! Have I sunk that low?  
Is there no one who knows a lovely straight attractive man for  
a horny old broad in Brooklyn? I am throwing a birthday party  
for myself next week. Not too sure why I am celebrating this  
sickening passing of time and beauty, but it seems better than  
moping around by myself. Much hugs from the frigid North! 

 
TED:  Lola, Ian’s arraignment was this morning. His pre-trial is in March.  

We had to go to a hearing about a restraining order sought by the  
so-called “victim.” The lesbian cop, by the way, is the one who  
planted the idea in the “victim’s” head that Ian was stalking him.  
She was in his apartment on a totally different matter and noticed  
that you can see the parking lot behind the Castro Theater from the  

           “victim’s” window. Evidently he didn’t know Ian was sitting out  
           there in his car, and the man hasn’t admitted to dancing naked in  
           his window, probably because it’s against the law. It’s one big mess.  
           And my friend Sally finally died. I visited her in the hospital on her  
           last day. She was sitting on the edge of her bed waiting for her clothes  
           to be brought to her. “Where are they?” she kept asking. “I’m getting  
           married today.” It brought tears to my eyes. “Oh, Sally, I wish I could  
           help you,” I said. She saw my face and took a napkin from her tray  
           and handed it to me to wipe my tears. . . . She died later that night.  
 
KITTI: Hello, how are you? The pre-nups are going well. Roy is a gem,  
             unsure of himself at times, but his divorce became final last week.  
             Various good-for-nothings are giving him advice: “Do you really  
             know this South African  woman?” “Why rush into it?” “You need  
             to find a younger woman, a black woman.” Have I mentioned that  
             Roy is black?  But he is so madly in love with me. I do confess that  
             I do like to be cherished and fussed over. Is this a terrible failing  
             on my part? 
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TED: Kitti, you are not rushing right into this, right? That’s good.  
          My friend Sally, who just died of ovarian cancer, was working  
          on her trust when she died. The lawyer showed up at the hospital  
          to get his last payment, a big, fat slob. He came because I have  
          Sally’s power of attorney. He waited for me to sign the check as  
          she nodded there on the bed all drugged out on morphine. I guess  
          this is life. Tell me it isn’t! 
 
KITTI: I promise to write more at length and very soon. I was saddened  
            to hear about your friend Sally and the awful lawyer. Luckily for  
            me I have discovered the fact that my Roy is a nicer person every  
            day that I know him. He is a beautiful person, so loving. How did  
            this spoiled brat ever get so lucky – moi, that is. Take care, pal.  
            I luv (that’s spelled “l u v”) you still. 
 
LOLA: Hi, Ted! I went out to dinner with some man who answered my ad,  
             but he was at least ninety and stuttered. He said he was so over- 
             whelmed by my beauty that he couldn’t talk. Oy! I’m not enjoying  
             this dating game. Let’s go somewhere this summer. Where? I love  
             hot weather! 
 
KITTI:  Roy and I had a date last weekend to drive to Las Vegas and tie  
             the knot, but something happened. I got jealous when I found  
             (yes, I snooped, so what else is new?) some pictures of Roy’s  
             ex-girlfriend lying on a bed in red underwear. She looked like  
             a hooker, an unemployed one!  Roy said I was not ready for  
             marriage yet. He is right. But, Ted, I need someone to take care  
             of me. I know I’m not supposed to say that, or even think it,  
             anymore. At my age, to be honest, there are no other offers,  
             at least not of marriage. I actually do, do love Roy. I’d love  
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 to go back to England with you, but Roy cannot be left alone if  
             we are not married, as there are several known women lurking and  
             many others, unknown, ready to move in on a man who gets very  
             lonely by himself, and that’s the awful truth. I don’t know what to  
             do, frankly. 

      I also had some tests done on my colon. Some pre-something  
or other was discovered. I don’t have medical insurance unless  
I go back to Elizabethtown. I don’t want Roy to think I am 
marrying him just for his medical insurance. What do you think? 

 
TED:   Lola, Lady Bridgeton might get married. She says she’s in love,  
            but I think women have to believe they’re in love. Of course I  
            can’t tell her that. She has some medical condition that needs  
            attending to and could use a husband’s medical coverage. How  
            are your sex ads working out? Any wedding bells tolling? 
 
LOLA: I wish I could be like you and just go out in the bushes and DO IT  
             with anybody, like you, But I can’t! Your friend Lady Bitchtown  
             sounds like a gold-digger to me. Give her my best! I hate both  
             teaching and advising. I am getting somewhat forgetful. I missed  
             two meetings today. They completely slipped my mind. What mind?! 
 
TED:  I certainly don’t have to be in love to DO IT. No man does. But I  
           don’t DO IT with just anybody, either. Where did you get such an  
           idea? I’m deeply offended. Ian and I have always had an open  
           relationship anyway. It’s been nearly three years since we had sex  
           together. I know, I know – spare you the details! 
 
LOLA: Ted, I apologize if I offended you. But you do go on an on about  
             your sex-capades while some of us poor suckers are starving to  
             death. My son in New Jersey is starting a fat clinic. I might have  
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             to go if I keep getting bigger. What happened to that slut Lady  
             What’s Her Name?  Why can she find a husband and I can’t?! 
 
KITTI: Ted, guess what? I’m e-mailing you from Las Vegas. See the  
             attached photo. It’s me and Roy at the chapel. See my ring.  
             I bought him one too. We were just here for a weekend,  
             according to Roy, and then he said: why don’t we ‘seal the  
             knot’? What could I say? He’s a darling, darling man. Isn’t he  
             adorable? He has been with Boeing for twenty-seven years,  
             doesn’t drink, and thinks the world of me. He has a bachelor’s  
             and I don’t. I’m so happy! Wish me well. Thinking of you!  
             Watch out for that Lola person! 
 
TED:  How wonderful! I’m sure you have made a wise decision. Roy  
           looks like a nice guy, very presentable indeed. I hope it all works  
           out for the both of you. Sincerely. 
 
TED: Lola, Lady Bridgeton has married an African-American man in  
          Las Vegas. I do wish her well. But I suspect a man with two  
          previous marriages might have some baggage that will yet display  
          itself in time. Is that too cynical? 
 
LOLA: I had sex with a black man once, back when I had sex. He was  
             very endowed, but he couldn’t get it up. Go figure. He said later  
             it was because I was so “beautiful.” Now all I get are these losers  
             sending me their pictures. I’d rather be horny! Am I too demanding? 
 
TED:  Lola, I looked at some of the pictures of the men you attached.  
           Some of them seem fine to me. At least meet and talk. Or go to  
           Central Park and hang out at midnight. I am sure you will be  
           very popular! 
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LOLA: I did meet and talk with some of them. One left early, and the  
            other wanted to teach me “every new trick in the book.” Quote,  
            unquote. I left early that time, still hungry. I don’t think I want  
            to know these new tricks. It’s all my mother’s fault. She was  
            born in Israel and said I deserved nothing but the best. I defied  
            her on my first husband, and she was right. All he did was smoke  
            marijuana and fart. My only consolation is that he still pays me  
            alimony. It’s not much, believe, after all he put me through. At  
            least Lady Bridge-face is getting stuuped. What am I getting,  
            older and hornier?!  
 
KITTI:  Ted, I’m back from my honeymoon. It was perfect, though the  
              hotel had two abandoned syringes on the balcony of the next  
              room. They were there the entire time. Don’t the staff clean up  
              anymore? I reported the syringes as Roy and I left. I even managed  
              to get a discount on our suite because of it. I was firm about that.  
              I am going into hospital in a few days – my colon polyps are pre- 
              cancerous, I’m told. Roy’s going to get a room at the hospital to  
              be near me. What a lovely man! We had a scare about the insurance,  
              but apparently now it is all being worked out. Something about the  
              Las Vegas wedding certificate. I ask you – is life difficult or what?  
              I’ll let you know once they cut away the upper part of the colon.  
              I’m a little frightened, to be honest.   – Luv, Kitti with an “i” 
 
TED:  Hey, Kitti with an “i,” I can’t afford to lose another friend, so throw  
           away that bad old colon part and get well immediately! Here I was  
           lamenting my own root canal next week. You know I wish you  
           nothing but the best. Please get well. We finally have a Probate  
           date for my friend Sally’s will and trust, which unfortunately she  
           did not sign before she died. God willing, we will get this all sorted  
           out soon. I am co-executor along with Sally’s realtor. She wasn’t  
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speaking to any of her four kids in the months before her death,  

             especially her bad seed daughter, June, who stole her own mother’s  
credit cards. Sally had to sue her own daughter! I hope your kids  
from your first marriage are standing by you now in your ordeal.  

                  Ian’s stalking case is still up in the air. The District Attorney  
             won’t accept the plea bargain that Ian’s Public Defender suggested.  
             I think it’s homophobia. Do they think we’re going to sit around  
             and take this shit anymore? They’ve got another think coming.  
             The Complaints Office at school rejected my charge of homophobic  
             harassment against Lizzie Jackmont, who has managed to snatch  
             away my playwriting class in the spring. I had to go in and “explain”  
             why I had called her a “bitch” at the department meeting. The dean  
             and umpteen people were there. I didn’t call her a bitch, although  
             she is one. To her face I called her behavior “disreputable.” I guess  

her Woman Card trumped my Gay Card. It’s all part of the Zeitgeist,  
much ado about nothing. But then isn’t that the very definition of life? 
       I was working on my screenplay, but I feel depressed and  
think I’ll go to bed. My students are sad more than anything. I am  
trying to concentrate on the bright ones, though they are the minority.  
Now that’s a real “minority” – bright students! 

       Sorry if I sound cranky. I am cranky! Get better. Don’t die!  
– Best, Ted 

 
KITTI: I’m in Palmdale. I don’t seem to be able to open my computer  
            files from Roy’s Boeing-secured business computer. He works  
            from home, did I mention that? He’s very dedicated: seven A.M.  
            to noon, an hour or so for lunch, then a full afternoon. It’s becoming  
            a bit of a chore because he likes it when I actually cook his breakfast.  
            He came in the other day with a bowl of dry cereal and asked, “How  
            do you fix cereal?” Isn’t that darling! On the basis of a need to know,  
            he really loves a blow job. Remember, I never promised to keep even  
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my most secret thoughts and desires from you! What hints can you  

            give me about giving blow jobs? Seriously. From the sublime to the  
            ridiculous. My major surgery is on the 24th. The polyps are benign 
            at this point, so I’m very fortunate. A big drag and the timing not  
            very good. Don’t tell anyone, dollink. Only Roy, you, and my kids  
            know. Love and kisses – That Woman 
 
TED:  If I prayed, I would be praying for you, of course. You’ll pull through.  
          You’re tough. The British Empire flows in your veins! As for blowjobs,  
          although it may not be the best of times to discuss this, all I can say is  

1) I feel flattered that you consider me an expert in this field and 
2) I don’t scrape, not even a little. Men hate that. Unless they’re  
into pain. Then all bets are off. Swallow if you can – it makes a  
summer! I’ll call you in the hospital if you like. Thinking of you! 

 
 
LOLA: I had a date. He’s an inventor, self-employed. He flew out from your  
             part of the world. I met him in the London theatre course two years  
             ago, the year you skipped. We corresponded, but I didn’t think it was  
             promising. But not much happening from my sex ad, so I invited him  
             here to Brooklyn. He had been describing the things he wanted to do  
             to me in bed. When he got here, he popped in his pants before we  
             even got undressed. For this I got my hair dyed? I was a lady about it.  
             So was he! 
 
TED: Lola, I guess his anticipation got the better of him. But he did make  
          a six-hour trip across the United States just for you! Cut him at least  
          a little slack. Kitti is in the hospital having some polyps removed.  
          I hope she’s all right. Most of my friends have died. Or I have  
          quarreled with them. And everything seems to be going faster and  
          faster with each year. How do I slow it down? 
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LOLA: Sweetie, believe me I didn’t make fun of my cross-country date.  
             But where were all the positions and whatnot he wanted to show  

me?! Big talker, smart guy, a flop in the sack. Same thing for the  
whole three days. The last time was a little better, but he seemed  
bored by then. What can I say? 

 
TED:  Wasn’t he embarrassed? I thought every man knew all the jokes  
           about quick comers. Didn’t he? I wouldn’t be a good lover for a  
           woman either since I tend to shoot my charms very easily myself.  
           Is that too much detail? 
 
LOLA: He didn’t seem the least bit flustered by his in-and-out timeframe.  
            Go figure. Oy! I bet you at least know how to engage in foreplay.  
            I guess he considered the six months or so we emailed the foreplay!  
            I’m supposed to fly out there. Yadda, yadda, yadda. I might, to see  
            you. My other son, Asher, is thinking of moving to Berkeley, so I’d  
            have a double or triple reason to go. What’s the weather like there?  
            It’s colder than a Mother Superior’s you know what here!  
 
TED:  Kitti, are you okay? I tried to call your hospital, but they said they  
           had no one with your name registered. Have you checked out  
           already? Did you ever check in? I left a message on your cell  
           phone. Did you get it? Let me hear from you. I’m worried about you. 
 
LOLA: Hi, honey! Are we still going to Italy this summer? Is that a  
            definite maybe? I know you like England, but I’ve seen England.  
            I like hot, sultry climates. Let’s do Capri, what do you say? Did  
            Lady Big Shot get her piles fixed? Spare me the details! I had  
            coffee with a man from the ad, but he said I talked too much.  
            He was looking for a “round-heeled woman.” What in the hell  
            is that? Don’t tell me. I know. The nerve of that guy! Screw him! 
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TED: I haven’t been able to get hold of Kitti. I’ve left several messages.  
          It’s all very confusing. I thought we were living in the era of  
          instant communication?! Ian is still trying to work out a plea  
          deal with his lawyer and the District Attorney’s office. The  
          liaison realizes that no stalking took place, but there’s a big  
          legal fad about “stalking” right now because some woman was  
          killed by her husband after she reported him stalking her and  
          little was done about it. I think, to tell the truth, Ian may have  
          been imaging the interest from the man dancing in his window,  
          but he nevertheless was dancing in his window! Ian’s brain isn’t  
          all there because of the methamphetamines. He also smokes too  
          much marijuana. And then there are the anti-depressants and high  
          blood pressure medication. It would all be funny, I suppose, if it  
          were happening to other people instead of to me! 
 
LOLA: My son is definitely buying the house in Berkeley. I don’t like  
             his wifey, I’m afraid. Asher has always been able to cheer me  
             up when I get depressed, and then he goes and marries that  
             Episcopalian. Go figure. I hate her. She took away the one  
             thing that made me happy. Then she goes and gets breast  
             cancer, and had to have not one but both breasts removed.  
             One I can sympathize with; two, I don’t know. Asher might  
             as well have married a man! How’s your Ian holding up?  
             Sounds like he’s putting you through Hell. Kids! I don’t  
             need a man, I’ve decided. I have my three cats. They are  

adorable, if a little inbred and cross-eyed. Did I send you  
pictures? By the way, do you want to be an honorary godfather  
to my grandkids? They will be moving to Berkeley in a few  
months, and you could meet them and take them places when  
I can’t be there. I’ll send you their pictures too. They’re even  
cuter than the cats! 
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TED:  Lola, I don’t particularly like children. I have one, as you know,  
           from my donation to a lesbian via a mid-wife. So modern life  
           certainly rivals anything the gods on Mt. Olympus did! I am  
           very fond of my flesh and blood, Jake, whom I see about every  
           six months and talk to on the phone pretty regularly. That’s enough  
           “parenting” for my taste. But thanks for the offer. 
 
TED:  Kitti, I will keep trying until I get hold of you. My friend Lola  
           wants me to be “godfather” to her two grandchildren. What can  
           she be thinking? 
 
LOLA: Bathsheba and Theophilus are adorable! You’d love them to  
             death. I will attach these great pictures that Asher just sent me.  
             Aren’t they gorgeous kids?! You’ll be right there in San Francisco.  
             How far away is Berkeley anyhow? I’m not talking to my other  
             son, the one who’s a doctor in New Jersey. He says I need to lose  
             weight pronto. I’m on the South Beach Diet already, but he wants  
             me to exercise more. Easy for him to say. He’s skinny. I used to be  
             skinny too. It’s cold and blowy here, hard to get out and walk. My  
             oldest cat is spitting up. One of my sex ad guys wanted to do it  
             over the phone. Can you imagine! How sick! Oy! 
 
TED: Bathsheba and Theophilus are cute, you’re right. I’ll keep an open  
          mind. I have a stack of exams to grade. I can’t stand to do this much  
          longer. I don’t think I can ever afford to retire, though. Are we still  
          taking that trip sometime? It’s raining here. 
 
TED:  Kitti, where are you? I’m very worried about you. You haven’t  
           returned any of my calls. I am beginning to wonder if I ought to fly  
           down to Palmdale. Please answer me! Are you mad at me? What’s  
           going on? I’m beginning to fear the worst. 
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KITTI:  Sorry I have not been in touch, Ted. I have been recuperating from  
             the operation. I just didn’t feel much like communicating. I told  
             Roy to call you, but I guess he didn’t. He asked me if you were my  

“boyfriend”? I just laughed in his face. He has been upset with me  
because I became depressed after the hospital and everything. My  
doctors tell me they think they got all the bad polyps. They think!  
Not exactly the words I wanted to hear. I really can’t fault Roy.  
He is trying to be a very good husband. If he just didn’t expect me  
to cook his meals after I’ve been in the hospital! I blame his mother,  
his background. Food is love for some people, I guess. I don’t mind  
doing it sometime, but I gave up my knitting foundation in South  
Africa for this man. He did buy us a membership in the local country  
club, which is very nice, considering. I may take up tennis again.  
I am very good and used to play all the time at the Beverly Hills  
Country Club. I was much in demand. Several older gentlemen  
took me on dates, but they weren’t offering marriage. Anyway, I  
now have the most marvelous health plan, a pension plan, a 401(k),  
and am beneficiary of Roy’s $350,000 life insurance policy, plus  
his house — all of which he did without my asking. I am very lucky.  
Naturally, I have placed my own money in a separate trust, which  
Roy can’t touch. I suppose this sounds very mercenary to you, but  
you Americans are so silly about the financial realities of marriage.  
Being practical doesn’t mean you don’t love somebody. My daughter,  
Jasmine, visited me in the hospital and said, in typical Southern  
California words, that I looked “thin and happy.” What a riot!  
She lives with a United Airlines pilot and has yet to have an orgasm,  
and they aren’t married either. But she won’t listen to me about that.  
Oodles of love to you and Ian. Any chance of you coming to visit?  

 
LOLA:  Ted, Long time no hear! What is the latest chapter in your life?  
              In Ian Faces the Court, for instance. I was taking an antibiotic for  
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bronchitis and when I got to Hawaii – did I mention I was going  
to Hawaii?— I joyously gamboled out into the sun and immediately  

             got sun poisoning, turning me an amazing shade of deep purple on  
my neck and chest, then spread to my arms and legs. I think it was  
an allergic reaction, but the doctors over there had no idea what  
to do about it. Or even what I had. They did remember to charge  
big bucks. So, bummer! I couldn’t go in the water, lie in the sun, nuttin. 

                      Now I’m home taking a Kabala course with a very gorgeously   
distinguished British rabbi. What he’s doing in Brooklyn is anybody’s  
guess. Maybe he’ll be in London this summer! The plot thickens.  
I saw this play with eleven naked guys taking showers. I forget the  
name. You must have seen it. Did you drool? Send your plays to  
New York. If that one can get put on, why not yours? So what’s  
new in rainy, cold San Francisco? Maybe I will come to the 4C’s  
conference there in mid-March – will let you know. Maybe I can  
hug you again. Maybe somebody knows a lovely straight man for  
a horny old broad with a few good years left in her?!? Just thought  
I’d ask.  

 
TED:   Lola, you sound restless, as usual. My life is hectic. The stalking  
            case isn’t going well. Now the Court wants Ian to be on probation  
            for three years and he might have to register as a sex offender!  
            It’s unbelievable. I don’t think he has told me the entire truth about  
            the cruising, and he made things worse by going to the gated front  
            door of the man he thought he was having a “relationship” with  
            and pissing in the man’s doorway. He was seen by this homeless  
            speed-freak that the lesbian cop has made a sweetheart deal with –  
            if he gets dirt on Ian, then she lets the homeless speed-freak continue  
            to squat behind the Castro Theater. I couldn’t possibly make all this  
            up! Ian also threw his business card onto the front entranceway with  
            a note: “The cops are on to us. Let’s take it inside.” That doesn’t  
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            sound like a stalker’s words, does it? It sounds like somebody who  
            thinks he’s having a mutual affair, albeit through a window with  
            a man dancing nearly nude. The nuns of my childhood would turn  
            over in their graves if they could hear me now. I was always their  
            favorite. 

 
LOLA: Ted, I don’t know what to advise you, except to go straight! I know  
             that’s not going to happen, but we gals can hope, can’t we? 
 
TED:  Lola, I’m gay. And even I weren’t, I can’t abandon Ian now, not after  
           all we’ve been through. He is a thorough pain in the butt, but it’s my  
           life. I must like it, or I would get out, right? Maybe he allows me to  
           be generous and caring – is that it? Usually all I think about is myself  
           and my career, such as it is. I haven’t finished my play about Sebastian  
           or my screenplay. But I had a good class today. A student in my one  
           creative writing class offered to be a grader for me. She has a B.A.  
           I simply can’t stand to grade another paper, I swear! I don’t know if  
           we’re allowed graders or not, but I’m going to take her up on her offer. 
 
TED: Ian has been fired from his job at the library. It wasn’t the meth- 
         amphetamines directly, but one of the side-effects is compulsive/ 
         obsessive disorder, and he checked out over 400 books from his  
         branch. I had offered to help him take them back from his apartment.  
         I even yelled at him. But he wouldn’t or couldn’t do it. The boss  
         accused him of stealing them, and the library said he was keeping  
         books from the public. He wasn’t stealing them! He could have  
         walked out of the branch with them without checking them out  
         since he knows how to get around the flimsy safeguards. Nobody  
         would have known who had them. This is all just an excuse because  
         Ian’s boss is angry with him for coming in late sometimes. Even  
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         though he is the most charming, helpful person with patrons in the  
         whole place! He stays up so late on speed he can’t wake up for work.  
         The union might back him on this. We’re waiting to see. “Oy”  
         doesn’t quite cut it! 
 
KITTI:  Ted, you sent me a message that you also sent to Lola? I couldn’t  
              help seeing her email address along with mine. Hmm. 
   
LOLA: Ted, why are you writing the same message to Lady Bridgeton  
             that you wrote to me? I’m hurt. I make sure I don’t duplicate  
             messages to you!  
 
TED:  Dear Lola, I am sorry for doubling up on the messages. It’s just  
           been such turmoil emotionally around here, with Ian being fired  
           and the stalking accusation, and I seem to be gaining weight as well.  
           I’ll try harder to be personal. Do you want to grade my papers? I’ll  
           pay you. 
 
TED:  Dear Kitti, I am sorry for doubling up on the messages. It’s just been  
           such turmoil emotionally around here, with Ian being fired and the  
           stalking accusation. I am trying harder to be personal and typing up  
           each email for you or whoever I am writing to. Are you polyps all  
           better now? You haven’t mentioned them since you ‘got out of  
           hospital,’ as you would say. 
 
KITTI: You’re forgiven. It’s not like you to take me for granted. But you’re  
             forgiven. I hope Ian appreciates what a super man you are and how  
             much you do for him. My polyps seem to be fine. Fingers crossed.  
             Not something I enjoy discussing, to be honest.  

       Roy returns from a business trip tonight. Quite a big change  
in him since last weekend, when he was crabby. Very, very loving  
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on the phone, told me I was precious. He called me 5 times from  
Seattle in less than 24 hours. I think I really hit the jackpot with this  
one! Did I ever mention that actor Anthony Quinn demanded his  
droit de seigneur when I was working on that movie set in Italy?  
What a pig! But I have my Special Roy now. Hooray! 

 
TED:  Kitti, I feel all sorts of uneasiness these days, largely from Ian  
           snorting speed again. At least I don’t see him, because he goes  
           into the bathroom. His lawyer got a continuance, and Ian’s lawyer,  
           the D.A., and a woman judge are working out a deal, maybe. The  
           longer we wait, the better, apparently. Lawyers say people forget  
           over time. If I can just hold on during this. 

     Jake, my son, called last night and said, yes, he will go to  
          England with me this next summer for the theatre course. At first he  
           said no because he is working two jobs, but a friend of his said,  
           “You don’t turn down a free trip to Europe.” I will pay for his  
           tuition and plane fare if he pays for his own meals. I warned Jake  
           about not finishing college. But he wouldn’t listen. His mother and  
           her lover were even paying for it. Nobody paid for my college! I  
           hope he doesn’t revert to the low income status of my ancestors.  
           Jake is straight – already a reversion. (You do what you can, and  
           then you have to love them for who they are, right?!)  

      I am going to be hard pressed to pay all this, but my friend  
           Sally, it turns out, did leave me some money in her will, but whether  
           she signed it properly or not has now become an issue. Also, her  
           daughter, June, is making trouble because two paintings her mother  
           left her were inadvertently thrown away by the cleaners when they  
           were cleaning up Sally’s house so that we could sell it. Did I mention  
           that I’m the co-executor? Sally told me her own daughter stole credit  
           cards from her and drove Sally crazy and went to jail for a year for  
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           grand larceny, and now she’s all sentimental about two crumby  
           paintings of swans on her mother’s bedroom wall?! I hope we  
           don’t wind up in Probate. I hear it can be a nightmare. 
  Any chance you could join us in England? 
 
LOLA: Ted, have you changed your mind about being godparent to  
             Bathsheba and Theophilus? I can’t make it out to California  
             right now. I think their Episcopalian mom doesn’t want  
             Theophilus to be bar mitzvahed. Could you help out there?  
             If you can’t teach Theophilus Hebrew, perhaps you could at  
             least my eyes and ears there? Asher is not responding to my 
             emails. I promised my Israeli mother that her grandson would  
             be bar mitzvahed. I wrote a poem about it, but I won’t show it  
             to you until I polish it. . . . Getting any? Do you and Ian have  
             sex anymore? I think you told me you don’t, or is my memory  
             going? I had some tests, and there’s some white stuff in my brain.  
             No joke. It’s not semen, I can tell you that for sure! I’m off men.  
             Still, the thought of sucking on a pussy is even worse than being  
             horny! Pardon my French. Do you like lesbians?  
 
TED:  Why don’t you come out here and clear up everything with your  
           son and the grandkids and the bar mitzvah? You could stay in my  
           condo if you want to. I can stay at Ian’s apartment, although it is  
           increasingly filthy and full of magazines and old mail and those  
           goddamned books from the library, which he still has not returned,  
           not all of them. There’s practically no place to sit down. His shower  
           is broken; the toilet runs. How did I get involved in this relationship?  
           If I don’t drop Ian, I’m an “enabler” – that’s what his fucking lawyer  
           called me today. And if I do leave Ian or kick him out, I’m a son of a  
           bitch for abandoning a man I supposedly love. Jake, my son, is going  
           with me to the London theatre course this summer! Yay! I hope he is  
           my comfort. Kids are supposed to be, but, alas, they often aren’t, I fear. 
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LOLA: Oh, sweetie, pardon me for not paying attention to your troubles.  
             I have been insensitive to you by pushing my grandkids on you.  
             I apologize. Let me think about your offer to stay there. I see  
             from a map that it’s over forty minutes by BART between  
             Berkeley and San Francisco, I think. It’s actually warm right  
             now in the New York area. And I can’t leave my cats. They pine  
             and get very expensive ailments when I go away for even a week.  
             It’s sweet how you stand by your man.  I guess you don’t need  
             me in London if you have your son – Your Lolita 
 
KITTI:   Dear, dear heart, that is quite wonderful about Jake going with  
               you to London for the course. What a charming young man,  
               to judge from his photograph. You did send me his photo, correct?  
               You will have to lay down a lot of ground rules; otherwise, he  
               will be flirting with all those foreign girls there for the summer.  
               I have traveled with children and know how awful they are in  
               leaving one quite alone. My son Jamie took off for three whole  
               days in Cape Town once – he had and has a cocaine problem, alas,  
               just like your Ian’s speed problem – but then my children have  
               been indulged and very badly brought up, not like yours. I blame  
               no one but myself. Well, maybe a nanny or two. . . . I still have  
               to see my surgeon about some flare-ups with the polyps. Polyps  
               are so un-glamorous, are they not? Especially once you’ve had  
               affairs with movie stars. Frank Sinatra supposedly had a big one.  
               I am so GLAD I never actually saw it. He was another one of  
               those pigs who thought he owned the girls working on his movies.  
               Well, he did not own me! . . . As to the summer, I would love to  
               join you as we did last year, but entre nous, my husband has not  
               proven to be the most faithful kind of man in the past with his wives,  
               so I am very loathe to leave him, even for a week, but do, souviens toi, 
               that I am a newly wed and prone to insecure jealous fits like all sane  
               women.   –Un grand baiser, mon cheri, Kitti. 
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TED:  Kitti turned down my offer to travel in England again – even  
           though I hadn’t made the offer yet. She’s wonderful. I don’t  
           understand the jealousy of her new husband. She won’t travel  
           to Europe because he might have an ejaculation without her?  
           I find this mysterious. 
 
LOLA: That’s because you’re a whore, darling Ted. No woman is going  
             to put up with hanky panky from her man, you can bet on that.  
             If I had a man, I’d make sure he didn’t cheat on me. I’d cut his off 
             You Know What. 
 
TED:  A couple of questions. If a man masturbates, whether she is home  
           or not, is he ‘cheating’ on his wife? Why or why not? Don’t spare  
           me the details! I simply do not understand why women care so  
           much about mere expulsion of extra seed. Most men have far more  
           than they know what to do with. Believe me, it is not personal!  
           Straight men just tell you it is. I’ve known women who didn’t  
           want their husbands to touch them with a ten-foot pole, and still  
           they got furious that their man looked elsewhere for relief? Every- 
           day I give thanks that Ian and I never, even back when we had sex,  
           cared about the other having outside sex. Okay, love is another  
           matter, but sex?? Come on! So Kitti’s apparently going to stand  
           guard in Palmdale when she could be in Merrie Olde England  
           with me and Jake. Life is too short for this! 
 
KITTI:  Roy is becoming impossible. I may have made a terrible mistake.  
              He is so moody. I really blame his mother. She is still alive and  
              has all these really negative anti-white feelings, which she lays  
              on her “boy.” Apparently there’s another son who still lives at  
              home, a bit “funny” in the head. There are rumors that he fiddled  
              with one of Roy’s daughters when she was a child, all this just  
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now surfacing. Roy swears he’s going to kill his brother, retarded  

             or not. What have I married into? And there is this awful grandson,  
             who is not actually Roy’s grandson, just the grandson of his second  
             wife. The mother drops in unannounced and drops the boy off, and  
             he is rude. But Roy just adores him. I have asked that they at least  
             call ahead of time, But Roy says I’m being unreasonable. I was  
             afraid that class, more than race, might be an issue in this marriage.  
             Have I underestimated class? I know race is a big thing in America,  
             but surely not in my marriage! The boy runs everywhere and shouts  
             and expects me to cook him food! I thought I had spoiled my three,  
             but this takes the cake – only I’m not baking it! Does Lola have  
             children? What are they like? I do like Roy’s real daughter, who  
             stopped by. She has no kids and is very together. Keep me posted  
             on every second of your life. – The Princess of Palmdale 
 
TED:   Lola, are you there?  We’re still waiting on the court to decide on  
            Ian’s fate. Kitti is evidently having trouble with her new husband  
            and a grandson who isn’t related by blood. There are racial and class  
            tensions abounding there, but I won’t touch those topics with a ten- 
            foot poll. I could have warned her, but people aren’t grateful, just  
            resentful. She’ll probably make up with her husband, and I don’t  
            want any of these e-mails there to remind her of any honest remarks  
            I may have made. Beware of cyberspace! 
 
LOLA:  I’M BACK! I have been having various tests. I’ve had to pee for  
              three doctors, had my blood drawn, Xrays, the whole shebang.  
              Tell Kitti-face at least she has a husband. I don’t! What does she  
              look like? Is she as pretty as me? Something tells me she sleeps  
              around. You aren’t saving these e-mails, I hope! They should go  
              into the shredder. I don’t save anything, so don’t you, either.  
                      My memory is terrible. I started teaching today, and it was  
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             the wrong class! Somebody said, “This is Education 102, Ms. Lutz.”  

I was mortified, but I smiled and smiled and changed the topic and  
got out the right notes. I’d like to get out, period, but my financial  
planner says I need three more years at least to continue living the  
way I do now. I can’t live without having my hair done every week! 
Are you still going to Europe this summer? 

 
TED:  Jake is on the waiting list for the theatre course, with seven people  
           ahead of him. He should get in. Haven’t you signed up yet? You’d  
           better hurry, if you intend to. 
 
LOLA: I don’t know if I want to go to Europe. The terrorists are planning  
             more things there, I’ve read. It seems everywhere I plan to go the  
             terrorists show up. How about going to Fiji? I’m still not talking  
             to my sons. Why did I bother having them? It’s cold, I’m lonely,  
             and I’m becoming a forgetful, bad teacher. . . . So how are you,  
             sweetie? 
 
TED:   I have a toxic, so-called “disabled” student, who is driving me  
            crazy. I left class early Thursday night after she turned up despite  
            assurances from her counselor that she would drop. I won’t teach  
            her! She is the NEEDIEST person I have ever had to deal with.  
            My chairman talked to her and now agrees that she is a problem.  
            All the people in the Disability Office hate her guts. She knows  
            every nook and cranny of the Americans with Disabilities Act  
            and milks them for any- and everything she can get. If he’d just  
            do the assignments, as bad as they were, she probably would  
            have passed. Now she’s playing the Lesbian Card, saying she  
            has a woman lover in Germany and she wants to join her and  
            teach English as a Second Language there. I wouldn’t wish this  
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            basket case even on the Germans! A fellow teacher called me to  
            say that this Tazma (her real name, as in Tazmanian Devil) drove  
            her nuts in a previous class, and a part-timer happened to see me  
            and told me she was tutoring “one of the most difficult students”  
            she has ever had. Yep – Tazma! It’s the first time in all my years  
            at the college that I felt compelled to call the DSA Office and  
            demand that she be removed. Fuck the Disabilities Act. It has  
            created a generation of whining, overly “entitled” special folk  
            who add nothing to a class but stress. To say nothing of all the  
            un-used Handicapped Parking spaces! It only takes one loser to  
            spoil any class. Actually this is one of the weirdest classes I have  
            ever had: besides, Tazma, there’s a bisexual cop in the back, who  
            says outrageously un-P.C. things about Asians who can’t speak  
            English. This is almost unheard of here in San Francisco. He even  
            said he’d almost had a fistfight with the Dean about some other  
            class he’s enrolled in. There is also a extremely short male  
            Bulgarian who took my chalk to write on the blackboard. I think  
            he thinks I’m a sissy because I’m gay. He doesn’t know me! In  
            a class discussion, he went on and on about the findings on why  
            babies turn out gay and how they might be changed by chemicals  
            or whatever. I’m sorry I refrained from saying, “They can abort  
            short people in the womb now too. And it’s about time!” Things  
            really are getting worse in college. It’s not just my imagination.  
            College, my ass! 

        And Ian may go to jail after all. He went back to that place  
behind the Castro Theater and was arrested again. I keep expecting  
to wake up. But this is my life, and my life is all too real. 

 
KITTI:  Although life with Roy is better now and I am happy to be loved 
              by someone, he is a very high-maintenance man in that he is a  
              very odd person and seems to have this barrier through which  
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 I cannot penetrate. He went to Long Beach yesterday and stopped  

              at a strip club on the way home, never did phone, and the dinner  
              he insists I cook got completely cold. How do I teach him about  
              how to have a relationship this late in his life? And if I can’t, how  
              do I cope? . . .This polyps business is not yet finished either. But  
              enough. Ted, we must look on the bright side or we are damned,  
              n’est  pas?  --The Princess of Palmdale 
  P.S. Roy has asked me for anal sex. What do you advise?  
              I know you must be an expert. 
 
TED:  Dear Princess of Palmdale, it’s a bit of rough patch for us right now.  
           But not to worry. We’ll be dead soon! At least they’re not using  
           leeches on you at the hospital. Or are they? Whenever things get  
           terrible, I just think how much worse it must have been in the past.  
           No wonder people came up with religions. We have e-mail! I do  
           value your friendship very much, I want you to know that. Hang  
           in there  – as the prisoner said to his fellow prisoner with his arms  
           in chains! 
  P.S. I have never had anal sex except once. I did not like it. 
           I can’t advise you on this. You must travel your own path. 
 
LOLA: I finally talked to Asher and Harold, my two boys, in a three-way  
             telephone call. Believe me, it’s the only three-way I’ve ever had!  
             I think we’ve settled the bar mitzvah for Theophilus. Harold urged  
             Asher to go ahead with it. Asher didn’t exactly promise, but he said  
             he’d think about it seriously. That’s what he used to say when he was  
             a boy. “I’ll think about, Mommy, seriously.” He was so darling! Too  
             bad he had to grow up and impregnate that Episcopalian. I’m more  
             fun that she is! 

 How’s Lady Kitti? Still living the life royale? She pisses me  
off and I haven’t even met her. You’re not traveling with her this  
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summer, I hope, just because I can’t make up my mind about the  
course and Europe. We could go to Spain. Barcelona. Yeah, let’s  
do that. I’d take my grandkids if they were older, although their  
mother, the Episcopalian, probably wouldn’t let me. She told Asher,  
who told me, that I’m ding-y. Me — ding-y? I ought to read her her  
beads. My other son’s fat clinic is making a fortune. He said he saw  
his father, my former husband, and he’s getting married for the third 
time! That makes two of us he’s paying alimony to. Well, screw him.  
How’s every little thing out in California? 

 
TED:   Kitti, he’s much too young, but Ian finally got his first pension check.  
            We were worried that it might not be approved, because he was fired  
            from the library. It’s not much, but at least it’s something. Of course  
            he cashed it and spend a chunk of it on speed. Apparently he met  
            some other speed dude during his binge a month ago, who now hangs  
            around outside Ian’s apartment stalking Ian, accusing my boyfriend  
            of “fucking my woman” and other delusions. He also claims to know  
            how to make an impression of a lock from something applied to the  
            outside and thus obtain a key. Ian feels that someone may have been  
            in his apartment because two cheap jewels are missing. So Ian has  
            been staying at my place all the time now. Is this togetherness or what?  
            Oh, the speed freak is a straight guy, who is a former porn star with  
            eleven inches, which Ian says he has seen and felt. (Doubting Thomas  
            that he was) This gentleman also casually mentioned to Ian that he was  
            going to murder him. And how was your day? 
 
KITTI: Ted, I think we need to go to Disneyland. Got any pictures of the  
             eleven inches? What a life you’re leading! I am still debating about the 
             anal sex. Can’t you help me out? 
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LOLA: Ted, why can’t you get that Tazma carted off? I once had a crazy male  
             student who laughed a low blood-curdling laugh throughout my class.  
             Finally I managed to have him carted off by security cops. My students  
             were with me throughout, which was nice. Is Jake not going with you  
             to Stratford, just London? Are you going to Stratford again or not?  
             I’m confused. I’ve never been to the Lake District: Wordsworth,  
             Coleridge, those types. I will have to teach summer school first.  
             Do you want some company, as in moi, Miss Piggy, who has to  
             pee, eat, or sit down or buy something every two or three hours  
             or crankiness ensues? Otherwise, I’m sunny and funny. You can  
             drop that troublemaker Ian and have me instead! Something tells  
             me that you’re at least a little bit bi. And you boyfriend is getting  
             accused of all these things, maybe at least some of it is true? 
        Tonight was Passover with family in New Jersey. Drank too  
             much red wine and now have splitting headache. My ex-hubby  
             was there, with his new black girlfriend; she was sporting a  
             giant pear-shaped diamond that I didn’t notice before. I didn’t  
             get no diamonds from that cheap bastard. I worked while he  
             went to medical school, so he owes me! – Au Revoir, sweat prince! 
 
TED:   Lola, I hope you meant “sweet” prince, not “sweat” prince. Guess  
            what! I have beginning cataracts, according to my lasik doctor.  
            I had my left eye zapped several years ago, and it worked fine,  
            but my eyesight keeps deteriorating. Apparently a new procedure  
            is coming in a few years, for both cataracts and improved overall  
            vision. The question is whether to wait or do the lesser one now.  
            I’ve always had excellent eyesight, without glasses, but those days  
            are limited, I guess. If we’re made in God’s image, why are we so  
            badly made?! I grow more atheist every day. The approaching grave  
            will not scare me, as God is not my witness! 

       Ian got some new medication from his new court-appointed  
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shrink. It completely knocked him out for two entire days. Right  
now, he’s asleep on the couch in the front room. He seems to go  
from being hyper (from the speed) to lethargic (on anti-depressants  
or just life). Anyway, he is getting his retirement check regularly  
now, and he is paying most his own bills. Yay! It was a drain, I’ll  
tell you that. Is he grateful? . . . Not really. Probably more resentful.  
It seems that Ian will plea guilty to two misdemeanor charges on  
the 27th. This is what our lawyer, the sub-D.A. and the female  
judge seem to have worked out behind closed doors. There will  
be a stay-away order and maybe probation. Don’t get caught up  
in the courts, trust me! There was a pre-trial, did I tell you?  
The lesbian cop was trying to signal her boss how to answer,  
and the sleepy judge (a different one) finally noticed and told  
her to stop. The cop testified herself and her face got all squinched  
up when she mentioned finding Ian’s underwear on his back seat  
of his old car. Ugh! “Male” things! You see. Then the so-called  
“stalkee” got on the witness stand and actually cried. He has been  
thoroughly brainwashed into thinking he was a victim, and he was  
surrounded before and after his testimony by all these court-appointed 
“protectors.” Those are the stalkers! He was just a big sissy, I’m afraid,  
not at all the kind of man that Ian is attracted to. The man did reveal  
something besides the fact that he has been terrorized by the system;  
he said it was possible that his ex-lover, “who resembles me,” to quote  
him, was performing naked in the window. So it’s possible Ian was  
cruising somebody who was into it, just not this particular guy. The  
judge ruled that there is enough evidence to proceed to a full trial. 

 
LOLA: Ted, I don’t know what to say when you tell me these over-the-top  
             things. I have no advice, really. My heart goes out to you. With a  
             lover like that, who needs love?! It makes me glad I have nobody. 
             Sorry! 
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TED:  Lola, I’m not really looking for advice. Is that what you thought I  
           wanted? I just find all that’s happening amazing in its weirdness.  
           Yes, I complain, but it’s INTERESTING, and so much of life isn’t.  
           To tell the truth, I rather enjoy it all. Whatever it is, it isn’t safe and  
           bland.  . . . Lady B keeps badgering for advise on anal sex. I resent 
           the implication that gays are somehow experts in that field. I have 
           doubt that it is well explored by the heterosexual world. Jesus! 
 
LOLA: I just want peace and quiet in my life. I don’t like stress. It makes  
            you age. It makes me eat. . . . What’s anal sex? Don’t tell me! 
 
KITTI: Are we going to Disneyland? I can get a discount. I think it gets  
             pretty crowded nowadays, so that you can barely move around,  
             but Roy said I could go for two days.  
 
TED:  Did you get Roy’s permission in writing? I’m sure the staff at  
           Disneyland will want to see it. Kitti, what has happened to you?  
           I don’t mean to interfere in your marriage, and I am far from a  
           feminist harpy, but surely you don’t have to have a husband’s  
           “permission” to go on a trip. What next – a head scarf? A full-body  
           tent? Something is wrong with the world. In some parts of the world  
           women are enslaved and abused. Over here c-words like Lizzie  
           Jackmont bring totally unwarranted “sexual harassment / discrim- 
           ination” charges against me and nobody can say boo about it or  
           make her pay for her false allegations! 
 
KITTI: If you were married, you would understand. There’s a commitment  
            Roy and I have made to each other. I can’t just run off like you can. 
 
TED:  Excuse me!? I can’t marry Ian, that’s true, and I don’t want to marry  
           him legally. I would like the option, however. If the pain and agony and   
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             commitment in my relationship with my partner isn’t equal to  
             anything in a legal marriage then I don’t know what is. Kitti,  
             I’m surprised at you playing your Het Card like this. And I hate  
             whining about it. You suggested running off to Disneyland, not me. 
 
KITTI:  If you don’t want to go to Disneyland, just say so. Roy said I could  
             go, but now I’m not so sure I want to. We are putting in a sun room  
             in the back. It should be quite nice out there this summer. 
   
TED: Kitti, let’s not quarrel. My life is very stressful at the moment.  
          And the moment goes on for months and months. Jake, my son,  
          has taken the written exam for firefighters in Phoenix, along with  
          2500 others for 150 openings. He thinks he did very well, but  
          American kids notoriously over-inflate their sense of accomp- 
          lishment. He has to have two interviews if he passes the written  
          test, and then he might still make it to London to take the theatre  
          course with me. I am leaning toward Prague after London. I have  
          never been there. How are your three children? You never mention  
          Darla. Are you and she not talking? That time I visited you in Malibu  
          you and she were like best girlfriends. How is Jamie’s cocaine habit  
          and Jasmine’s pilot? She’s the one that’s as beautiful as a movie star, 
          right? I liked Jamie and Darla when I met them. Handsome kids. 
 
KITTI: I love my children, thank you for asking. After I divorced my first  
            husband, it wasn’t easy being a single mom. I sold that screenplay,  
            thank god, for a lot of money, and my family also helped. But Paul  
            wouldn’t support Darla. Have I ever told you this? Paul is not Darla’s  
            father. I wanted another beautiful child, like Jasmine was right from  
            the beginning. I saw this Thai bartender in Bangkok when I was living  
            there with Jamie and Jasmine. He was the most beautiful man I had  
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             ever seen in my life, and I have had more than my share of Hollywood  
             male beauties, believe me. He was uneducated, but I thought: what if  
             I have this incredible Eurasian child?! I was already forty and knew  
             it was my last chance. So I did it. I love Darla dearly, although we  
             are not talking at the moment, but I’m afraid she didn’t turn out quite  
             as expected. She is good with people, but not very academic, and she  
             doesn’t look Eurasian. She looks Hispanic, and so the boys at Malibu  
             High weren’t interested in her — well, just the few Hispanic and black  
             ones were. Now I have never told anybody else this before, even Darla.  
             So mum’s the word. I am not disappointed in her, but she does make  
             the strangest decisions sometimes. She wrecked my SUV and that’s  
             why we’re not talking. My children were given everything? What  
             happened? 
 
TED:    Oh, Kitti, what disappointments there are in life. Why do we cling  
             to it so desperately? There is no need for Hell. We have Hell right  
             here and now. What kind of cruel God would punish you even more  
             than this? Only the mind of man could come up with such viciousness.  
             Please excuse me if I’m not usual cheery “gay” self. But that crazy  
             “disabled” student is still causing me grief. I filled out the form to  
             have her removed from two classes. The bisexual non-P.C. cop in  
             that same class said he and another cop did a computer check on  
             Tazma’s record and said she has a ton of 5150s in Marin County.  
             Those are police arrests for mental problems. And she showed up  
             again last night, and I let up and even read her name for the final  
             census. Last night she sent me an e-mail saying, “You read my  
             name, so I’m in the class.” I wrote back: “Don’t push your luck.”  
             Today she stopped by my office. I said, “Stop bothering me!”  
             But I had to whisper the words so that my colleagues wouldn’t  
             hear. Of course she is a terrible writer to boot, and the bisexual  
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             cop said the eligibility dean read some of Tazma’s e-mails to him  
             and laughed at how illiterate they are. The cop was in the dean’s  
             office because the cop was being kicked out of another class, a class  
             where the teacher, according to the cop, was pushing Christianity  
             on them. It all seems normal until I write it out. And I am beginning  
             to think the bisexual cop isn’t a real cop after all. So much for the 
             the so-called safety zone of the Academic World! 

        Oh, did I mention that I finished my screenplay about the  
grandmother who takes her grandson for a train ride in order to sell  
his eyes. I’m calling it What Big Eyes You Have. Maybe I can sell  
Tazma’s eyes to the Germans? 

  
LOLA: Ted, are we on for this summer? I know it’s months and months  
             away, but I like to plan ahead. I will limit my “kvetching” to five  
             minutes per day — promise. Even when you go off to the woods  
             for you know what, I will read and pray that you come back in  
             one piece, with all your body parts intact. Jake could join us, or  

do you want some alone time with him? I do want to see Dove  
Cottage. Do you think they still have doves there? 

 
TED:   Lola, I know how to drive on the left since I’ve been to England  
            so many times. However, I’m not so sure about traveling with  
            someone new. It can cause hard feelings, I have found. Of course  
            sometimes it works. Kitti and I worked out very well together last  
            year. I am waiting on Jake and the results of his firefighter exam  
            and whether he’s going on the course and maybe after that with me  
            somewhere. I haven’t spent enough time with my son. That would  
            be somebody “new” enough for one trip. 

 
LOLA: That’s all right. If you don’t want to travel with me, I understand.  
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             My friend Linda wants to go to Barcelona, but I told her I might  
             be traveling with you instead. But don’t worry about it. 
 
TED:  Lola, I am considering traveling with you. Let’s not quarrel. We  
           can do that when we’re traveling together! I’m not sure about you  
           and Jake and me all together in one car. 
 
LOLA: I promise to keep my hands off Jake, though I bet he’s a handsome  
             lad, if he takes after his daddy. You keep busy, I’ll give you that.  
             You’re so imaginative and creative. One of these years something  
             of yours will hit it big. Do you really try? My book of poems was self-  
             published, but don’t tell anybody. One of my former boyfriends paid  
             for it, as a birthday present. I miss him some days, Vern. But then he  
             developed “erectile” problems a few years into our relationship. He  
             got so embarrassed he broke it off – the relationship, not his organ.  
             He was also mean a lot of the time, so what did I lose, really? I’d like 
             a NICE man for a change. 
 
TED:   I had a fan call today. Somebody in Seattle read one of my books.  
            I get about one of these or a letter every six months, so, see, I have  
            made it! I never expected or even wanted household name recognition.  
            I have written some things I am very proud of, the first ever gay  
            protest novel, for instance. Alas, people forget, and it’s embarrassing  
            to have to keep reminding them. 
 
LOLA: I’m your biggest fan, don’t forget that. You’ll make it, don’t worry.  
            Though none of us is getting any younger. One of the men who  
            answered my ad said he read my book of poems and LOVED them,  
            but I think he was just saying that to get in my pants. He was not a  
            looker and admitted to some sort of skin disease. Have I come to this?  
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             I was Runner-up to Miss North Carolina in the Miss America  
             Contest back when I was in college! Now I’m supposed to date  
             men with skin rashes?! 

 
KITTI: Hello from South Africa! Roy and I are here, an inter-racial couple.  
            I must say eyes still turn our way, though nobody has been actively  
            hostile. Roy is trying to be good, but he feels uncomfortable in  
            Africa! Is that called irony — is that the proper word? We may  
            buy a condo together. I have been paying $600 a month for a local  
            woman to live in my house and take care of my three Maltese. I  
            moved them here just before I met you, I think, when I intended to  
            live here, and I love them to death, but the money is somewhat of  
            a drain. The dog sitter has moved her mother and a sister into the  
            house to keep her company. I saw my little babies yesterday,  
            and they remembered me. What am I to do? I can’t really get  
            them back to the States now without a long quarantine. I am  
            having the house refurbished. It’s amazing what a Japanese  
            garden in the back and some hanging baskets of flowers over  
            the windows will do to enhance the sale price. Luckily, the  
            house has gone up in value since I bought it. Roy says I have  
            a good head for finances. He just wants good head! But enough  
            about that. Now I’m telling tales out of school. I found out he  
            takes Viagra! I was shocked. I thought his potency was just for  
            me. Do you take Viagra? -- Luv, luv, Lady Cape Town 

 
TED:   Be careful in South Africa! I read that the crime rate has gone up  
            there. My own “marriage,” though highly not legal, continues to  
            have its share of sagas. Ian fights depression all the time, not  
            always well. He takes speed and binges on music and video  
            games and computer manuals. He is scheduled for trial in six  
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            weeks unless the lawyers can figure out how to resolve this.  
            I don’t want him to plead guilty to ANYTHING since he didn’t  
            do anything he isn’t entitled to. What’s wrong with this country?  
            Why are drugs illegal at all? They should be like cigarettes or  
            alcohol. You can have alcohol all you want until you do something  
            else wrong. It should be the same with speed and cocaine and  
            everything else. What Puritans! Yes, I take Viagra. Thank god  
            for anonymous sex in the bushes. It’s keeping me sane through  
            all these troubles. I used to be so unhappy that I wasn’t straight,  
            and now I thank God every day that I am gay! It must be terrible  
            to have sex with the same person forever!  

        The papers for my friend Sally’s will and trust are about to  
be filed with Probate. She didn’t sign in the right place on the will  
and not at all on the trust, so who knows. She did leave me some  
money in one version and crossed my name out in another.  
Today I was dealing with her burial at sea that she wanted  
with the Neptune Society. They were having a sale, 15% off.  
So I bought my own burial niche. Actually it’s an archway,  
worthy of the worst royalists in your family. My pyramid,  
I call it. It’s more than I can afford, but I have five years to 
pay it off.  

 
KITTI: Oh, Ted, let’s not talk about death. You and are not going to die.  
            We’re both much too nice! I haven’t even done a will, I’m afraid.  
            Roy wants me to. I can’t even make plans for my three lovely  
            puppies. They could tell I was leaving today and gave me the  
            most soulful, begging looks. I’m sure they are treated very well  
            by the lady caretaker, who walks them twice a day. But they stay  
            in the big house most of the time with nothing to do. At least they  
            don’t do drugs! 
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LOLA: Are you doubling up on your e-mails again, Ted? In the one  
             telling me about your new tomb there was some reference to  
             “royalists” in my family. We’re Democrats! I smell Lady What’s  
             Her Fuck here. Anyway, I have made Asher my Power of Attorney  
             and Guardian of my Breathing Device, or whatever it’s called. 
             I made it very explicit that I don’t want the machines turned off  
             if I become unconscious. You never know. Some new medication  
             or machine might be invented the next minute, and you could have  
             been alive. But you’re dead because your son couldn’t wait to pull  
             the plug. Maybe I should make you co- power? What do you say?  
             That way Asher couldn’t defy my wishes. I won’t even discuss this  
             with my other son, the doctor in New Jersey. He a cold son of bitch  

and thinks we just die and that’s it. You I would trust! How did  
your Jake do on his firefighters exam? Who’s going where with  
whom this summer? 

 
TED:  Jake passed, but he wasn’t in the first group. I think he got 78%,  
           so he has to wait a while. It’s a dangerous job, but it pays well  
           and is respected. Because he hasn’t finished college, I worry  
           about my son winding up in a dead-end job. He’s working at  
           a Jiffy Lube right now. Not that there’s anything wrong with  
           Jiffy Lube. I’m actually pleased somebody knows how to fix  
           cars. Jake is much more mechanical than I am, takes after his  
           mother, who isn’t “butch” exactly, but she is an electrician.  
           Jake has a nice combination of me and her. I was just much  
           more driven than he seems to be. I suppose gay men have to be.  
 
LOLA: Well, Jews do all right, and they’re not gay—well, not most  
             of them. Maybe it’s being an outsider. Want to come to Brooklyn?  
             You could stay here. My cats are adorable. Then we could fly  
             from here to England. Do you think we live too much in the  
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             future? What future? I had some more tests with my doctor.  
             I am borderline diabetic, and that white stuff in my brain hasn’t  
             gone away. No one seems to know what to make of it. How’s 
             Lady Hoity-Toity doing? Is she still married? I wish her well,  
             but I think she’s got her work cut out for her keeping that  
             marriage together. I had a nice discussion in my Reading class  
             this afternoon. They all like me now because I said they could  
             write one less paper. They can’t write anyway, so what’s the  
             difference. I saved a few trees! Literacy is going the way of the  
             buggy whip. I had a nice, long talk with Marnie from the theatre  
             course last night. She has signed up again. Maybe I should.  
 
KITTI: I left the puppies behind. It broke my heart and theirs too. I had  
             to put them into a kennel and sell my house, or put it up for sale.  
             It’s a very large kennel, and the doggies get walked and bathed  
             and pampered. I inspected every inch of it. I know it’s still not  
             the same as being with their mommy, but what could I do? We  

have another dog at home in Palmdale — it just came to the door,  
a stray, and we started feeding it. It’s a mongrel. My Maltese were  
on the cover of a dog book once; this woman saw me walking  
them and stopped and asked if she could photograph them for her  
book. I feel terrible leaving them there in South Africa. Tell me  
I’m not a bad person. Roy says they’re just dogs. But you and I,  
Ted, are animal people. I’d feel wretched if you condemned me  
for this. 
 

TED: Kitti, I know you have a very good heart. Maybe you should have  
          thought through taking the doggies to South Africa? I’m sure they  
          are much better off than most dogs in most parts of the world, and  
          maybe even plenty of people in South Africa. Still, I’m sure they  
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         love you and will miss you. Maybe you could have the kennel set  
         up a video camera of some kind, and then you could talk to them  
         and wave and whatnot. It would be almost like being in the same  
         room with them. I may get one to be able to see my cats from  
         Europe this summer. 
 
KITTI: Ted, that’s a wonderful idea. Why didn’t somebody over there  
             think of it! I will work on that immediately. It will be just as if  
             I’m talking and calling to them from the next room. You always  
             have such clever ideas. I don’t know why your books don’t sell  
             better than they do. Where can I buy them again? Are they still  
             in print? I’ve enjoyed every single thing of yours I have ever read.  
             I sold that one screenplay years ago and can’t seem to muster the  
             discipline to finish anything since.  

        Oh, I must tell you. The compost hit the fan yesterday. Roy’s  
monster step-grandchild was dropped off without any warning. He’s  
a sullen, resentful youngster. Roy didn’t even tell the kid to say  
hello to me, just sat there hugging him and offering to buy him  
things. And when they left the house, Roy didn’t tell the kid to  
say goodbye to me. Well, I blew my stack. Very wrong, I suppose.  
I followed them outside and said he needed to mind his manners.  
Roy called me an “asshole” (in front of the boy) because of how  
I behaved! Then last night Roy said that he could never forgive 
me for what happened, that he would see me through the recup- 
eration from my operation, but . . . He didn’t finish the threat.  
Dollink, I think we have the upper class and the ghetto in conflict  
here. Then the boy’s mother called three times from Florida last  
night to reprimand me! Jesus, I feel awful today. All my friends  
and relatives said I should have known more about what I was  
doing by marrying Roy. He’s got all this baggage I knew about  
but I chose to ignore. My marriage may be over and it’s just begun. 
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TED:   Kitti, put everything on hold. People often make threats, but the  
            light of day cures many things. And you know I am no militant  
            Pollyanna about stuff. Now is the time to be very cool, controlled,  
            as per usual. Make me proud of the upper class. It’s about the only  
            thing I have left to believe in, except for sex outdoors. Last night  
            was a winner – a three-way with a Mexican and a Swiss! Who says  
            I don’t celebrate diversity?! 
 
LOLA:  Are you coming here or not? I have a second bedroom. You’ll be 
              safe. I promise! I have been talking to the guy who took me to a  
              dance my senior year of high school. Ages and ages ago. It’s a  
              long story, but he’s now a jazz musician in Stockholm, divorced.  
              I liked him a lot all those years ago. My annoying mother wouldn’t  
              let me date him any more because he wasn’t Jewish. He’s Italian.  
              Maybe I should visit Stockholm this summer instead? Now I’m  
              getting my hopes up, and I shouldn’t. But I need more than just cats! 
 
TED:  Lola, that sounds great about the old flame. Just be careful,  
           emotionally. 
 
LOLA: I’ve invited him to come to Brooklyn to visit, and he said yes!  
            We talked on the phone last night, and it was like we’d never  
            been apart. Amazing! Yes, he’s got a girlfriend, but we can get  
            rid of her. He, he! He invited me to visit him too. So I don’t need  
            you to go Europe with you! Ha, ha! Just kidding!  

 
TED:  He’s agreed to come, just like that? 
 
LOLA: He was coming to New York anyway. He says he’s the same  
             weight he was back in high school, only his hair has gone all  
             silver. He sounds delicious! I didn’t tell him I weigh a lot more  
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             than I did back then. Do you think he’ll notice? Just kidding!  
             I am going to the gym today. I fell off the South Beach Diet,  
             but now I’m back on. Look out, Angelo! Lola’s on the warpath! 

 
TED:   Kitti, how are things on the health watch? Did your husband get  
            over his anger at you? My “disabled” student, Tazma, has filed  
            a formal grievance at school. Ian may not go to trial after all.  
            Where is summer when I need it? 
 
KITTI: I had a lovely sleep at home in bed with Roy last night. He held  
            me all night. Whatever the difficulties, I am committed to the  
            marriage. Tell Ian I have him in my heart. The kennel people  
            in South Africa seem incapable of getting my hookup to the  
            doggies to work right. I could hear them barking, but I don’t  
            think they could hear me. I bet if I had married Frank Sinatra,  
            he would have made it work! Did I ever mention that the worst  
            mistake I ever made in my life was agreeing to go to bed with  
            Sinatra that once? I was just married too! Shame on me! 

. . .What’s the famed beauty Miss Lola of Brooklyn up to  
these days? Aren’t you and your son traveling with her  
somewhere this summer? Do you really like her? 

 
TED:  I am glad that you and Roy seem to have worked out your  
           problems. You have enough to worry about with your health  
           issue. I got a rejection on my screenplay about the little boy  
           in Bosnia. The producer said it was too grim. It’s like an old- 
           fashioned fairy tale! Will keep trying. I have returned to my  
           play about Sebastian from Tennessee Williams’ Suddenly  
           Last Summer. Nobody will want that either. I think I’m going  
           to have Sebastian kill the Catholic priest he’s been confessing  
           to all through the play. Maybe I can get the Catholic Church  
           to ban it and turn it into a huge hit?! 
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       I wish I had not taken on the job of co-executor of Sally’s  

           estate. Bank of America is now trying to foreclose on her house.  
           The mortgage hasn’t been paid for months. I notified them of  
           her death, But Bank of America keeps hounding a dead woman,  
           and we weren’t officially appointed co-executors until a week  
           ago. I even made a few payments with my own money and now  
           am having a hard time being reimbursed. I already was in financial  
           deep water because of my bankruptcy four years ago. I must have  
           mentioned that. I sued that website that was defaming teachers  
           without any accountability for failures, liars and even people who  
           weren’t real students using it to spread filth about their teachers.  
           Don’t get me started. I was on The Today Show and Fox News  
           about that. Was that my fifteen minutes of fame? 

       Ian is grumpy and afraid of being forced to register as a sex  
offender for the rest of his life. He smokes a lot of marijuana and  
we watch The Amazing Race. At least the contestants there get to  
travel! It’s sad but I am living from TV show to TV show! 

  
TED:   Lola, have been doing some cat cartoons. I have this new draw- 
            ing program. It allows me to erase lines until I get them right. I  
            don’t have much drawing ability, but they are funny, I hope. See  
            if you can download the attachment. The first one shows a bemused  
            cat staring at the reader. Is the caption big enough? 

 
LOLA:  “I miss my balls.” I don’t know about that caption, sweetie.  
              Is castration funny? Of course I had my three girls fixed.  
              You can’t have a cat in heat in New York. It’s bad enough  
              with me yowling from my balcony! My would-be boyfriend  
              from high school is coming to visit in two weeks. I told him  
              to leave his girlfriend at home! She’s apparently Swedish.  
              I’m horny again. Sometimes I just wish it would all go away.  
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              Sometimes Sophie, my oldest cat, looks at me as though she  

 resents the hell out of me because I had her fixed. “It’s the  
 price you pay for free room and board!” I tell her.  
         I may have to return full time to the classroom next  
semester. Bummer. It may be time to retire once and for all.  
If only there was something else I’d like to do. I do like acting 
—theatre, movies. Am I too old? Maybe I could be in one of  
your plays. Not the old grandma with the boy’s organs, no way!  
Send me more Cat Agenda cartoons! They’re cute. 

 
TED:   I mean the cat cartoons to be more edgy than cute. I don’t do  
            “cute.” I suppose those will go nowhere too. They’re too racy  
            for mainstream newspapers, but I do think the actual drawing  
            is getting better now. I’ve done about twenty-five of them.  

     Ian got three years probation, and he has to go to a sex  
            offender’s class once a week. His lawyer said he can go three  
            or four times – total – and then just ease out of it. I doubt  
            that it’s going to be that effortless. Why is everything so  
            difficult? Some people just seem to live in their bodies and  
            live in this world with so much more comfort than I ever have.  
            Or is that just my illusion? At least he isn’t in jail being raped.  
            How’s that for a bumper sticker? HAVE A NICE DAY. AT  
            LEAST YOU’RE NOT IN JAIL BEING RAPED. 
 
KITTI: What a week! I have been “vegging out” but today went to the  
             Club for lunch and a workout on the treadmill. A new friend  
             there said she was appalled that I was on the treadmill so soon.  
             I hope to heck it’s not bad for me. I have lost twenty pounds  
             through all this. There’s just this troublesome loose skin on  
             the abdomen. I no doubt should be doing nothing for two  
             entire months, but we’re thrashing about in the marriage bed  
             again. Oh, god. Roy is . . . well, never mind. 
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        My son, Jamie, has stopped smoking. Perhaps it is the  
beginning of his looking after his health. Because his father  
is a producer, he knows that he can fall off all his wagons and  
his father will pick up the pieces. Paul and I argued violently  
about this when we were married. I am lenient, but he is  
indulgent! Jasmine is pregnant, did I tell you? At last the pilot  
has agreed to marry her. Jasmine said, “Oh, Mother, you are so  
out of it when it comes to legalities.” Tell me that when he  
doesn’t want to pay child support. She said some salesgirl’s  
mouth dropped open, literally, when Jasmine was in Sax the  
other day. “Are you a movie star?’ she said. Jasmine said she  
just shrugged and went on shopping. I have not spoken with  
Darla in almost a year. Rumor has it that she and her live-in  
boyfriend didn’t pay their rent and were evicted. Paul bailed  
them out and put them up as caretakers of one of his buildings,  
even though he is not Darla’s father. He’s a brick, actually, a  
very kind man. He made love to me every night for the first 
three years of our marriage, and then just stopped and never  
did it again. – Give my bestest to Ian! 
 

TED:  Lola, every day I become more convinced that you, Kitti, and  
           I live completely amazing lives. Are we typical or rare birds?  
           I’ve always wondered about the actual sex lives of people I  
           know. Not what they say but what they actually do. I don’t  
           think it’s a prurient interest, because, frankly, much of it turns  
           me off, but as a sociological or anthropological study it could  
           be called: Amazing Sex Lives of Human Mammals. I’m  
           convinced it’s quite different from what people convince  
           themselves it is. It’s certainly not what it’s “supposed to be.”  
           For instance, Lady Bridgeton is being humped by her new  
           hubby even though her polyps operation isn’t totally healed yet.  
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I don’t know why gays want to get “married” so much? Isn’t it  

             just a form of prostitution? I give you sex and you pay my bills.  
             I already pay Ian’s bills or some of them, and we don’t even  
             have sex. Happy anniversary! 
 
LOLA: Honey, we all pay for it, one way or another. You aren’t above  
             it yourself. Ian seems to put you through Hell constantly – and  
             you aren’t even getting any there, if you’re telling me the truth.  
             Somebody’s got to get something! I’m certainly not getting any.  
             But when my old flame shows up, he’d better look out! 
 
TED:   Kitti, do older women masturbate? Pardon me if this is out of  
            line. I have been wondering about my friend Lola, who keeps  
            saying she’s horny. Does that mean she’s not masturbating,  
            or just not counting it? Don’t you “girls” talk about things  
            like this behind men’s backs? 
 
KITTI: I can’t speak for Lola, and I am not prepared to speak for myself,  
            dollink – what can you be thinking! However, I recently read that  
            the average person shakes hands with twelve women per year  
            who haven’t washed their hands after masturbation. And the list  
            goes on! Love and kisses! Roy is being very loving. 
 
LOLA: I’ve been falling down lately, quite literally, twice – bam – in  
             the middle of the street. New York cars actually stopped for me!  
             The last time I got a terrific concussion with ferocious headaches,  
             couldn’t focus on what my students were saying. Much better  
             now, now that I have realized they don’t make sense anyway,  
             most of the time. I guess I have an inner ear balance problem  
             along with all the rest. If we go to London, you might have to  
             hold onto me so that I don’t crash in the street. A nice, slightly  
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             younger man would probably cure my problems overnight.  
             I had a dream about liposuction during the night. What does  
             it all mean? Haven’t heard from Sweden. I hope it isn’t not  
             happening with my Italian! 
 
TED:   Lola, I hope the transplanted Swede works out for you. I order  
            you to stop falling down! I mean it now! Ian is holding steady.  
            He went to his first sex offenders “class.” He and I are calling  
            it a “class.” He said there were about fifteen men there, all of  
            them straight except for him. He doesn’t really belong there,  
            but it’s mandatory. He’s not allowed to divulge what they talk  
            about, but I gleaned a bit by keeping my ears open. I have usually  
            lived in dread of being too orthodox, too middle of the road, but  
            maybe having a Sex Offender Honey is taking it too far?! One guy  
            apparently jacked off on a bus and another followed a little girl at  
            a bus stop. 

      I have been asked to give a session at the Jack London Writer’s  
Conference in a few weeks, on writing for the stage. Plus enrollees  
can meet the expert (me) by signing up for fifteen minute afternoon  
sessions. Not too shabby. See how famous I am! You always seem  
to be unsure about that. Haven’t you asked your students to name  
almost any writer? They can’t do it, right? Maybe books truly are  
going the way of the buggy whip. Onward to oblivion! 
      One of my cats brought in a rat and then ate it behind a table  
near my bed. I woke up to the gnawing sounds. Joy to the world! 
 

LOLA:  Sweetie, I appreciate your fame. I do! I asked my gay friend in  
              London if he knows your work, and he said he thought he may  
              have heard of you but hasn’t read anything. He lives with a  
              real-life Lord. They belong to the Athenaeum Club and have  
              an estate on the Isle of Man and a big mansion near Hyde Park.  
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             Take that, Lady Up You One! He wanted me to write a review  
             of his book about the Holocaust, but I haven’t gotten around to  
             it and he’s a little steamed at me. You writers! 

        Are we going anywhere this summer or not? Let’s make it  
a slow boat to China. That way I won’t have to worry why the  
kids haven’t called, do they love me enough, etc. Hallmark  
should drop dead already! 
        Still haven’t heard from my so-called flame in Sweden.  
Has the flame died out for good? 

 
TED: My son is definitely going to London. His boss is giving him  
          time off. He and I will meet up there, at the residence hall.  
          I hope I recognize him! It’s been a year and a half since I’ve  
          seen him. He’s a big fella, works out. He’s still waiting on the  
          interview for the firefighters. He passed the agility test. It was  
          problematic since he has a shoulder injury from playing rugby.  
          Have you ever watched that sport up close? Brutal. And who  
          wants men’s butts in your face – not that way, for god’s sake! 

   You’re not taking the theatre course because there may  
          be terrorists—am I right about that? But you might join us if  
          we drive around England after the course? I seem to have an  
          embarrassment of friends right now. Ian would like to go too,  
          but it means him dosing on methadone. He would have to get  
          a prescription from a British doctor. They’re more open in  
          England and will give a month’ supply. Over here Ian has to  
          go to the clinic every single day. But I’m glad he’s on it. It  
          blocks most things. Of course he uses some speed anyway.  
          I think. We don’t talk about it. It just winds up with somebody  
          here slamming a door and running out. 

  
LOLA: I want to go somewhere! There’s another cold snap here. 
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            Brrrr. How’s Lady What the Fuck? Is she still bedding that  
            black stud? I think she fell for that great sucker trap for  
            women – that her new man “will take care of her” when  
            she was imminently capable of taking care of herself, at  
            least financially. And whatever happened to her colon?  
            In my experience, the woman should not have the dollars.  
            It’s emasculating for the man and he winds up hating the  
            woman who bought him, when it’s really himself he hates  
            for allowing it to happen. Another maxim: The Easy Way  
            Is Too Hard. – Lady of Spain 

  
TED: I hesitate to ask, but is the date with the Swede not happening?  
 
LOLA: He called! He’s been playing some gigs in Malmo or some  
             other godforsaken place. He couldn’t find an Internet shop?  
             But I didn’t nag him about it. Believe it or not, sometimes  
             I can do the sensible thing. It’s fun to be girly sometimes! 

 
TED:   Ian and I spent the day with four Chinese workers, I all sorts  
            of different combinations. No, it wasn’t sex. For one thing  
            we’re not into Asians. It was to clean out the remaining  
            possessions, furniture, junk from Sally Shaw’s house so that  
            the realtor can put it up for sale. It’s a good housing market  
            right now, so we should be able to sell the house pretty well  
            and for more than it’s worth. We are going out for a spin in  
            Sally’s old van in a little bit. She left it to me in her will,  
            actually to Ian, although she didn’t really like Ian and, in fact,  
            saw him as a rival for my affections. Ian used to sulk at the  
            table when we all three dined out together, and I pretended  
            that we were all just as happy as clams. How odd people are.  
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LOLA: You need to drop Ian, although nobody asked me. Maybe your  
             friend Sally was right. Would I get along with him? I picture him  
             with droopy eyes and sprawled all over the furniture, his tongue  
             lolling out. Reminds me of my ex-husband when he was on 
             marijuana! Is Ian joining us for the car trip in England? Can he  
             drive on the left? I can, but I don’t want to. I think my license  
              is expired. There’s no reason to have a driver’s license here.  

       My honey is coming from Sweden next week. We talked on  
the phone last night. He never married any of the women he’s  
been with all these years. He’s funny. I didn’t tell him I’ve put  
on weight. Do you think I should? 

 
TED:   I’m putting on some weight myself. I spend too much time at  
            the computer. I really have to get out and about more. I haven’t  
            even been out cruising. The cleaners  accidentally threw away  
            two paintings that Sally Shaw may have wanted to go to her  
            evil daughter, Junebug, or just Bug, as I like to call her. It was  
            unclear, because the name was crossed out in one of the versions.  
            As was my name. It could turn out that I get nothing. Sally didn’t  
            want her thieving daughter anywhere near her, and I fear that  
            Junebug will used the thrown-out paintings as leverage. It was  
            not intentional, I swear to God. 

      Did I mention that I have a grader now for my students’  
            papers? I have to drive them over to my grader and pick them  
            up and we had to work out the rules, but I can’t believe what  
            a relief it is not to have to mark those Pulitzer Prize winners!  
            I even think more highly of the students when I don’t read  
            what they write 
 
LOLA: Don’t get fat! I’m counting on you to keep me on the trim and  
             narrow this summer. I bet Lady Kitti is as skinny as a rail, isn’t  
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             she? Maybe I’ll be skinny when the Swede gets here tomorrow  
             and we do it night and day. Oh, God, what if he is turned off  
             because I’m heavier now? I was just a slip of a girl back then.  
             Maybe I should call him back and say not to come? Yes? 
 
TED:   I finished my play about Sebastian. It just flowed out. I need to  
            hear it with human voices to tell what needs tweaking. Can you  
            act? I’ve never seen you. You mention acting a lot. Or are you  
            just restless? I’m restless too. I did two new cat cartoons!  Ian is . . . 
            oh, I don’t know what to say about Ian anymore. 
 
KITTI: I read one of your plays online. The one that one that contest.  
            You have a good ear for dialogue. But you are not kind to your  
             characters. I hope you never write about me! You wouldn’t,  
             would you? I wrote a couple of recipe books once. Did I ever  
             tell you? Maybe that’s where Roy got the idea I like to cook.  
             I do like to cook, just not every day! The step-grandson hasn’t  
             been around, and that helps. Roy talks on the phone to his co- 
             workers at Boeing, and they apparently confide in him. Then  
             he turns right around and won’t discuss us. It’s quite maddening.  
             I wish I were taking the theatre course in London again, but Roy  
             gets cranky if I travel too much. I vowed I would give this marriage  
             two full years, and I am sticking to my word. P.S. As Roy held me  
             in his arms this morning in bed, he said, “Why do you always smell  
             of alcohol in the morning?”  
 
TED:   Kitti, the plan is for Jake and me to do the theatre course and maybe  
            he will join me for a car trip around England, possibly Ireland. Lola  
            probably won’t take the course but wants to travel after the course.  
            Ian may go as well. There have been times when I had to travel alone.  
            That’s not much fun, so I am trying to please all parties. It’s a chore.  
                  P.S. How much wine are you drinking at bedtime? 
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KITTI: You’re going to Stratford with Lola, I can tell. You cad!!!  
             Only kidding. You did give me a reality check. My life is so  
             different to what it was. Roy told me today that he had made  
             a decision to love me completely, that he has been holding  
             back because he was afraid of being hurt. I just throw myself  
             into it, no matter what it is, and see how it turns out. Can one  
             simply hold back love? No one has ever broken my heart, not  
             really. Does that mean I have never loved deeply or does it  
             mean I have given my all and thus been retarded in return?  
             (I meant REWARDED in return, but let “retarded” stay as  
             a warning!) You are a jewel to be so caring about Ian. Did  
             he go jail or to treatment? I am going to cut back on the wine. 
 
TED:   Kitti, Ian is on probation, having pled guilty to possession of a  
            small amount of speed in his car and violating a stay-away order.  
            He goes to counseling twice a week, and he says it’s a waste of  
            time. But it’s what he does — what we do. I write and teach and  
            worry about Ian. But I won’t cook! Lola sends you her love. Maybe  
            you two will meet on one of these trips. You’d probably not get  
            along, I suspect. 
 
KITTI: Sometimes I miss my old life. That life was very interesting.  
            I was always meeting new people. Still, it got exhausting. And  
            at the end of the day I was lonely as all hell. And though Roy is  
            difficult to deal with at times, perhaps it is not too late. He is  
            changing, emerging as a much healthier Roy than the one I  
            first met. I do feel that I have helped him grow as a person.  
            Overall, I am contented. I have a home. Sorry if I am meandering.  
            What is it with this kind of immediate intimacy one feels with  
            e-mails? It seems easier to divulge more than even when talking  
            in person. Of course I’m counting on you not to reveal my secrets.  
            Promise? Love and kisses! 
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LOLA: My Old Flame called. He was all tied up, whatever. Again we  
             talked a mile a minute. He’s coming here next week. I don’t  
             really know if we will Do It. He did keep referring a lot to his  
             girlfriend. He’s still Catholic, he says. Go figure.  
 
TED:  Play it cool, Lola. See which way the love wind blows. I’m afraid  
           there is a killer in my condo! Victims so far: three days ago one  
           large rat found in my bedroom, missing its entire head and one  
           front leg. Yesterday one young sparrow found dead near speaker  
           of computer. Body intact. This morning more gnawing in very  
           early morning hours. Found later: one gopher, or remnants thereof, 
           plus one complete heart, uneaten. Is the heart a symbol? Eek! 
 
LOLA:  Those are your cats, not my sweeties! The Italian Sweetie  
              arrived yesterday. He’s staying here. Looks very distinguished,  
              slim, smart. He wasn’t lying about his weight. I spent over an  
              hour getting gussied up for him. Hope I didn’t overdo the make- 
              up. He said I looked very “bee-you-ti-ful.” Do you want details?  
              We talked and kissed and I thought we would go into the  
              bedroom. Then he said he didn’t want to cheat on his girlfriend.  
              Fuck her! Those Swedes do it all the time, don’t they? He was  
              certainly interested, to judge from the bulge in his pants. You  
              and I are very alike: we both like penises! I didn’t actually see  
              his, but it was most definitely there. Even the cats liked him. Or  
              at least they didn’t run and hide. He’s supposed to stay three  
              days. I feel like a schoolgirl! 
 
KITTI: Truth be told, life is quite in an uproar these days. Have I mentioned  
             that? Roy is selling a property he owns in Lancaster and we’re  
             getting it spruced up for the sale. He doesn’t want me to go to  
             visit South Africa again, to see my dogs, and then the next day  
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             he says he wants to go with me. I have not been able to view my  
             three doggies on the video thing, whatever it’s called. I miss them  
             fiercely. Roy has been extremely patient with me. I have “episodes”  
             all the time. I keep telling myself it is all understandable: the  
             hospitalization, the re-location here. I know that I am more wise  
             in the ways of the world than Roy is. He has led the life of a  
             workhorse. He says his second wife and her two daughters,  
             although he lavished money on them, never loved him, and  
             never said they were grateful. So I feel bad about giving him  
             a hard time and know that he is overwhelmed by me. It’s also  
             that we spend 24 hours a day in the same house. I am thinking  
             of renting a small office nearby, to allow us some distance and  
             privacy. What do you think of that? I will now download your  
             latest Cat Agenda cartoon. How do you manage to do so many  
             things! I’m jealous! Kisses! 
 
TED:   How human of you, Lady Bridgeton. To avoid loneliness, we  
            make deals – immediately followed by the wish to be alone.  
            The same for these e-mails. I enjoy them tremendously, and  
            yet they are a chore to write sometimes. And never quite as  
            good as talking in person. A sort of cold intimacy, don’t you  
            think? I have made my bargain with life when it comes to Ian.  
            It would make more financial sense for him to give up his  
            apartment and move in here one hundred percent, but it’s  
            also good that we can get away from each other. And he is  
            such a packrat, exacerbated by this compulsive speed use  
            (yes, he is still using), with bags of crap dragged in almost  
            daily. I sneak some of his old mail and magazines out from  
            underneath the piles when he’s not here and toss them out.  
            But he’ll probably start screaming one day that I threw away  
            something “valuable” and we’ll have another big row. He’s  
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supposed to go into a Drug Treatment center for at least thirty  

             days as part of his “sentence” from the court. Did I mention this  
             before? He doesn’t want to go. His probation office almost had  
             him re-arrested a few days ago for saying he didn’t want to  
             get treatment. Luckily he relented at the last moment. I have  
             a Palestinian student in my class, who said “Life is a treasure  
             behind every door.” Is she kidding? I thought it was a bomb.  
             But if she can be that optimistic, who am I to whine? Taking  
             a new pill for my prostate problems! 
        I look forward to the summer – and Europe! And Heaven! 
 
KITTI: I remember Europe, in the time of the European playboys:  
            Rubirosa, do you remember him? A prick reputed to be as  
            big as a pepper mill, Carnaby Street, Americans were rich,  
            and we all went with them to only the best places, hotels,  
            restaurants, festivals. What do you mean prostate problems????!! 
 
TED:   I now have four cats: my own two, plus the one Sally Shaw  
            wanted me to find a home for. I even found a kitten hiding in  
            the panel over one of my car’s tires. It could have been crushed.  
            Naturally I had to keep it. I took three of them for a walk this  
            morning, literally. There is a grassy area at the end of the condo  
            complex. My condo board has sent me a notice that they want to  
            cut down the tree in my patio area. It’s a tree I planted myself to  
            celebrate the birth of my son and getting tenure, and they will  
            have to cut me down first before I give up that tree. Ian, my  
            so-called honey, is siding with the condo board! What is wrong 
            with that man?! 
 
KITTI:  I pointed out to Roy that I like a little life in my life, and the  
             dear man has made some efforts but cannot get beyond an entire  
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lifetime of being inert. I have never been bored with him. I do  

             love him dearly, but I know that after all this time he should  
             have become more accustomed to accommodating an active  
              woman in his life. I think I’ve been diplomatic and pointed  
             out that I love going to a good restaurant for a romantic night  
             out. Nada so far. Am I complaining a lot? Hopefully you take  
             it as the friend’s shoulder I need to lean on and don’t think I’m  
             ungrateful. I think I’m difficult. Is that the same as demanding?  
             I loved the way you called Ian a honey. So are you. 
 
TED:   Lola, let me rail, okay? I can’t bear to tell Kitti this. She thinks so  
            highly of me and Ian. But he and I had a vicious verbal fight  
            last night, with both of us claiming moral superiority in the midst  
            of the rage. I said, “I hope you get raped when you finally wind up  
            in jail!” and he said I’m crueler than he is. The three, rather than  
            two, rum and Cokes unleashed my tongue and all the pent-up  
            hostility over his behavior. Of course today we are almost back  
            to normal, chatting, watching a baseball game on TV, going out  
            cruising together (together but separate). Ah, there is much to be  
            said for long-term gay relationships. 
 
LOLA: Honey, believe me I am trying to get a long-term relationship.  
             I have heard nothing from stud Angelo since he was here and  
             went back to Sweden. Should I call him? Is that a good idea?  
             I think he should call me. He did thank me for staying in my  
             place and invited me to visit him in Stockholm this summer.  
             I asked him if he could get his lady friend out of the way.  
             I guess that wasn’t the thing to say? In case you’re wondering, 
             no, we didn’t Do It while he was here. . . . Who could blame  
             you for your pent-up rage about Ian? The few times I did  
             express my rage, it has been the end of the relationship. You  
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             two seem to go on and on, whether it’s a good relationship or  
             not. I envy you. I’m thinking about liposuction. I think Angelo  
             felt I was fat, only he didn’t say anything. I actually lost ten  
             pounds for his visit! Go figure! So he doesn’t like a curvy figure?! 
 
TED:   Lola, I don’t think you should call Angelo. You’re correct.  
            It is his call now, in every sense of the word. You might  
            scare him. 
 
LOLA: I called him. He seemed fairly glad to hear from me. He  
             re-invited me to Stockholm. I could fly there from England  
             if I go with you. I think his “girlfriend” was there in the room  
             when I called. Or maybe he just isn’t “into” me now that he’s  
             seen me. Men are so superficial! I’m still that same old high  
             school girl at heart! I have been writing him some poems.  
             Here’s one. What do you think? 
 
TED:   “A long, long anticipation, 
 A distant dream of a once-upon-time love, 
 Can it be reborn, like some Christian savior? 
 I pray to my own God. 

But not aloud, just in my heart.” 
                       Lola, it’s a nice poem, but don’t send it to Angelo. It’s too  
             revealing. Are you really going to visit him in Stockholm? 
 
LOLA:  I plan to. You don’t think I should? You could go to Stockholm  
              with me, and I could say you and I were traveling there anyway,  
              so I killed two birds with one stone in seeing him. What do you  
              say to that? Thanks about the poem. I know it’s no good, but at  
              least I got something down on paper. Why can’t I send it to  
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Angelo? Maybe he’s afraid to say something because of that  
“girlfriend” but really wants out.  
          I have contacted a hospital in Bangkok that does liposuction.  
They’re all the rage, very cheap, clean. I even sent Dr. Poomee a  
recent photo of myself. He says I have to lose thirty to forty  
pounds. Bummer. But I think I can do it. In the meantime, I  
had two MRIs, for brain and shoulder. My son gave me four  
klonopins for anxiety, so I slept through both MRIs – and  
for three days afterwards. I missed some classes. There is a  
tear in my right shoulder – from that fall in the bathtub at the  
residence hall the year before last. And some arteriosclerosis  
of some blood vessels in my brain. You can’t bring them back,  
but I am taking a blood thinner to prevent more vessels from  
atrophying. I am worried about Alzheimer’s, but what can I do?  
Did I tell you I had two MRI’s? . . . Just JOKING! I went to an  
acupuncturist in Chinatown, and was “pinned” in my shoulder  
and my sciatica, and now both are pain-free. He’s a genius!  
Next time he’s going to put needles in my stomach for weight  
loss. I’ll let you know how it works. I bet it could cure Ian’s  
drug addiction too. Why don’t you both come and visit and  
we’ll all do acupuncture together! 

  P.S. I sent Angelo my poem. I mailed it today. 
 
TED: Lola, I don’t think that was a good idea. But fingers crossed for you. 
 
KITTI: Ted, I’m thinking of leaving Roy. He is just impossible, so closed  
             up and narrow. He wants to sit and watch television programs,  
             ballgames! Endless ballgames. What is it about men and ballgames?  
             Hitting the, throwing them, dunking them! I told him that I didn’t  
             think I loved him anymore. Was that too much? He gave me the  
             longest stare when I said it. I don’t really think he would hurt me,  
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but if you don’t hear from me in a few days, please do call or write.  

             Do you have my cell phone number? It was all exacerbated when  
             his elderly mother called, and I asked to speak to her. Well, that  
             didn’t go well, and then Roy took umbrage, and I got furious at  
             him for taking his mother’s side. We were all screaming. I can’t  

believe I wound up here, the way I have, screaming at two black  
people! At least I didn’t say anything “racial,” thank goodness –  
although they did! What am I going to do? I thank God I didn’t  
put all my eggs into this one basket! But I so wanted this marriage  
to last. Any advice? 

 
TED:    Dear Kitti, I was very sorry to hear about your marital difficulties.  
             I have been rooting for you all this time. I really don’t think I  
             should advise you one way or the other. Ultimately we all to  
             make our own major decisions. I wouldn’t want to give you  
             the wrong advice, especially when I haven’t even met your  
             husband – or his mother! Don’t act hastily whatever you do.  
             Which do you want more, the marriage or freedom? I’m sorry  
             to report that Ian and I are not doing well either.  
 
KITTI: Oh, Ted, don’t tell me that you and Ian are not happy! I am  
            clinging to the belief in your being together so long and so well! 
 I don’t think I can hold my marriage together, but you, you must try! 
 
LOLA: I have been pretty depressed for a week now. My Swedish Sweetie 
             sent me a pair of earrings, nice ones. Not a word about them. About  
             my poem he wrote: “Keep up the good work. Goodbye for now,  
             Your Friend Angelo.” 
 
TED:  Lola, I have told Ian that I think we should end our relationship.  
          We went out to lunch with his sister, and he was incredibly  
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dismissive and rude to me in her presence. My friend Sally  

             used to say that she was surprised at how much I put up with  
             from Ian, but I guess I wasn’t as aware of it as I should have been.  
             Yesterday I just couldn’t ignore it. Even Ian’s sister gave me  
             a look that said, “Wow, that was rude of him!” So fuck Ian and  
             his endless drug problems and his incredible mood swings, his  
             hoarding, to say nothing of his stalking case! He’s probably even  
             guilty! I am going to have the locks on the doors changed, and I  
             told him to get his fucking stuff out of here ASAP. “Goodbye and  
             good riddance” is all I have to say. Is this what I get for over twenty  
             years of trying to save this ridiculous, unsatisfying, draining, and  
             doomed relationship?! God help me! God help us all! And I don’t  
             even believe in God! 
  

  INTERMISSION 
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ACT II 

 
 
LOLA: Sorry I haven’t been in touch. Been somewhat difficult.  
             What’s it been – a month? How are you? I guess you didn’t  
             write because you and Ian were working out your separation.  
             Has he moved out? Where did he go – onto the street? Just  
             kidding. Yes, I know it’s not funny. My son Asher still isn’t  
             talking to me. I’m not budging on Theophilus’s bar mitzvah,  
             nor is he! Theophilus may be bar mitzvahed at twenty-three.  
             How’s your son doing? I guess our plans for this summer are  
             off, right? How did Kittipoo settle her marital problems? Here  
             she has everything going for her, and she can’t seem to hold it  
             together! Really, some people don’t know when they have it  
             good. 

       You may be wondering what happened to my Italian friend  
living in Sweden. I probably made it worse by sending two more  
poems. Do you want to read them? I’m sorry, but when it comes  
to my heart, I just have to put it all out there. Apparently the  
“girlfriend” saw it, opened his mail or whatever. The nerve!  
She must have laid down the law. “Me or Lola, you have to  
choose!” I also left a message on his answering machine. 
“Thanks for the earrings. I’ll wear them on my wedding day.”  
It was a joke! Do you think he thought it was too much? Maybe  
what’s her name erased it before Angelo could hear it. Do you  
still want to go to Stockholm with me? Maybe I’ll run into my  
stud Italian Swede on the street! Men change their minds all the  
time, I know that. What can you do except forgive them! 

 
KITTI: Ted, forgive me for not communicating sooner. It’s been hellish  
             around here. First of all, my son Jamie had an overdose and then  
             went into rehab. I’ve lost track of how many times this makes  
             now. But he seems to be doing pretty well. He went to South  
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           Africa and met a girl there, and they were staying in the beach  
           condominium that Roy and I bought during our last trip there.  
           Did I mention that? Paul kept sending him money to live on,  
           and guess where it wound up, up his nose. He had papered  
           over all the windows and was living on the floor! Paul finally  
           got through to him and had him flown back to the States.  
           Currently he is a mess. 
                    I saw my three puppies in the kennel, and they broke my  
           heart; they are treated well, naturally, but they so missed me.  
           Little Trevor held back, somewhat angry with me, I feel, but then  
           he’s always been rather shy. The other two were all over me.  
           Sigourney even wee-wee’d on the floor. It was too heartbreaking  
           for words! I had tried to get Jamie to rescue the dogs from that  
           kennel, but he didn’t want to, and I thought, ultimately, he is not  
           to be trusted with them with his drug habit, not even with dogs. 
           How’s Ian? Cured, I hope. 

       Roy and are separated. I have taken a rental in Marina Del  
           Ray. It’s as six-month lease. The complex is to be torn down,  
           and in the meantime the rents are quite reasonable for the area.  
           I have a deck and I have a cocktail in the afternoon and look at  
           the boats. I plan to write a screenplay. Jasmine came up from  
           Dallas to visit. She’s more stunning than ever. My grandchild,  
           Huntington, is adorable. He has benefited from both of his  
           parents’ good looks and is very sweet. Did I mention that  
           Jasmine’s husband, Rory, is a pilot with looks like a young  
           James Garner? He plays tennis at a professional level, plays  
           the piano like a concert pianist, and apparently is hung like  
           a thoroughbred. Still, Jasmine cried the whole time she was  
           here. She made Huntington cry too. She still hasn’t had an  
           orgasm! Well, maybe one. She’s actually a rather dismal  
           young woman. I sometimes wonder if she’s had a completely  
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           happy day in her life. But then who has, if the truth be told!  
           How are you and Ian doing? I know he looks up to you with  
           such adoration. I envy you two. You don’t see how he loves  
           and respects you. But I do. 

      Roy is not taking our separation well. He said if I “betrayed”  
           him, he’d see to it that I never “betrayed” anyone else every again.  
           That sounds ominous, I realize. I plan to go to Palmdale a few days  
           a week, but spend most of my time here. Maybe Europe. 

      Do come for a visit! The boats are lovely! – Hugs, as  
           always, Your Kitti. 

  
TED:  Lola, I’m truly sorry that the old boyfriend didn’t work out.  
          Are you reconciled to the fact that he is unavailable? I sense  
          that you still are harboring hope that he will give up his  
          girlfriend for you. Has he ever even hinted at such a thing?  
          How about Italy this summer? You know I don’t like hot  
          climates, but perhaps Capri would soothe us both. This is  
          after the theater course, I mean. Ian wants to come too. He  
          has not moved out. I kept waiting and waiting and wouldn’t  
          speak to him for ten whole days. Finally, I said, “You don’t  
          have to love me. But for your own self-interest it would  
          behoove you to be nicer to me. Where do you expect to live  
          if I die?” I’m fifteen years older than he is. He just sat on the  
          couch for a few minutes and then said, “Do you want to go out  
          to dinner?”. . . So we went. We just picked up and went on.  
          There’s still no sex. I think he wanted to, but I don’t. I think  
           we’ve become like a lot of straight couples, bound together  
           in a sexless relationship. It isn’t great, but it’s better than  
           nothing. I keep thinking I should not reconcile with him, that  
          I should change the locks and throw out all his junk and make  
          a clean break of it. Then I see myself sitting here watching  
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television with a cat on either side of me in a very clean but  

             very lonely place. Even fighting is better than that. I’m begin- 
           ning to suspect that I actually enjoy the fighting!  
          Lady Bridgeton is separated from her husband, and her  
             son is having cocaine problems. She doesn’t mention her  
             youngest daughter, Darla, at all. So I don’t probe. 
                      So there it is. 
 
TED:   Kitti, so good to hear from you, though “good” is hardly the  
            appropriate word. Do you think your husband really might  
            harm you? Whatever you do, don’t give him a key to your  
            new apartment. You definitely need some place you can  
            escape to, that’s for you alone. What is your address there?  
            We must talk on the telephone soon. Call me immediately if  
            anything bad happens. 

        Ian and I almost broke up. I didn’t want to tell you  
because  . . . because I didn’t want to tell you. It was a rough  
patch, let me tell you. It’s still iffy, actually. I think I’m finally  
starting to show my true age. Ian got a grey hair in his beard a  
few days ago. His head hair is still dark. But I’ve heard these  
grey hairs get you, one by one. Ah, life is fleeting, and saying  
it doesn’t change a goddamn thing! 

        I might go to Italy after London this summer. My friend  
            Lola is having a bad patch herself. I can’t help thinking that  
            she brings most of her problems on herself, but that’s just Lola.  
            She’s really quite delightful, larger than life. She seems to be  
            losing her mind, as well as her looks. She’s been after this man  
            she used to know and is behaving inappropriately. But who  
            knows — maybe it’ll work out and she’ll get the husband she  
            wants! One has to fight cynicism day by day. 
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       I wish I could get out to the Marina to see you. I do have  
a spring break coming up, but I might have to deal with the  
tree in my patio area. The condo board is playing hardball,  
saying a neighbor is afraid that it will fall on his property  
in a storm. I’m playing hardball too. I wrote them that a  
tree gives air to the rest of us. It’s a living thing. If we cut  
down every human being who might be a potential problem,  
where would we stop?! I don’t think they’re buying it. I think  
they are checking with lawyers. I may have to sit in my tree  
to save it! 
       I have yet to revolve the estate of my late friend, Sally  
Shaw. We are in a four-month waiting period. Creditors and  
such have a right to examine the court papers and express  
their objections. I’ve heard that the daughter is angry that  
two paintings of no monetary value were tossed out. Believe  
me, it was not intentional. The cleaning crew, hired by the  
other co-executor, tossed the paintings when neither of us  
was present. I had gone to lunch. The daughter is saying I  
did it on purpose because they were to go to her. I ran a  
check on her and found out that she has been arrested  
SIXTY times. She even was sued by her own mother for  
credit card fraud. Now she’s all weepy that she didn’t get  
the paintings that “my mother left me.” Sally used to tell  
me that the stress from her daughter was making her health  
worse and didn’t want her anywhere near her. June is a  
true psychopath and has managed to get two of her three  
brothers to side with her. She’s trailer trash of the purest kind.  
I’m cursing the bread and waiting for the light – a summer  
somewhere wonderful! – Ted 
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KITTI: Ted, I’m so pleased that you and Ian are doing well again.  
             I live vicariously through you two, I’m afraid. It sounds like  
             that probate case is hurting you financially. Do you need to  
             borrow some money? All you have to ask is tell me and I’ll  
             wire you some. Thank God, I kept my money separate from  
             Roy’s! My British grandfather told me when I was a little  
             girl, “Never, never be without your own money!” I didn’t  
             speak until I was five years old, did I ever tell you? But when  
             I did I talked like my grandfather.  . . . Maybe I should move  
             abroad. My accent plays much better overseas than it does  
             here. I doubt that most Americans can tell the difference  
             between the British upper class and a cockney! Even Roy  

keeps saying he wants a cup of “tay,” whenever he thinks  
he is being “snooty” and “aristocratic.” A cup of “tay,” my  
arse! How common! Pardon my French! Well, I gave all that  
up to live here. What was I thinking?  

                      Whatever you do, fight for your tree! I know it means  
              a lot to you. We should all plant a tree. People love trees and  
              plants and they increase the value of a house tremendously.  
              Remember that, if you ever have to sell your condo. I have   

 managed to upgrade a number of houses over the years and  
 sell them at a profit. 

           I’m afraid that Roy insisted on his own key for this  
              place. I acquiesced. Don’t scold me. He’s been very sweet  
              since I left him, except for one very strange day. Love and  
              kisses! 
                       P.S. This basketball coach I met before I married Roy  
              called and invited me to his basketball game in two weeks.  
              He’s gorgeous and MORE and I am tempted, since I am  
              estranged from Roy, but I think I will decline. It does the old  

 gal good to know that Mr. Perfect Body could still be mine  
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 if I wanted. And I don’t care a fig that he would just be using  
 me, bullshitting me, anything you like, dollink. Take me to it!  
 But no, I must decline, I suppose. Must. 

  
LOLA:  I had a mud bath over the weekend. It was great. I treated  
              myself because my Heart Is Broken about Angelo. It was  
              pure luxury, but then I couldn’t get out of  the tub. My arm  
              has never really recovered from that fall in the residence in  

 London. A friend of mine was with me, Roxie, who tried to  
 lift me out, three times. Finally we had to call for help. Two  
 masseurs placed sheets around me and hauled me out of the  
 mud. There I was, mud-caked, naked, my face reddened like  
 a baboon’s butt from the embarrassment and the laser treatment  
 I’d had the day before. It was the gods telling me not to take  
 myself too seriously! 

  What happened to our trip to Europe? Is it off now?  
    Help me forget Angelo. Please.  
 
TED:   Lola, you are resilient. I have to give you that. Ian and I are just  
            holding on, in some sort of unspoken truce. He’s supposed to go  
            into Temperance House for at least thirty days of treatment, but  
            there are no openings right now. He has to go to court tomorrow.  
            It’s part of his plea-bargain, once a month to report to a judge  
            and see his probation officer. I am not going to go with him this  
            time. I am tired at all those DNA-impaired people traipsing  
            through the criminal system. I’m hardly a bleeding heart, but  
            really it’s so obvious they aren’t smart enough, competent enough,  
            whatever enough to keep their lives in order. I’m pretty smart,  
            I think, and I’m barely managing my life! Most of them wouldn’t  
            even be in the courts if druggies could use drugs the same way  
            people use alcohol – not a problem until it IS a problem. This is  
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my new mission. A lot of good it will do! Have you ever realized  

             how little impact we actually have on anything? 
        I am also revising a novel I wrote about fifteen years ago  

             and couldn’t sell. It’s  about Shakespeare coming through a time  
             warp with a new play, and he has to do all the awful things modern  
             playwrights have to do: beg for an agent, have a staged reading at  
             the YMCA, work part time in a crummy job. It keeps me off the 
             streets! I’m still trying to get the lawyer to settle the Sally Shaw  
             Estate. For some unknown reason he can’t seem to finish it. Fool- 
             ishly, I bought an expensive burial niche at the same place where  
             I was arranging Sally’s burial at sea. It was on sale for 15% off.  
             But it’s been keeping me bouncing checks left and right. I think  
             of it as My Pyramid. 

        Lady Bridgeton is all at sea, half in, half out of her marriage.  
Did I ever mention that she met him on Match.com? 
        I think I will pay the final installment for the theater course.  
I almost cancelled, did I tell you? But my son really wants to go  
now, and is even willing to leave his new girlfriend for the three  
weeks. Do you want to do the Greek Isles later? I can’t afford it,  
but I am powerless over my addiction to travel! Defy the terrorists! 

 
LOLA:  The Greek Isles sound fabulous! Take me! Take me! I saw some  
              Irish play here.  God, it was grim and brutal. I fell asleep! Give me  
              a break. I was exhausted. I  think I have some sleep disorder.  
          I had a post card from Angelo. It was very formal. “Hope you  
              are well” and crap like that. No reference to his visit here or mine  
              there. Do you think he meant it as a subtle come-on, and he had to  
              be discreet because his “girlfriend” looked it over? I know, I know,  
              I should let him go. But he was so sweet, and I just liked him so  
              much. Even more than I like you! Ugly men keep sending me  
              their pictures. Save me! I’ll bet that Lady London Bridge is still  
              getting stuffed by her black man! Shit! 
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TED:  Lola, I’m not the one to preach about sex and love, but you need  
           to look beyond your men’s appearance. Oh, I know that’s bullshit. 
           I don’t! I don’t think men can, not if they tell the truth. But women  
           can and do, correct? They do it all the time. You don’t have to fake  
           an erection? How hard can it be? You seem to be stuck, and my  
           heart goes out to you. Maybe if you met the least ugly one and  
           talked to him, something would spark? It’s just a suggestion.  
           None of us are getting any younger. And I am now having  
           problems from an enlarged prostate. What have I done to  
           anger the gods so much? 

   
KITTI:  Oh, Ted, I feel so guilty. I went to see the basketball coach.  
              You must tell no one. I think Roy suspects something. I think  
              he was looking at my e-mails on my laptop. Fortunately I erase  
              everything as soon as it comes in or goes out. So don’t count on  
              my saving your e-mails for posterity! I read somewhere that it’s  
              still possible to trace everything on a computer. Do you think  
              that’s true? Roy’s very good with computers, and I’m hopeless.  
              I really do worry about Roy’s angry moods. It’s a kind of low,  
              seething anger, never yelling. I confess that I have obtained a  
              small gun and am keeping it in my purse. Pray I don’t have to  
              use it. But no husband or any other man is going to hurt me, I’ll  
              tell you that! Oh, dear, I am going to wind up on one of those  
             dreadful television programs where the police come and put you  
              in handcuffs and they blot out your face – just not enough! 
         I told the basketball coach it was the last time! I am a married  
              woman now. He seemed to agree. I feel terrible, but, my, it was  
              also delicious! – Lady Trailer Trash 
  By the way, I might be able to get away for a week or  
              two in England this summer. Are you available? Let’s get a  
              cottage, like Katherine Mansfield and that crowd used to do. 
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  P.P.S. Don’t you think all our e-mails would make  
             a fabulous play. People wouldn’t even have to memorize  
             their parts. But I’m counting on your to hold our secrets close  
             to your vest. Promise now! 
 
TED: Kitti, it would be great to see you in England. My plans are still  
          fluid. One minute I’m going, the next I’m not. Same with Lola  
          and Jake. I feel like I’m juggling several balls, and all of them  
          might collapse and I’ll spend my time here in the cold San  
          Francisco summer. But let’s see what we can work out. 
     Ian has not gone into treatment as of yet. I don’t think he  
          really wants to go. We simply avoid the topic. Otherwise, I’m  
          a “nag.” Our sex life is utterly dead. I’ve become a lesbian!  
          Oy! – as my friend Lola would say. No money from the inheri- 
          tance yet. 
  My tree hasn’t been cut down so far. 

 My classes aren’t too bad this term. That’s probably  
          because I have hired a grader. It’s amazing how students improve  
          if you don’t have to read their work! 
 
KITTI:  Roy yelled at me on the tennis court last night, in front of other  
              people. I knew I should have made the “separation” separate.  
             There’s a court at this apartment on the Marina. He said I was  
              sucking up to the manager. But I was just trying to get a new  
              bulb for the court. Alas, Roy doesn’t know how to get anything  
              for himself, but he sulks and rages because other people know  
              how to make life work for them, as I do. I made a very serious  
              mistake in this marriage. If I shoot him, can I expect any mercy?  
              I suspect not. He and I are not talking, but he won’t go back to  
              Palmdale. He has two days off. What a man I go this time! 

Have you stopped the Cat Agenda cartoons? I loved them.  
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                       Please send me some more. They’re very good and very  
              funny, but probably too racy for mainstream publications. 
           What’s old Lola, your friend, up to? Didn’t she run off  
              to Norway or somewhere to live with a troll, or am I confused? 
           Oh, Ted, Ted, Ted, too bad I couldn’t have married you. Sigh. 
 
LOLA:  Hello, Ted Sweetie! We really must get our summer plans arranged.  
             Time’s a-wastin’. I heard that Santorini is marvelous, but the  
             Greek Isles are much further apart than most people think. And  
              the ferry boats are usually late. It can get very HOT too. You can  
             get to Italy fairly easily from there. Are you sure you’re up to it?  
             I’m not going to England. They had a bombing there not long ago.  
             You must have read about it. And you still want to go there? We’ll  
             be playing right into the hands of the terrorists. What about China  
             instead? 

         I sent those earrings back to Angelo with a note. I told him I  
couldn’t accept such an “intimate” gift from a man who was involved  
with somebody else. It was probably a terrible idea, but I did it anyway.  

         My romantic options continue to dwindle by the day. I looked  
             at myself nude in the bathroom mirror today, long and hard. I didn’t  
             like what I saw. If Angelo ever does come around, I’ll be forced to  
             drape myself with scarves, or I will scare the poor man to death!  
             Just kidding!  . . . I think. 
 
TED:  Lola, we can’t avoid all of England, or even all of London, because  
           of a bombing or two. It’s a big place. I think you have a better chance  
           of winning the lottery! To be honest, I don’t know what to plan after  
           the theatre course. Kitti wants to rent a cottage and you want to go to  
           China! Jake says he has to get back right after the theatre course  
           because of his girlfriend, and Ian is not supposed to leave the country  
           because he’s on probation. I feel like I am always living in the future,  
           never right here, right now! 
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KITTI: Oh, Ted, I did a terrible thing last night. I hit Roy. I threw one  
             of those knitted purses I make, right at his head. I thought he  
             would duck, but he didn’t. I regretted it immediately. At least  
             he didn’t throw something back. He was dignified about it,  
             surprising me. He took the high road. I don’t know if I can  
             keep going like this. Jasmine says I should come and live with  
             her in Dallas, but I fear we would quarrel even more than Roy  
             and I do. I heard through the grapevine that my other daughter,  
             Darla, is pregnant, unemployed and living in a shack. Paul had  
             to evict her and her common-law “husband” because they failed  
             to pay the rent. They blamed Paul, but he was letting them live  
             there for free! I left three messages for her, but she won’t return  
             my calls. She and I used to be like sisters or best friends, and now  
             she won’t even speak to her mother. 

        Would it be an imposition if I came to visit in San Francisco?  
I need to get away from here, at least for a week. Roy went back to  
the house in Palmdale. He didn’t say goodbye. My life is falling apart!  

 
TED: Kitti, don’t go hitting people. They very well might hit you back.  
          Besides, that’s what servants are for. Sorry, I don’t mean to make  
          light of your troubles. You’ve had more than your share. You are  
          such a generous person, with a great soul, and it pains me to hear  
         life crashing down upon your ears. It won’t last forever. Listen to  
         me. It will get better soon! – Your friend, Ted 
    P.S. If you want to come here for a while, we can clear off  
                        the sofa! 
 
TED:  Hi, Lola, I hope you are feeling more cheerful than in your last  
           e-mail. Lady Kitti is having her share of woes as well, if that’s a  
           comfort. I think most people have far more woes than joys – and  
           then they’re supposed to go to Hell for the few joys they did have!  
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            How goofy! I find myself offering all sorts of glib hope to Lady  
            Bridgeton when I can barely find any in my own life. I guess we  
            have to take turns picking each other up.  

  Are you finally over Angelo? Write some poems about  
him – and don’t send them to him. The least we can get out of our  
pains is some art! Just don’t write in the first person. That will cut  
down on the self-pity. – Best, Ted 
 

LOLA: So you find my poems self-pitying too? You never mentioned  
             that before. You’re not exactly adverse to parading your problems  
             for all and sundry to hear about, as a matter of fact. You seem to  
             comfort Lady Fuckalot much more than you comfort me. Me, you  
             lecture! “Lola, don’t do this, don’t do that.” You would think you  
             could count on your friends for support during the tough times.  
             Do you really think it helps to be told you’re stupid and you make  
             dumb decisions? I know they’re dumb, but I keep doing them  
             anyway. I think I really may be losing my mind. The tests were  
             inconclusive, but something is not right with my brain. It was  
             always a little borderline, but now it seems to be crossing that  
             border. Ted, I’m afraid I’m going to wind up sitting on a sidewalk  
             somewhere howling at the moon. Say you’ll sit next to me on the  
             sidewalk and hold my hand. Say we will have the Greek Isles this  
             summer. – The Princess of Brooklyn 
   
TED:   Oh, Lola, I’m sorry if I seemed to scold you. E-mail can be so  
            unsatisfying at times. The words seem harsher than the voice does.  
            Maybe you need to go to a spa for a day. Be pampered. Put stoppers  
            in your ears so that you can’t hear anything, including the spa  
            employees bitching in the back room about their tips!   

         I am concentrating on my novel about Shakespeare coming  
through a time warp into today’s world. It’s mostly done, just needs  
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some fine tuning. It would be even nicer if the world was hanging  
on my every semi-colon until it’s finished. It might also make me  
self-censor. I will comfort myself with the lie that I have a small  
but select audience of boutique readers. I’m thinking of using one  
of the Publish On Demand book companies. You have a book in no  
time and it can potentially can reach the entire world. The only  
problem, I’ve heard, is that nobody wants to buy a book that way.  
Or not a risky book at least. I also think people don’t read much  
anymore. 
        Whatever your mistakes in judgment, you don’t sit back and  
let life just happen to you. You can be proud of yourself. You can!  
        –Your friend, Ted 

 
LOLA:  My ex-husband married for the third time, this time to a lovely  
              black woman. I feel sorry for her. I bet this time he makes her  
              sign a pre-nup. I am up to my eyebrows in compositions. I can’t  
              stand to read them, and I can’t afford to retire. I met with my  
              pension person today. I can live on Velveeta and water and never  
              leave the apartment if I retire in two years. Yikes! 
  It’s snowing here, Don’t write about me, okay? Unless  
              it’s flattering. 

 I wrote a poem, but it’s full of self-pity. How do you  
 remain so cheerful? I hate you! – Love, Lola 

 
TED:   I’m not that cheerful, believe me. I’m just holding on. The world  
            is falling apart. We’re falling apart. But it’s all hilarious in some  
            large, cosmic comic way. Ian still has not gone in for treatment  
            and stays out from three to five A.M. just a block from the zone  
            where he is forbidden to go by the court. He always pushes the  
            limits, always. He says the cops can’t touch him there. He likes  
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the night, a joint, music surrounding him, and the ever-present  

             magic of possible sex at any moment. He says he’s fussier than 
             he used to be, so he turns people down when they knock on his  
             car window. I live in fear that the lesbian cop will be on patrol  
            and haul his gay ass in and throw the book at him. So much for  
            gay rights! I hate cops – except when I need one! 

      The dean almost cancelled my creative writing spring class  
because it has just nineteen students in it. He made it worse by  
scheduling the execrable Lizzie Jackmont’s Theatre Projects  
class not only the same night but at the same time. I checked  
her enrollment. She has seventeen, but he hasn’t threatened her  
class. I called him “immoral” to his face and reminded him that  
this would happen if he approved her course. He went over the  
head of our curriculum committee and did it anyway. I also told  
him that if he cancels my class I will go around to every theater  
course and check on the actual number of bodies present. They  
have been filling their classes with phantom students for years.  
The late Sally Shaw worked for the theater department and said  
she was asked to enroll for umpteen classes she never took, and  
it is common practice over there. In fact, that’s why Lizzie  
Jackmont got the bright idea of stealing my playwriting class,  
because it’s always done so well. . . . Do you know of any  
untraceable poisons? – Ted 

 
KITTI: I apologized to Roy for throwing that purse at him. I hope to  
            Heaven I am not driven to such anger again. I’m afraid that his  
            naiveté makes me furious, but there is something wrong with me,  
            not so much him. I need to be smarter about making things go the  
            way I want. Does that sound calculating? I want to be spontaneous,  
            but I also know what dire dangers that gets one into! 
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       How’s Ian doing? Is he behaving himself? You two inspire  
me to soldier on with Roy.  
       My three children are impossible. They forgot my birthday.  
Well, I’m trying to forget them too! 

 
TED:  Happy birthday, Kitti! I’m sorry that I forgot too. Now is the time  
           you start counting backward on the clock. Have you ever looked  
           up Deathclock. com on the Internet? You put in your date of birth,  
           and it gives you the day you will die. There are so few things you  
           can count on in this life. That’s one! The question is what are we  
           going to do with the time we have left. I am still polishing my  
           Shakespeare novel. I don’t have an agent any longer, but maybe  
           I can get one again with this book. I have neglected my screenplay  
           about the Evil Grandmother in Bosnia for now. 
 
TED:  Hello, Kitti. I’m afraid I have some bad news about Ian. He finally  
           got into Temperance House, a live-in drug treatment center, a house  
           actually, with about twelve other gay men. He lasted for almost a  
           week, clean, but sick and sleeping most of the time. Clients are  
           supposed to be supervised, but they let Ian out, and he got some  
           speed. The head honcho heard about it and confronted Ian and told  
           him he had to stay ninety days, not thirty, as the court demands,  
           but Ian said he wouldn’t do it. So he was kicked out of the program.  
           His probation officer, always a dope, said, “Well, maybe I should  
           have you serve the time in jail.” And that is where it stands. I have  
           decided to play it as it lays. I can’t invest any more energy into this  
           situation. My son did not get into the Phoenix Fire Department either.  
           He said he froze up during the final interview.  – Ted 
 
LOLA: How’s Ian doing? You don’t mention him much any more. Is he  
            still around? What about your son? I can’t wait to meet both of them.  
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I have high blood pressure, but I haven’t fallen down for months.  

             Nothing from my Swedish Sweetie. I went on a date with a friend  
             of my officemate. He collects Superman memorabilia. That’s what  
             we talked about. . . . Fuck.  – Lola  
 
TED:   Hi, Lola. My computer has been in the shop for a week. I’m using  
            the computer in my office at school. Ian is doing better, though we  
            are not out of the woods just yet. He didn’t find Acceptance Place  
            right for him. As for Jake, he’s going to take the firefighters exam  
            again this summer. We had hoped to celebrate his job with the trip  
            to Europe and the theatre course, but it is not to be, the job, that is.  
            Now he says he may not want to fight fires in Phoenix anyway. It’s  
            hot enough there without that! I talked with him last night on the  
            phone and he seemed resigned to a lesser career. He’s happy with  
            his girlfriend. She has gotten a Mohawk haircut, he says. I say:  
            “Jesus, Mary, and Joseph!” I keep nagging him to finish college,  
            but maybe even that isn’t the answer. What is the answer? What  
            is the question again? But Europe this summer still beckons, giving  
            me the strength to go on. 
 
LOLA: Ian sure is taking his own sweet time to get treatment. I guess food  
             is my addiction. I can’t seem to lose more than a pound or two. I  
             need more exercise. Should I ride a bike at the gym? Should I ride  
             my Swede? What Swede!? 

        Where are we with our trip to Europe exactly? Do you want me 
to call a travel agency? I think I’ve been relying on you to finish the  
details. I hope you aren’t planning to see Lady Big Shit in Europe  
too. I sense that you’re trying to have us both with careful manipu- 
lation. I can’t wait to meet your son. Didn’t you say he was tall  
and good looking? I promise not to ride him this summer! But if  
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men can have young girlfriends, why the double standard? It ain’t  
fair, says I. 
       Guess who was in town! My old colleague from Teachers  
College. He retired to Santa Fe but was in New York for a vacation.  
A vacation from your retirement, I ask you? But it was good to see  
him. Went out to dinner. Years ago we used to “date” but never got  
too far because he had some kinkiness that I felt it was best not to  
explore. I think he liked to “watch” and not “do.” Whatever that  
involved. I wasn’t up for it, but in a way we did “love” each other,  
and when I said goodbye yesterday I knew it was the last time I  
would ever see him alive. He has a bad heart condition. It was a  
very sad moment. 
       I went to a lecture/poetry reading by the Little Old Lady of  
Lung Island, as she’s known. She was funny, and I thought I  
should make my own poems funnier. What do you think?  

Come to New York. It’s almost warm. I’m horny  
             again, but I’ll leave you alone, I swear. 
 
TED:   I am having a biopsy of this thing under my armpit that hasn’t  
            gone away. I’ve had it cut away by a dermatologist twice, but it  
            keeps coming back. It’s not cancerous, I have been assured.  
            Light a candle to Saint Jude or whoever. Bribe the Pope. I’m  
            not going yet. I haven’t had my share of life’s “riches” yet. I am  
            blessed, however, with an enlarged prostate, which makes peeing  
            a frequent delight! 

       Lola, your poems probably could benefit from some humor.  
You’re just naturally humorous, but you seem to leave that quality  
out when you put on your poet’s cap. 
       I am checking with travel agents. I have scraped together the  
final payment on the theatre course. It was not easy since I am  
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paying my son’s way as well. And Ian has some legal costs. I am  
still waiting on Probate and the estate and the goddamned lawyer.  
You’d think he’s want it to be over too so that he can get his fee,  
but he crastinates like a pro. I actually lost my temper on the  
phone and told him, “You are not doing your job!” You know  
what his comeback was? “Well, you showed up in my office  
with the estate papers in a shopping bag!” I guess I was supposed  
to have a briefcase. You can, procrastinate longer and better when  
you have one of those evidently!  
         I’m still waiting on that shipment of poison you promised.  
I have plenty of places to spread it around. 

 
LOLA: So my poems aren’t humorous enough? I don’t think they should  
             be. You always hear that humor helps, that it takes the edge off,  
             that you need it to get through life or whatever, but I think it  
             actually diminishes the emotions involved, as if they aren’t  
             sincere or real. My emotions are very real. I guess I won’t send  
             you any more of my work since you don’t care for it. That’s all  
             right. I don’t much care for it myself. 

      What are you working on now? You’re so talented. Do you  
really think most people want to read a novel about William  
Shakespeare? Most of my students don’t even want to see a play  
by him! But then you’ve never been held back by not finding a  
wide audience. I applaud you and your diligence. I wish I had  
those qualities.  

        Did I say I have poison? If I do, I’ll use it on myself.  – Lola 
   
KITTI: Ted, what if I took you to a luxury spa for your birthday? Isn’t it  
             coming up? In March, correct? I think Ventana is about halfway  
             between us. We could meet there and have dinner, “conversating,”  
             if that’s a word, and relaxing. We’ve both been through a lot for  
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quite some time. I looked at the brochures, and they seem to 
have only double beds. But I will gladly sleep on the sofa.  
You can have the whole bed. I have these strips now and I  
promise not to snore as much as I did in Stratford. You should  
get some too. What do you say? I’ll have to argue with Roy  
about staying away from him for several days, but I imagine  
I can arrange it. We are supposedly separated, and yet he is  
always here at the Marina or I am back in Palmdale. I’m in  
a tennis tournament with some “older ladies” at the club.  
They’re all younger than I am, although I don’t tell them that.  
They are already calling themselves “Elder Belles.” Oh, my  
god, I have come to this!   
     – Your Kitti, Your Elder Belle 

 
TED:   Lola, I didn’t mean to underestimate your poems. Some of them  
            are quite touching. I especially liked the one about Majorca, even  
            though I have never been there. You captured something marvelous  
            with just the right imagery. Perhaps humor is not your style. Perhaps  
            it’s not mine either, but I keep fooling myself that it is. 

      Kitti has invited me to go to a fancy spa hotel for my birthday.  
I may take her up on it. Ian is crabby. One of my cat’s is missing.  
The formal protest that my “handicapped” student Tazma –   
remember her? – has been dismissed with just a slight warning to  
me – to be “sensitive to the needs of the disabled hereafter.” What  
about that stupid bitch being “sensitive” to other people?! She was  
going to make up the Incomplete I gave her last term, but when she 
showed up for her final she didn’t answer a single question. And for  
her essay she wrote: “If you have been a kinder teacher, I would  
have passed.” Sic! If I were a kinder teacher, I would prevent her  
from being a student of any other poor sucker teacher from now  
until the end of eternity! Does having an enlarged prostate count  
as a disability?! 
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TED:   Kitti, yes, let’s go to Ventana. I can pay a little on the bill.  
            I am teaching on my actual birthday, the 19th, but what about  
            the weekend after? It sounds too good to be true. 

      I pissed off my friend Lola with a comment on her poetry.  
            She’s even more “sensitive” about her writing than I am!  
            I tried to find a compliment or two and sent them to her. She’s  
            sort of volatile and always keeps me on my guard around her.  
            You are much more agreeable overall, thank god! I can’t wait  
            to see you. 
 
KITTI:  Dearest Ted, are you implying that I am a pushover? I don’t like  
              the word “agreeable.” It makes me sound rather bland. I hope you  
              will agree that I am anything but bland. Norman mailer’s best  
              friend, with whom I had a fling back when, actually dropped me  
              because he said I was too much of a handful. That was back when  
              Mickey was friends with Gore and Howard. We used to visit them  
              in Ravello. To tell the truth, I always preferred Howard to Gore,  
              who only invited Mickey to pick his brain about Mailer.  
         Are we still on for Ventana? 
 
TED:  Kitti, I was hardly implying that you are a “pushover.” That’s the  
           last word I would use, believe me. I don’t mean to be prickly, but  
           it is not easy navigating between you and Lola, and I’m not even  
           dating you two! Throw in Ian and my cats and my students, and  
           it’s enough to wish for a deserted isle somewhere! Unfortunately  
           I need people. We all need people. Damn us! I marvel when I see  
           stories about nature, and there’s some codger, not always old, who  
           lives with elephants or badgers or something and never seems to be  
           in need of human companionship. I spend so much time by myself  
           when I’m writing I find that I am desperate to talk to almost anyone  
           on certain days. 
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        How kind of you to volunteer to sleep on the sofa at Ventana.  
            I will take you up on that. As chaste as Victorian virgins are we. 
                    Ian is trying to get off drugs. He’s reading about some  
            procedure where the blood is completely recycled and cleaned.  
            Who knows if it really works or not. He’s also trying all these  
            hare-brained schemes to make money by working from home  
            mailing things to various businesses. It’s probably cockamamie  
            as hell, but if I criticize it he gets defensive and says I don’t  
            want him to try anything. 
         At least my cat, Buster, came back after three days. I hugged  
            him until he almost scratched me. 
                     I sent Sally’s daughter a copy of a note I had Sally’s  

cleaning lady write, explaining what she had told me: that Sally  
did not trust her own daughter because she stole money from her  
mother’s purse and dresser and that she trusted the cleaning lady  
more and wanted her to be on the Neptune Society’s boat for the  
burial at sea, but not her daughter. This is the daughter that has  
been arrested sixty times! Well, the evil June left a message on  
my answering machine lambasting me and saying, “I am my  
mother’s daughter! My mother was a prostitute, did you know  
that? I am my mother’s daughter, asshole!” I wish to God that  
Probate would close, and I could get that horrible person out of  
my life! 

 
LOLA: I guess you don’t like me anymore. I can’t say I blame you.  
             Sorry for going off on you about my poems. They’re about all  
             I have left these days. No lover. You seem to write so easily,  
             whereas I have to struggle and re-write and fret and re-write  
             some more, and then they aren’t even close to perfect when  
             I’m done. How do you do it? One of these days you’re going  
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to break through and really make it big. I hope you’ll remember  

             that I was cheering you on when it finally happens! 
       My oldest cat got sick and it costs $3000 bucks to get her  
insides straightened out. It was a twisted super-hard hairball.  
I went to the gym today and didn’t fall down. Yay! 
        I haven’t done anything about Italy. Have you? I hear that  
Positano is not to be missed. There’s a hydrofoil from there to Capri. 

 
KITTI: I found this luxury package on Luxlink. Have you heard of it?  
            I am waiting to hear if we can have two beds. I’m soooo looking  
            forward to it. I have not yet fully told Roy what we’re planning,  
            that I am spending the most ‘romantic weekend’ with you instead  
            of with him, but it’s his fault for being so deliberately unromantic.  
            I’m beginning to have my doubts about him. Now that his step- 
            grandchild doesn’t come here any longer, Roy has taken to  
            watching movies starring children. I think it very odd. I men- 
            tioned it to him, and, gentleman that he is, he said I was “nuts,”  
            and I quote. But don’t you think it strange when a grown man  
            wants to spend time watching small children on a TV screen?  
            It reminds me of the British upper class with all their weird- 
            nesses, boys’ schools, and “special friendships,” and all that  
            sort of rot. What have I gotten myself into? How’s your latest  
            book coming along? 
 
TED:   Kitti, I feel I must say something to you. Do you realize that you  
            have a way of demeaning people you are angry with by castigating  
            their sexual behavior? Of course you are hardly alone in doing this. 
            I happen to be one of the “weird” people you bad-mouthed in your  
            last e-mail. I understand that you are angry with your husband, but  
            it really is very last century to use sexuality this way. I know most  
            people have done it for centuries, but I honestly expected better of  
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you. I’ve also noticed that you get very jealous of the children of  
men you date, or in this case marry. You probably don’t want  
to hear this, but it’s what I have to say. If you don’t want to go  
to the spa for my birthday, I fully understand. – Your friend, Ted 

 
KITTI:  Oh, Ted, dearest, beloved, friend for life, I am so sorry if I offended  
              you in any way. I simply wasn’t thinking. I of course don’t think  
              you’re “weird.” In fact, you are one of the most grounded people  
              I have ever known. Despite your own difficulties, financial and  
              romantic, you carry on with such fortitude and rationality. I  
              sincerely, deeply admire you. I hope you know that. It was just   

 lazy old-fashioned thinking on my part, to lump everybody who  
 isn’t like me into one category.  
         I suppose I have been especially on edge of later because of  
 events here in Unlovely Palmdale in the middle of the desert. I do  
 hate complaining about Roy all the time, I took a recent vow that  
 I would not bother my friends with all this, but my friend Victoria  
 in London is going through a terrible divorce and is a bit loony and  
 I can’t chat with her on the phone anymore. She’s had herself  
 checked into mental hospital. Maybe I should join her!? Don’t  
 answer! Roy says I need a broom to ride around on. His ex-wife  
 calls me “the white bitch” and his mother, who never stops  
 calling him a “nigger” on the phone as well as saying how evil   
 white people are, is threatening to come here for a visit. How droll!  
 Jamie is back using cocaine again. Darla is still unmarried and  
 having trouble with her pregnancy, Paul tells me, and Jasmine is  
 spoiled rotten and simply awful to her poor husband, the pilot. At  
 least she is married now. At least their child is beautiful and happy!  
 But then I suppose everyone thinks their grandchild is wonderful. 
       So forgive me, forgive me! I don’t want to hurt a single soul  
 for the rest of my days on this planet! 
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LOLA: Ted, what’s what? You must not have anything happening or  
             I would have heard. Same old, same old for yours truly. My  
             classes are more and more full of skinny little Arab men. I  
             don’t think they know I’m Jewish. They can’t write, but I give  
             them C’s anyway, to keep the peace. A couple of them glare at  
             me, because they probably have never had a woman for a teacher  
             before. I didn’t finish my grades on time. The chairman asked me  
             if I plan to retire at the end of this semester. I think it was a not-so 
             -subtle hint. I’m not as good as I used to be, I admit it, only I can’t  
             quite afford to live on my pension yet. OY! I’ll come and live with  
             you, and I’ll star in your plays! What happened to our trip to Italy?  
             Was it Italy? We’re floundering! 
 
TED:   Lola, Ian and I had a fight. He came and went twice, because he  
            forgot his scarf, slamming the door both times. We may cancel the  
            Greek Isles and Italy but I will keep the theatre course for me and  
            my son. The latest fight is because I stopped being an “enabler,”  
            as it is mistakenly labeled, and checked his cell phone for telephone  
            messages. I pay the fucking bill anyway, and I wanted to see if he’s  
            gotten any messages from the new treatment center he is supposed  
            to go to. There was a message there from the in-take woman at this  
            facility, which Ian had not heard because the phone company cut  
            off our phone service because I hadn’t paid the bill. (I need to get  
            away from the clutches of their two-year, non-cancellation policy!!)   
            Anyway, he hadn’t heard the message because of his frazzled,  
            fucked-up brain and threw a huge fit because I am a “busybody”  
            interfering in HIS business. I said I’m going to take away the car –  
            this is the old clunker that I inherited from Sally Shaw, which Ian  
            drives. I also said “I’ve had it with you. Stay at your own place  
            tonight – and for the rest of your life! “ Anyhow, Lola, don’t pack  
            for Europe just yet. I may be in jail for murder! 
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KITTI:  Excuse me, Ted, for complaining again. I know it can’t be  
             pleasant to hear, especially since you and Ian are doing so much  
             better than I am with Roy. But guess what that man wants now?  
             Nothing but blow jobs! He used to make some attempt at foreplay  
             and pleasing me. Now he just hangs over the side of the bed and  
             expects me to give him oral satisfaction. Do you think this means  
             he’s gay? What kind of a man wants nothing but “head,” as I think  
             it’s called. Isn’t that likewise the name of the toilet of a ship? I don’t  
             think a normal man would act like this? Please pardon me for being  
             so explicit, but it’s long past the time for niceties. What do you think  
             would happen it I bit him?        -- the former Lady Bridgeton 
 
LOLA: I’ve spoken to Wanda about possibly visiting Italy this summer.  
             We didn’t really get along that well last year, but she’s available.  
             I’m surprised that you are still going to London after all the bombs  
             there. I must be doing something wrong. Every place I plan on  
             going winds up having terrorists. What am I doing wrong to bring  
             this about? I am nearly diabetic, my doctor tells me, and I need to  
             get one of those blood devices. Is there no end to all this physical  
             deterioration? But I still want to live. The thought of going nowhere  
             is just unimaginable for me!  

      Tim and Pedro from the theatre course two years ago have been  
in touch and wanted to know if I was going. They were fun, but why  
do I spend all my time with gay men! What am I doing wrong? I  
suppose you’re not the one to ask, am I? 

 
TED:   Lola, now you’re scaring me. And I don’t just mean the casual  
            put-down of me and my life in your last e-mail. It’s your apparent  
            conviction that the terrorists are selecting their targets because you  
            are planning to go there. I suppose I could ask myself why I spend  
            so much of my time communicating and traveling with straight  
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             women, but then nobody would think of asking such a question.  
 You know, I hope, that I hate it when “minorities” whine and moan 

and bitch all the time – it is such a monumental bore! – but you need  
not gratuitously insult me. As for the terrorists, I sincerely doubt that  
they are aware of your comings and goings. It’s the time we live in,  
when you have to plan around various explosions in the street. I do  
enjoy your company both in person and online, but there are times  
when you go overboard. Forgive me for speaking bluntly. I am out  
of sorts because I have not been sleeping very well, since I have to  
get up five or six times a night to go to the bathroom. 

 
LOLA: Ted, we have so much in common. Don’t let me bother you so much.  
             I also have a bladder control problem. Are you taking Flomax? I am!  
             It’s usually for men, but my doctor said I should give it a try. Wanda  
             said she didn’t want to travel with me anymore, and you know why?  
             Because I peed on the floor of the palazzo we stayed in last summer.  
             I did pee, because I lose control, but I cleaned it up from the bathroom  
             floor. Wanda is such a control freak I guess it wasn’t good enough for  
             her! Do you want to share a room this summer in Italy if we ever  
             make it – we can pee on the floor together! Or do you want to get  
             two singles? Is Ian going or not? Is Jake? Am I? What’s my name  
             again? – Your Ageing Lolita! 

 
KITTI:  I scheduled another meeting with the marriage counselor on the  
             14th. I just cooked a gorgeous dinner and not one word of thanks  
             or appreciation. What is with this man I married? Oh well, I did  
             get some good loving last night. Was that supposed to be my  
             thank you? 

        My daughter Jasmine’s husband, the pilot, has moved out  
and into his mother’s house. He and Jasmine are to divorce.  
Jasmine is afraid to take Huntington there for a visits since  
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there is a large swimming pool in the back. She told Rory’s  
mother about her fears, and his mother said she would “pray”  
that the child would be safe. Let’s hope prayers work. Why  
not a fence? 
       How’s Ian?  

 
TED:  Maybe Ian and I should see a marriage counselor. Oh, that’s right 

– we can’t get married! Meow! I say that only to rage against the  
machine. Actually I don’t want to get married. Ian and I have enough  
problems without throwing in mutual debts and divorce court. I told  
him today that we should mingle our ashes in an urn at the Colum- 
barium where I purchased a burial niche. You know what he said?  
“Don’t be sentimental. It doesn’t suit you.” Was that sentimental?  
It would mean we’re both dead and burned up and rotting away  
on some shelf that nobody even visits. How sentimental is that?  
He and I did sit on the sofa tonight as we watched a movie, and  
our hips touched. It’s been some time. It was better than a kick  
in the head.  
 Don’t let Roy drag you down.  
  Don’t let your children drag you down. 
 Let me drag you down! 

 
LOLA: You never write anymore! I had an excuse. My computer was  
             broken for a week. I had to have two different repairmen in here  
             for it. I almost jumped them both. Such cuties! I’m horny again.  
             Can you tell? I’d use a dildo, but I don’t have one, and, if I did,  
             I would have to give it a name. How about Reynaldo? Pierre?  
             At least I could put Pierre back in the dresser drawer when I  
             was finished with him. Some guy I said no to online keeps re- 
             sending me the same message. “I like you so much. You are my  
             perfect online match!” I don’t know if he can’t take no for an  
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             answer or it’s just has some kind of automatic re-sender on his  
             computer! Modern life! Whatcha gonna do! 

My cats are bored. My students are boring. I can’t get  
             up in the morning until almost noon. Would you mind if I named  
             my dildo “Ted”? Just kidding! I need one that isn’t gay! 
 
KITTI:  Roy wouldn’t go to the marriage counselor with me, so I went  
              alone. Another row with Roy today – about what I did or didn’t  
              tell the counselor. And I drove over to drop off some vitamins  
              for this woman from the Club, and he said I was sucking up to  
              her. He doesn’t mind me sucking up to him! I told him last night  
              that I didn’t really enjoy fellatio. Do gay men really enjoy that  
              or just do it to be nice? Do you think my husband might be gay?  
              Oh, dear, what has become of me. I am discussing fellatio in  
              cyberspace. 
 
TED:   I think gay men may enjoy fellatio more than most women seem  
            to. I believe the term “cocksuckers” has been allotted to my group  
            for a reason, or at least a perceived reason, and not to your group,  
            even though your group evidently indulges in this unnatural practice  
            upon occasion, and not a festive occasion at that, apparently. I don’t  
            think it means a man is gay, however, just because he likes it. Men  
            like it because they have penises! To tell the truth, they don’t much  
            care who is doing it as long as it is done! The difference is straight  
            men insult the cocksucker, while gay men thank him. End of sermon. 
 
TED:  Lola, I seem to be having some trouble with allergies. My eyes itch  
           all the time. I never used to have allergies. My immune system may  
           be weakening as I get older. Ian and I had a whole day and a night  
           without a fight! Contrary to what the received wisdom is, I think  
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             fights are good for a relationship, up to a point. I think Ian  
             and have an unspoken agreement not to go beyond a certain  
             point. There is such a thing as expecting too much from a  
             mere human relationship. Hint, hint! Lady Bridgeton is  
             getting pushed around in hers. If I believed in karma, I might  
             point to that, except that she has always been nice EVEN  
             THOUGH she is rich. You’ve been uncharacteristically quiet  
              about your love life. What gives? 
 
LOLA: Get those allergies checked. I am giving myself antibiotics for  
             the cold I have. I keep forgetting: is it antibiotics for colds or  
             viruses? I got them from my doctor son some time ago and keep  
             them for emergencies. I don’t think I’d like a relationship like  
             yours and Ian’s. It’s too open or something. I also like it mellow.  
             What are you allergic to? Maybe it’s Ian! 
 
KITTI:  Oh, Ted, what am I to do. Roy spoke to me in the most awful  
              way this morning. We were discussing our children, and he said  
              that he had done a better job with his than I have done with mine.  
              He hasn’t even met my children! His one daughter is very nice,  
              but the two daughters of his first ex-wife are not quality people!  
              They took him for whatever they could get from him, which  
              wasn’t much, but it just goes to show that he has been taken  
              advantage of. He said, “You are an asshole and nobody cares  
              what you think. You’re just Mrs. Jones now!” I think I am  
              living the Cinderella story – only in reverse!  

 How’s your semester going? Keep well. Exercise! 
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TED:   Kitti, I really think you ought to draw the line at being called  
            names. I have not interfered in your marriage, and it’s not really  
            my business to do so, but this seems to be crossing some line.  
            I am hardly the one to give advice, alas. Last night Ian went  
            out grocery shopping while I went to a play with some friends.  
            I said, when he returned, that I wish I had some ice cream.  
            No response. I asked him if he had bought any ice cream and  
            he said no. Not fifteen minutes later he goes to the freezer and  
            gets a pint of Ben & Jerry’s Cookie Dough. I said, “I thought  
            you didn’t have any ice cream.” He didn’t reply. I kept waiting  
            for him to offer me at least a bite. I’m still waiting. The selfish  
            fucking drug addict asshole most of whose bills I pay!  
 
KITTI: You do have the patience of Job. I have no idea how one gets  
             someone to change. Roy and I saw the marriage counselor again  
             yesterday. She has finally come up with the perfect solution. I  
             am not to interrupt Roy in his home office from 7 A.M. to 4 P.M.  
             and he has to have down time from 4 to 5. He is not going to like  
             taking care of himself all day, but – YIPPIE – it frees me to do  
             just what I want all day. He has been infantilized by his women,  
             but in his core he is a lovely and kind man – like you. In my core  
             I know that I am much, much harder. Do you still want to do  
             Ventana? They have hot tubs semi-outdoors! Whatever happened  
             to our trip for you birthday? Has your birthday come and gone and  
             we missed it? 
 
LOLA: I’m going on a safari to Africa, did I tell you? They are having this  
             special deal, and it coincides with my spring break. I can take an  
             extra two days. My office-mate said he would sub for me. An old  
             friend of my named Sumi from Japan is going and invited me along.  
             She is recently widowed, and I haven’t seen her in ages. So I can kill  
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two birds with one stone. And it’s not even a hunting safari!   
Did I even tell you I spent nine months in Japan? It seems like  
ancient history. I loved it there. I think I still have a cherry  
blossom pressed in a book somewhere. I’ve already had malaria  
shots and dengue fever shots, and God know what else. My arm  
hurt for two days. There is some sort of civil unrest, one tribe  
massacring another, or something, but the travel agency said  
that should all be over by the time we go. I just decided to GO.  
I can’t afford it, of course, but I’m going. My credit score is in  
the pits. Who cares?! I could drop dead in a minute, and there  
are no credit card bills in Heaven! Do you like lions and tigers?  
Oh, that’s right. Tigers are in India, not Africa. Maybe I’ll stop  
off in India too! … maybe even Sweden! What happened to the  
Greek Isles with you and me? 

 
TED:   Lola, I can’t keep up with all your travel plans. You are amazing.  
            I was supposed to go to a nice spa resort with Kitti, but it somehow  
            never materialized. I was even going to be her gigolo, sort of, up  
            to a point, a very important point! I have always wanted to go on  
            a safari. I love those nature programs. I’m very squeamish about  
            lambs and baby cows and was even a vegetarian for that reason  
            for years, but I confess I enjoy watching wild animals chasing  
            and catching each other. Nature – red in tooth and claw. It’s  
            horrible beyond belief, and is one more proof that there is no god,  
            or a very unnecessarily cruel one. I found this video on YouTube.  
            Check out the link. It was shot with lions and water buffalo and  
            even crocodiles all going at it. Be sure to watch the whole ten  
            minutes. It should prepare you for your trip. 
 
LOLA: Big whoop! So the lions attacked the baby water buffalo, along  
             with the two crocs. Nature is nasty. What’s the big whoop? I  
             watched about three minutes of  it. 
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TED:   I said you should watch the entire thing. The baby gets away!  
            I wouldn’t have sent you something just showing cruelty. I  
            asked you to watch the entire thing. It’s related to your trip. 
 
LOLA: Big whoop! 
 
TED:  JESUS! FORGET IT! 
 
KITTI:  I am so sorry that Ventana didn’t work out. I am just so  
              distracted around this place I seem to be falling apart. Roy  
              keeps telling me that I don’t know the first thing about being  
              a wife. But my question is: what is a wife? I believe he means  
              someone who cooks his meals, keeps her mouth shut, except  
              when she’s fellating him, and does it enough to keep him being  
              a serial porn watcher and strip club customer. It is difficult to  
              give him space when he resides FULL TIME in mine. Anyway,  

 it’s not going at all well, and I would move out for good for  
 more peace if I had the courage to start all over again. It’s  
 stupid that I stay actually since I am never bored with my own  
 company and could get back to knitting those pretty purses.  
 I wish someone tall, dark, and handsome would walk into my  
 life (on a white stallion preferably). I’m hopeless, I know. I  
 must take another gander at the Club and see if there is someone  
 eligible there. My stud the basketball coach has been sending me  
 e-mails again. I feel guilty and yet need to communicate (flirt)  
 with someone. Am I awful? Don’t tell me! 

 
TED:   Be careful. Your man doesn’t sound like the “understanding”  
            type. I have a confession to make as well. You know that Ian  
            and I haven’t had sex for several years now. We have all the  
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             heartache and none of the benefits of marriage. Whoopee! Or  
             should I say; Big Whoop? As Lola would say. I got so mad  
             at Ian recently that I called this guy I had met out in the woods  
             cruising two months ago. In fact, several times we talked out  
             there, and I thought we were flirting with each other. It didn’t  
             go All the Way out there, as we used to say back in high school,  
             but there definitely were sparks. Well, we went out to dinner and  
             had a nice conversation. I felt that I was being “unfaithful” to Ian,  
             not because of any sex that was coming – he and I agree on outside  
             sex – but because I was fantasying leaving Ian behind and taking  
             up a new life with this new man. We went to a play in Berkeley  
             and even had a night cap. I am not one to take the initiative, to be  
             honest, but this time I said, “Would you like to have sex?” He said,  
             “Oh, no!” Just like that. “Oh, no!’ I seemed to have caught him by  
             surprise. He used to be a Lutheran minister who was married for  
             a long time and has three grown kids and came out quite late in life.  
             I was chagrined, because I pride myself on my ability to read people.  
             But I had completely misread him. I thought we had been flirting  
             quite obviously, and he thought . . . well, who knows what he  
             thought. My face got all red, and I couldn’t wait to get in my car.  
             Ian said, “How was the play?’ And I mumbled, “It was an awkward  
             comedy. I’d give it one star” There must be a moral here, but for  
             the life of me I can’t find it. 
   
LOLA: Haven’t heard from you. Are you mad because I didn’t watch the  
             lions kill the baby water buffalo? Nature is nobody’s nanny. But,  
             I ask you, can I get one completely satisfying fuck in my life before  
             I die?! Pardon my French. I was talking to another woman teacher  
             at school today, and we both agreed that neither of us has ever had  
             a complete fuck. God, how I envy you out in the woods night and  
             day having it back, front, and sideways. Where’s mine? I have my  
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             cats, and that’s about all. My shots for Africa caused a reaction,  
             a rash here, a fever there. Christ, what a price to pay to see a  
             fucking zebra! 
 
LOLA: Ted, are you there? Still mad? If you’re not going to respond,  
             I’m not going to write either. I may not go on the safari after all.  
             The uprising in Kenya has not subsided yet. The State Department  
             is advising against tourists going. Unless we want to risk being  
             hacked to death with machetes. Maybe that’s the answer to my  
             problems. No more boyfriend troubles, no more papers to grade,  
             no more vet bills. I’ll watch the crocs kill the baby water buffalo  
             if you insist! Send me that link again. 
 
TED:  Hi, Kitti. I’m not sure I can continue to communicate with Lola.  
           She can be so annoying at times. I wish to God she would find a  
           boyfriend. Of course she would probably then stop writing to  
           others because she wouldn’t need us. I find that I have grown  
           to rely on Ian over the years. Irritating and selfish though he is,  
           he is there, at least some of the time. Well, he was there a two  
           times in the past twenty-one years! But who’s counting? 

        Did I mention that I had some allergy tests done? Well, the  
           results came back. I don’t have a single allergy. I’ve been spraying  
           and taking pills for absolutely no reason. The doctor checked my  
           eyelashes when I went to see him, and he said I have blepharitis,  
           which is a kind of dandruff of the eyelash. How sexy, right? He  
           gave me a prescription to apply to the lashes once a day. My  
           prostate continues to expand, and I have to get up four times a  
           night – and that’s just for sex! NO! I think the slow decline that  
           will wind up very badly has begun. And how are you, my dear? 
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KITTI:  Oh, Ted, we won’t grow old. We can’t let it happen! Let’s grab  
              onto life and not let go! We should write our life stories and  
              keep our minds active. That reminds me of the time I was  
              working on a Christopher Lee movie. Do you remember him,  
              played vampires but was still a good actor? Anyway, he was  
              sitting in a chair writing between takes. A young secretary  
              asked him what he was doing, and he said he was writing his  
              autobiography. And she said, “Who is it about?” That’s exactly  
              how I feel now in Palmdale. Who am I about?! I have an age  
              spot on my cheek and am having it removed immediately. My  
              good news is that Roy and I won a tennis tournament at the Club!  
              I may get to play in a charity tournament with Roger Federer!  
              Everybody was congratulating me, including this old actress who  
              used to be in Andy Warhol movies. I think she’s a biological  
              woman. Somehow she has wound up in Lancaster, which is one  
              city over, and seemed very eager to talk with somebody in “the  
              Arts.” I believe she followed some businessman here and he  
              dumped her, and now she doesn’t know where to go. It’s deeply  
              tragic, and I am taking her to lunch next week. 

         There is a trip to India with Dr. Krishna, who is the private  
 physician of Prince Carlos of Spain. You get to stay in seven Indian  
 cities. Want to go? Victoria, my London friend, was going to go  
 with me since Roy won’t. But now she’s selling her London flat  
 and going into a rest home. I want to go, but I’ve also heard that  
 Dr. Krishna is something of a quack. But nothing ventured, nothing  
 gained, right? 

 
TED:    It sounds too exotic for words. I still hope to go to the Greek Isles, 
             maybe Italy, and England this summer. I don’t really want to go to  
             Italy because of the heat, but I told Lola I’d go. Now she and I aren’t  
             “talking,” so maybe the trip is off as well. It makes me glad I didn’t  
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             buy any tickets yet. Usually I have it all reserved by February,  
             but not this year. I swear, it takes a Lot of Pain to have a  
             Goddamned Vacation! Congrats on the tennis tournament!  
             I finished my revision of my novel about Shakespeare. Surely  
             somebody somewhere cares! 
 
LOLA: Ted, it’s your turn to write. Are you holding a grudge because  
             of that video I didn’t watch? Get over it! Just kidding! You know  
             I care about animals. My cats are my everything. My god, that  
             sounds sick! I know you think pets shouldn’t be locked up in the  
             house and should be free to wander wherever they want – just like  
             you. But my kitties wouldn’t last a day in Brooklyn. Waiting to  
             hear from you! I heard from my Italian Swede! 
 
KITTI:  One of my dogs in the kennel in South Africa has died. Little  
             Trevor never did have the best health, and now he’s dead at five.  
              I hope it wasn’t the kennel’s fault. I did check out the place in  
              person, and it seemed perfectly clean and fine. They say he died  
              in his sleep, but they could just be telling me that. I don’t know  
              if I should fly over there or not. What do you think? Roy says  
              “It’s only a dog.” I shouldn’t have, but I told him when he dies  
              I’ll say, “It’s only a husband.” I am becoming like him. He didn’t  
              laugh. Some days he’s nice; other days he’s quite mean. The old  
              actress I had lunch with said, “You have to weigh what you’re  
              getting against what you’re getting and leave when it tips the  
              scale against you.” But then she ran off after a 76-year-old  
              businessman who dropped her after three months! How grand  
              about your Shakespeare novel! You are a marvel, always. 
 
LOLA: Well, I am going to write to you whether you write back or not.  
             Should I call you? What’s your telephone number again? I’m sorry  
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             I’m so disorganized, but I claim Losing My Mind Rights! Are you  
             lying on the floor gasping your last? I fear that for myself, with no  
             one here but the cats. I suppose the cleaning lady would eventually  
             find my body. Do you have a will? I probably should get one. I’m  
             leaving everything I have – a mound of debts – to my two sons.  
             Asher never did have Theophilus bar mitzvahed, and so now I  
             guess he’s a goy, a goy boy. I need a toy boy! Got any leftovers?  
             My African safari went kaput. Italy seems like a distant dream.  
             I have three stacks of essays on the dining room table that I can’t  
             bring myself to read. Did Ian ever go into treatment? Is this life? 
 
KITTI:  Ted, dollink, I heard from my friend Victoria again. She’s out of  
              the loony bin. She’s been married four times. Poor Victoria, she’s  
              chosen even worse choices than I have! The hubby who committed  
              suicide, the hubby who liked ménages a trios, the one with  
              undiagnosed attention deficit disorder, the hubby who kicked  
              me out of their flat when I was visiting because he said I was  
              “a lesbian influence” on Victoria. Can you imagine! My ex- 
              husband, the father of Jamie and Jasmine, hung up on me the  

 day before yesterday. He has gone through FOUR lawyers trying  
 to get Jasmine a proper divorce. He produced money-making  
 movies, but he can’t get the divorce right! He even insinuated  
 that Jasmine was not his. You see, I had this long-standing  
 “affair” with the head of Tigersgate, for over twenty years if it  
 was a day. Once a month we’d go for a nice lunch and a fuck.  
 Pardon me, he was very nice, very gentle. Early on I adored him,  
 but it grew somewhat mechanical over time. Tell me this doesn’t  
 have to happen. Not if you love someone. The difficulty is in not  
 falling out of love. I am trying so hard not to fall out of love with  
 Roy. 
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TED:   Kitti, I don’t think I have ever experienced love. Lust, yes.  
            I go through the motions with Ian, enduring, placating,  
            compromising, forgiving, excusing, putting up with, only  
            very occasionally actually enjoying his company – and I  
            think, deep in my heart, I really only do it because I want  
            to be in love. Love is supposed to be so wonderful I think  
            I have pretended to have it when all I actually had was my  
            wish to have it. Do you think I’m the only one in the world  
            to feel this way? Or am I the only one who will admit it? 
 
KITTI:  Oh, Ted, you are loved! You must know that. Ian loves you!  
              He does! We all seem to pick such inappropriate partners.  
              What’s wrong with us? We’re intelligent, reasonably educated,  
              “up” on all the latest, and it’s still not going well. My children  
              are each one a mess. It wasn’t my doing! They were too good- 
              looking for their own good, except for Darla. At least Jamie is  
              between cocaine bouts at the moment and is working with his  
              father on a documentary about South Africa. Paul is semi- 
              retired now, and he says it’s hard to get other producers to  

 return his phone calls. This a man who was nominated for  
 Best Producer for an Academy Award not that long ago. I  
 even went, did I tell you? I went with that gay writer, Larry  
 Something, when he was up for Best Screenplay. He didn’t  
 win  and he was furious. Later he sided with Paul when Paul  
 and I divorced. He was  not a nice gay man, like you, nor was  
 Zefferelli, however talented. Talent is  easier to come by in  
 Hollywood than decency. Are you working on anything new?  
 I expected to write when I got this place in the Marina, but I  
 have been very  lazy. I have not written a thing except e-mails.  
 My lease will be up in a month, and I have to decide whether  
 to move back with Roy full time, or head off in some other  
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direction. I know you don’t like to interfere, but I do value 
your  wisdom and wonder what you’d advise me to do, if you’d 
care to say. 
 

LOLA: Hi, Sweetie! Where are you? I had a late-might call from  
             Angelo, that guy from my high school. Apparently he just  
             wanted a shoulder to cry on – mine. He had a knock-down- 
             drag-out with his Swedish honey bun, who evidently is very  
             large. So it wasn’t my weight gain that put him off when he  
             was here. She wants to join a traveling Nordic Chorus and  
             sing all around Europe, but Angelo doesn’t want  her to go.  
             He’s off playing gigs of his own, and so they are separated  
             enough, he feels. You see, it was music that brought them  
             together, and now it’s music that’s  tearing them apart. I  
             think he wanted to jack off on the telephone with me, and I  
             was tempted, believe me, but I changed the topic. My mother – 
             may she rot in Hell – would have been proud of me. I don’t  
             think she liked me very much — not just me, any child she  
             would have had. Children just take too much of your time,   
             and they always let you down later. Well, she was right about  
             that. How’s your son? Is he gay? 

 
KITTI: Roy’s mother came for a visit here. My God, she’s huge. She’s  
             having a pacemaker installed. She could have it done in Louisiana,  
             but Roy thinks she’d get a better one in California. She’s crabbier  
             than he is, used to be a high school principal, and kept informing  
             Roy of what a bad son he has been. She virtually ignored me,  
             except to call me “that white woman in the other room” once.  
             She didn’t know I could hear, I suppose, not that it mattered to  
             her. Just how much racial bias can moi take? I think she’s used  
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             up any residual White Guilt I might have retained. I didn’t say  
             goodbye to her, nor did she to me. Roy cried when she left. 
                    How’s Ian? You love him, and he loves you, and that’s  

all there is to it. I’ve seen the way he looked at you when we had  
dinners out in the past. You have to believe me on that. Has your  
birthday come and gone? I don’t have birthdays anymore! 

 
LOLA: Okay, Ted, this is my last e-mail. If you don’t answer, I will  
             consider our friendship over. Believe me, I have plenty of other  
             friends. They are all annoying in one way or another, but they  
             pass the time! Not you. You’re my Special Friend. I feel that I  
             can be always honest with you. I don’t have to hold back and  
             censor myself. Women do that a lot, you know. What will “he”  
             think? I didn’t tell Angelo that I thought he treated me shabbily  
             when he visited here and right after. Earrings? Come on! I  
             listened and tried to commiserate with him over some other  
             woman!!! Am I a mensch or what?! I was on the phone with  
             him for over two hours. He’s not a very happy man underneath  
             it all. And he has no sense of humor whatsoever. He said he fits  
             in with the Swedes perfectly that way. A rather serious people,  
             very good with health care! Here was my Prince Charming all  
             but bawling about Ingrid this and Ingrid that and the anti- 
             Americanism he has to live with daily as a foreigner, and his  
             erectile dysfunction – although he could have fooled me about  
             that when I felt his pants when he was here. Now he’s asking me  
             whether he should stay with Ingrid or move back to the States.  
             The funny part, if that’s the word, is that I didn’t really feel that  
             he was asking if he should move back to be with me, just to move  
             back to start looking for somebody else entirely. Is that a kick in  
             the heart or what? But, no, I didn’t say, “Listen, you insensitive  
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wop bastard, what about my needs? Hello!” Where, oh, where  

             has my Ted the Man gone? Who do I have left if not you? 
 
TED:  Hello, Kitti, I feel your distress. I don’t know if I should really  

give you advice on your marriage. I can barely handle my own  
life. I think perhaps you romanticize my relationship with Ian.  
Not that there aren’t good days, good hours, now and then.  
He spends less and less time in his apartment and more time  

           over here. We ate out last night, and it was rather pleasant even  
           though he needs meth now just to rise to “normal.” The days  
           click along. Wasn’t it ever so for everybody? Isn’t every single  
           human always living in the future because the present isn’t good  
           enough? And will it ever be? Teaching keeps me busy, or at  
           least distracted, and so does my writing. I manage to sit at the  
           computer almost every morning and crank out some words. I  
           notice that when I don’t do it, I feel all at sea, disjointed, and  
           useless. So writing for me is not hard, because, without it, I  
           don’t know what to do with myself. Yes, there are papers to  
           grade even though I have a grader now. She is good, but she  
           gets some things wrong and I have to change a comment or a  
           grade. I would never let just anything go back to the students,  
           no matter what I may actually think of their work. I’m sure most  
           educated people would be amazed and shocked at what passes for  
           “college” work these days. Sorry I go on and on about this, but it  
           matters. Maybe you and I should collaborate on something? A  
           screenplay? You wrote some in the past, right? Something literate!  
           I have been thinking about one on Princess Margaret of Great  
           Britain. She was the Princess Diana of her day. Did you ever  
           meet her? She fell into total eclipse and disfavor and died all  
           but un-mourned. Is that a screenplay or what?! Intellectually,  
           I know that you have to give people the Cinderella story if you  
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            want to make them happy and have them give you lots of money:  
            Harry Potter, Spiderman, M& M in the movie 8 Mile, even Babe,  
            the pig that learns to win a sheep-tending contest. How likely is  

that! But people love it to death. Maybe we could include a  
scene that is really about Roy in disguise, and he gets whacked  
by Princess Margaret with a polo mallet or something. Want  
to try? – Ted 

 
KITTI: I fluctuated and hemmed and hawed but finally I gave up the  
            apartment here and moved back full time with Roy in Palmdale.  
            Is that applause I hear or boos I hear? He seemed touched that I  
            came back. I hope it lasts. At heart he is a very giving individual.  
            The women in his life have both spoiled him and kept him from  
            being his own man. He doesn’t drink, he works every day, he’s  
            good sex, and yet I never know when he might turn on me. I  
            realize that I am just as bad in my own way. I argue with him.  
            But I don’t raise my voice. I think that makes him even madder.  
            I think I’m being diplomatic in suggesting that we vary our  
            routine, a romantic night out at least once in a while. I suggested  
            we invite this nice couple over for dinner, but Roy doesn’t do chit  
            chat easily. Am I complaining too much? Do I want everything  
            all the time? Hopefully, you take this as the friend’s shoulder I  
            need to lean on and don’t consider me “silly” and “ungrateful”  
            for what I have. . . . I am difficult, I admit that. But is that the  
            same as demanding? You’re the only real “honey” I have around  
            me, so please, please bear with me. Lots of X’s and O’s! – Kitti 

P.S. Yes, yes, yes, let’s collaborate on that screenplay!  
I need a project to keep me busy. But does anybody  
remember Princess Margaret? 
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TED:   Lola, yes, you did piss me off because you didn’t watch the entire  
            video. But time has passed now, and you’re not going on the safari  
            anyway, so what does it matter? I just wanted you to see that the  
            baby water buffalo survived both the pride of lions and the crocs.  
            There is hope for us after all! No one has ever accused me of being  
            a Pollyanna, but even I need something upbeat now and then. If the  
            baby NOT getting torn apart and eaten is the best positive thing I  
            could come up with, you could have gone with that and watched it. 
            You just dismissed the cruelty when it’s animals. But I hope you  
            are well. What about the summer? Is it totally dead? – Ted 
 
LOLA: Good to hear from you! I was afraid you were holding a grudge.  
             I don’t hold grudges, or not for long. You should have said the  
             baby gets away. I probably would have watched it. I was having  
             computer hitches at that time besides. But don’t NOT write because  
             of something like a water buffalo! Why don’t you come for a visit?  
             It’s been fairly warm here for a week. Hop on a plane. Don’t you  
             have spring break soon? My cats would love you. We’ll go see  
             plays! I haven’t done anything more about the summer. Wanda  
             said she forgives me for peeing on the floor last time, but I really  
             don’t want to travel with her anymore. Maybe I’ll go alone. Just  
             my luck! I’ll meet some Italian gondolier and he’ll drown me in  
             a canal in Venice. I haven’t heard anything of late from my Old  
             Flame from high school. I guess he reconciled with his Swedish  
             babe, the singer. I must have given him good advice! What about  
             advice for myself?! I haven’t written a thing, not even a self-pitying  
             poem. How about you? Any publications? How’s your son? Is he  
             going to the theater course with you? Has Ian gone into the Big  
             House yet? P.S. Stay away from the lions and the crocs! 
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TED:   Lola, you sound like your old self. I’m glad that we’re corresponding  
            again. No, Ian is not in jail, though he was stopped by some cops  
            and they gave him a hard time and kept his car keys. So he had to  
            call me for my set, and by then his car’s battery was dead, so we  
            had to give him a jump with my cables. They didn’t work right,  
            and so we called Triple A and got a jump that way. Later we went  
            back and found Ian’s keys on the sidewalk where he had been  
            parked. That means either the cops threw them there or Ian had  
            dropped them himself. Thank god, I have plenty of free time in  
            my teaching job. As for Jake, he was working as a bouncer in a  
            music club in Phoenix. He’s a big guy, six-four, 180, muscular.  
            He wasn’t full time and evidently was being paid under the table.  
            He’s sort of a sweet person under all the exterior brawn. Well,  
            there was a drunken patron who was kicked out by another  
            bouncer who then tried to sneak back into the club. Jake saw  
            him and tried to stop him. The patron resisted and Jake tackled  
            him. Unfortunately, this knocked the patron out cold. The cops  
            were called, and the patron filed an official complaint and my  
            son was taken in and charged with assault. The worst part is  
            that his crummy boss did not back Jake and said he had used  
            “excessive force.” This is what my son gets for trying to do his  
            job. I thought bouncers bounced! Anyway, now Jake may have  
            to pay the hospital bills and go to Anger Management Class for  
            three months. Can you imagine!? He also was fired by the boss  
            and is looking for a new job. I spoke with him last night and tried  
            hard not to say this is what happens when you rely on “bosses”  
            for jobs and favors instead of on a college degree. No, actually,  
            I did say it. I was raised lower class and don’t trust anybody.  
            My son was raised middle class and expects everything to go  
            his way. I hope it was a life learning experience. Jake is like  
            my father, more than he is like me, in that he is too good-natured,  
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too trusting of others’ good intentions. So I doubt that he and will  

            be able to take the theater course this summer, as hoped. He has  
to pay his rent and get his driver’s license renewed and his truck  

             up and running. To be honest, I’m not sorry he doesn’t have a  
             license and a truck right now. He’s in that age group that has  
             the highest accident rate. He’s using a skateboard to get around,  
             and he says he feels too old to be riding one of those. He never,  
             ever asks me for money, and that pleases me no end. I will send  
             him an early check for his birthday. 
         I swear it’s one damn thing after another! And then we die! 
 
LOLA:  Go ahead and die if yow want to. I ain’t quitting yet! I was out  
              for some therapy shopping today and bought a couple of loose- 
              fitting summer dresses. I noticed a Jewish Retirement Center  
              and actually went inside to check it out. It was clean, the staff  
              was friendly, and it costs an arm and a leg to stay there! Some  
              elderly guy there came over and asked me if I was moving in.  
              I swear to God he looked like an old turtle. He said he loved  
              redheads. I didn’t have the heart to tell him it was a dye job.  
              I sat and talked with him for a while, but he fell asleep. Am  
              I losing my charms entirely?! 

       You sound like you’re a good father. Kids need to be  
              pushed. Enough with this “whatever makes you happy” crap.  
              “Whatever makes their parents happy” is what it was in my  
              day. Tell Jake to tackle that crumb bum boss of his! I still hope  
              to meet your son this summer. What about a train ride through  
              the Alps? I got this terrific brochure about river cruises through  
              four countries on the Danube. How can we resist? 
 
KITTI:  I suspect Roy is seeing another woman. I caught him hanging up  
              the phone very suddenly, as if guilty of something. For once, I  
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              didn’t confront him about it. I didn’t even insinuate that I knew.  
              He said it was his supervisor at Boeing, but I’m sure it wasn’t.  
              He’s very careful to protect his job and wouldn’t be that abrupt.  
              Is it awful to say that I hope he is being unfaithful or planning it?  
              I can get out of this marriage that way with a clear conscience.  
              I had an epiphany even before this telephone incident. Roy does  
              not love me. I still love him, at least on some days, but I think he  
              just married because he’s always been married to somebody or  
              other. It almost didn’t matter who. My friend Victoria says I’m  
              lucky with the man I have and should stay the course, but she’s  
              had four husbands and just got out of the loony bin! My daughter  
              Jasmine says I should fly to Thailand and have a total body  
              sculpting: thighs, this loose patch on my abdomen that I can’t  
              seem to get rid of no matter how much I exercise at the gym,  
              and I do go every other day. There’s a cute gym instructor there,  
              but he’s too short and he may be gay. I can have my neck and  
              eyelids done as well, and all for far less than it would cost in  
              Los Angeles. I’ve checked and it’s perfectly clean and safe if  
              you get the right clinic in Thailand. I used to live there. Surely  
              I mentioned that? I have lived all over the world, and it was my  
              favorite. I find myself praying a lot. 
 
TED:  Lola, summer is a-cumin in. Loudly sing cuckoo! Maybe I should  
           drop Europe and go to Thailand instead with Kitti. She is having  
           marital problems. I love the woman to death, but adultery I find  
           a very boring subject. Who cares?! And praying, oh, please! I am  
           getting love handles. Don’t think they’re from too much love. I’m  
           afraid I have  relied on my good genes for too long, haven’t done  
           nearly enough walking or running. There’s a perfectly good bicycle,  
           which I never ride, in the garage, along with extra copies of my  
           books. Money is tight, as usual, since the estate of my friend is  
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still not settled. It’s been over two years since she died.  
It reminds me that I must have a will made. And a Living  
Trust. And I will sign mine, as no God is my witness!  
I guess I will leave my condo to Ian to live in as long  

 as he wants or until he dies, and then I’d like it to go my  
             son. I hope I can set up something like that. I’m hopeless  
             with legalities. I’m not about to retire yet, not even close,  
             but it is there in the offing. Exactly where is the Offing?  
             Maybe we can visit it this summer? I started a play about  
             June, Sally Shaw’s evil daughter. I think I’ll call it The  
             Rotten Seed. I’m going to use her real name too. Let her  
             sue me! It’s all true, every conniving inch of her. Her  
             latest is saying that she’s going to prevent me from getting  
             any of the co-executor’s fee because I “abandoned” her  
             mother’s belongings. She also claims that I have had  
             myself removed as “co-executor” to “cover my tracks.”  
             The truth is we are now using the handwritten will that  
             Sally left, and that one names Ty Chow, her realtor, as  
             the sole executor. It’s merely a technicality, but June can  
             make mountain out of any molehill. I can’t tell you how  
             satisfying it is to write up people like her that I know! 

 
LOLA: Write about me! Write about me! Put me in a play. When I retire,  
             I’ll move out there and we’ll run a theater together. I’ll star in all  
             the shows. Why don’t you make a play out of your cat cartoons,  
             and I’ll put on whiskers and a tail! It will be such fun. We could  
             run a little theater and have something to do in our old age. 
 
KITTI: Ted, I have been researching Princess Margaret online. I met her  
             once, when she was with Roddy. They say it was actually sexual,  
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but I always had my doubts, about him She could be a total bitch  

             and then as nice as pie. Terrible drinker and smoker. But then  
             everybody did that back then. I suppose it was all rather glamorous,  
             looking back at it. At the time it was just exhausting. I may even  
             be distantly related to Margaret. The funny thing is my grandfather  
             always said we were from the BETTER side of that family line!  
             I could have been Princess Margaret myself, give or take a civil  
             war or a royal  murder or two. 

      I continue to spy on Roy, who smiles at me like the Cheshire  
             Cat. I’m going to catch his arse in medias res one of these days,  
             and there will be hell to pay, you mark my words. 
 
TED:  Kitti, I started a play about Sally Shaw’s daughter instead of  
           Princess Margaret. Can we hold off on Princess Margaret until  
           I finish that?  
 
KITTI:  Ted, dollink, of course we can wait on the princess, although I  
              did get rather excited and started doing research. She was a  
              Girl Guide, did you know that? Both of them were, the Queen  
              too. I was a Girl Guide. We must work that into our script.  
              Are you sure you can’t delay the other script for ours? 
 
TED:  I suppose I can work on both scripts. It’s not as though the world  
           is holding its breath for either one. I wonder if that would be even  
           worse – some producer breathing down our necks to finish it, for  
           god’s sake finish it for the grand opening at the National Theatre  
           next week. What do you want to bet that those playwrights are  
           bitching right this minute about all the pressure?! I suppose you  
           could freeze up with all that hanging over you. We should wish! 
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KITTI: The strangest thing happened today, Ted. It was this morning.  
             I was folding socks, of all things, fresh out of the dryer. I’ve  
             never done much of the household chores, to tell the truth.  
             We had servants for that until I was seventeen. In fact, I was  
             served breakfast in bed, had all my clothes cleaned, everything  
             taken care of for me by others. I was just folding clothes,  

thinking of events for our Princess Margaret script. I peeked  
in and saw Roy working at his computer, and he turned and  
waved sweetly at me. I had a summer pudding cooking for  
lunch on the stove. Corker, the stray bitch who just showed  
up at our door two weeks ago, was lying on the kitchen floor  

             snoozing. I had heard from Jamie, Jasmine, and even Darla all  
             in the same day, and all are doing reasonably well, and I was   
             totally, blissfully happy for one complete hour. It was very strange. 
 
LOLA: All right, I decided to take a page out of your book and have sex  
             like a man. I know I complain a lot about my love life. So I tried  
             to forget all my baggage and expectations and just go with the  
             flow. I was having an espresso in a Starbuck’s near school, and  
             who should show up but a former student of mine. He was all  
             smiles and compliments and asked if he could join me. He even  
             bought me a marzipan pastry. I should mention that he is fifty  
             if he’s a day, and he graduated years ago, so there was no conflict  
             of interest, if you get my drift. He was also  tall – I like ‘em tall –  
             and very elegant and reserved. I’d forgotten his name, but he  
             reminded me that it was Mr. Umar Waadid. Well, one think led  
             to another, and soon we agreed to meet there the next day at the  
             same time. I didn’t really think it was going anywhere, but what  
             the hell, right? Ted will be proud of me, I thought. One the third  
             ‘date’ I invited him back to my place, and before I knew what  
             happened we were in bed together. He had a nice member and  
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was thoughtful and thorough, and it was certainly the good fuck  

             I have longed for. There was just one thing off about it, and I  
             wanted to ask your opinion. As he was coming about forty minutes  
             later, he shouted out, “I’m fucking a Jew! I’m fucking a Jew!” . . . 
             So my question to you, Ted, do you see this relationship going  
             anywhere?!  –  Your Lola 
  
TED: Tell me you’re joking, right? 
 
LOLA: No joke. All too true. I avoided the Starbuck’s today. But he  
             knows where I live! 
 
TED: Oh, Lola, Lola, Lola, you are amazing. I think you know the  
         answer to your own question. Of course it’s YES. You’ve found  
         Mr. Right at last! Forgive me. I couldn’t resist. Maybe you could  
         get on top sometimes and shout out, “I’m fucking an Arab! I’m  
         fucking an Arab!” Not quite the same? I do think other people  
         really do have kinky sex setups, if the truth came out. I look at  
         people and wonder how they ever manage to have sex. Does  
         Bluto over there lie on his side and his woman uses a vacuum  
         cleaner on him? Does wifey over there like to get slapped on her  
         left buttock on Valentine’s Day and cry out “I married a Repub- 
         lican!”? I suspect there are many, many accommodations made  
         to make couples stick together, many of them illegal in most  
         states. Who knows what other people are actually thinking when  
         they have sex!? If your former student just could have kept his  
         mouth shut! At least you’re laughing!  . . . Are you laughing at least? 
 
KITTI: My hour of complete happiness is up. Ted, when do we start that  
            script? Is it to be a play or a screenplay? Did you know that  
            Princess Margaret went blind in one eye from a stroke late in  
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            life? Even royalty, international celebrities cannot escape the  
            Fates. I don’t know why, but today I find that somehow oddly  
            comforting. Roy, my very own Earl of Snowden, told me this  
            morning that I rushed him into marriage. It was him that insisted  
            we rush off to Las Vegas and tie the knot. “Tie the knot” couldn’t  
            be more apt! I think it may be his second ex-wife that he is talking  
            to late at night, when he thinks I am asleep. After my wine. 
 
LOLA:  I’m avoiding the Starbuck’s, and Umar the Magnificent hasn’t  

 shown up at the apartment, at least not yet. Allah is merciful!  
 But some else just as weird as occurred. Angelo, my Swedish  
 Italian once-upon-a time beau, called me long distance and  
 surprised the bejesus out of me. He said he has left his fat,  
 Swedish girlfriend of twelve years and wants to get married.  
 He never did marry her, it seems. I thought I was going to  
 have to listen to more of his moaning about his love life and  
 I was just about to say I didn’t have time to chat, when he up  
 and says, “I want to marry you, Lola. I have always, always  
 loved you. And now at last I think it is time and it is possible.  
 What do you think?” It took my breath away. I am still stunned  
 and almost afraid to believe it. So, Ted, Ted, Ted, what do you  
 think I should do? He said he would move to New York or I  
 could move to Stockholm. See, you said I should settle for less  
 than I really wanted, but I didn’t, and now I am going to be  
 Mrs. Lola Pangini-Lutz. We’re hyphenating our last names.  
 Is this a gas or what?! Wish me well, old friend and perpetually  
 nay-sayer! I really have found Mr. Right! 

 
TED:  Lola, I’m flabbergasted. How marvelous for you! Now aren’t you  
           glad the Arab didn’t work out? You would have had to choose  
           between the two of them. It’s so rare in life that one gets genuine  
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           equal choices. In romance novels, I believe, the choice is between  
           the Monarch of a Small European Country and the Entrepreneur  
           with His Own Airline. In real life . . . well, never mind, you held  
           out for what you sincerely wanted and you got it. Congratulations.  
           I will say no more. 
 
LOLA: Ha, ha! Got you good, Ted! You believed me. April Fool’s! 
 
TED:  About the Italian or about the Arab? 
 
LOLA: The Arab really happened. The Old Boyfriend did call, but it  
             wasn’t to ask me to marry him. It was to announce that he is  
             totally off the market. He said our last  conversation had  
             convinced him to marry his Swedish sweetie, Helga or  
             whatever the fuck her name is. Guess what! I’m invited to  
             the wedding – which is this summer! Wow! I really can go  
             to Stockholm this summer and see my last hope marry  
             somebody else. Maybe I can be the flower girl?! Helga  
             will trip coming down the aisle and break her fat neck,  
             and Angelo will have to marry me instead – to save money  
             on the ceremony which will already be paid for. Wanna go?  
             We’ll be flower girls together! 
 
TED:  I don’t like being feminized, Lola. I thought you knew that.  
           I’m sure it’s “internalized homophobia” on my part, but not all  
           of us are queens. The world does far too much of that kind of  
           categorizing. The world does not take the sorrows of the queen  
           seriously as well. 
 
LOLA: Sorry! I know you’re not a sissy. That’s why I can’t let go of  
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             you, I guess. Something lurks inside me, even though I know  
             that you and I can never, will never be anything more than  
             friends. I don’t think the world takes the sorrows of old Jewish  
             broads seriously either. I told Angelo that I can’t attend his  
             wedding in Stockholm because I’m getting married that same  
             week. I made up some name and said it was a Nobel Prize  
             scientist from Croatia. I don’t know or care if Angelo believed  
             me, but he didn’t press for details. So that’s that. My past is  
             past. Pardon me while I go cry my eyes out. . . .  
     
TED:  Oh, Lola, let me hug you, even if it is through the computer.  
           You’ve been through a lot this year. So have I. Even Lady  
           Bridgeton is having her share of woes. When troubles come,  
           they come not single spies, but in battalions. People somehow  
           manage to pick themselves up and go on. That’s one of the  
           great things about being a human being. We get over things. 
 
LOLA: You’re right, Ted. My eyes, after a week, are nearly dry.  
             The other side of people getting over things is that nothing  
             lasts, neither sorrow nor happiness. Sorry – I’m being a  
             downer. And nobody likes a downer. I don’t even want to  
             write a poem about it. 
 
TED:  You’re not a downer at all. You have every right to be hurt,  
           upset, sad. Enjoy every second of it! I do! 
 
LOLA: Are you saying I wallow? Just trying to clarify. 
 
TED:  Lola, let’s not go there, please! I was trying to empathize with  
           you. I probably have been too quick in life to dismiss people’s  
           troubles or to ascribe them to their own fault. I just wanted you  
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           to know that I care about you and your pains. Knowing that  
           no doubt won’t take the pains away, but I just want to help.  
           An e-mail is not much, I realize, but it’s better than a viral  
           malworm in an attachment, right? 
 
LOLA: Thanks, Ted. You are my malworm attachment! Love, Lola! 
 
TED:  This just in. Junebug, the Evil Daughter of my late friend,  
           called the lawyer and said that she will not sign off on the  
           household junk that was thrown away UNLESS she gets a  
           memento from her mother’s estate. She says she is holding 
           me accountable and will DEMAND that Probate double the  
           amount of the value, to a whopping $3000! This from a  
           woman who helped drive her mother to an early grave. I’m  
           thinking of sending her a copy of the sixty arrests Junebug  
           has had, including several for grand larceny against her own  
           mother. I did another online check on her record for $19.99.  
           She’s even on the Superior Court website along with the  
           current case because her mother sued her for stealing her  
           credit cards. I think June even served a year. I should also  
           print out the court banner listing the case. One thing for sure — 
           I am not sending her shit. But there is a bath towel in my  
           garage that belonged to Sally. How about that? 
 
LOLA: How can people be so small? 
 
TED:  I called Junebug’s brother and suggested the bath towel. He  
           mentioned it to Junebug, and she hit the ceiling. “How insulting!”  
           she supposedly said. She wants some jewelry: “Just one little  
           piece, that’s all I ask.” I guess the stool softener I took from Sally’s  
           medicine cabinet won’t be enough. But I do have another idea. 
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LOLA: She’s not worth it, Ted. Don’t waste any more time on her.  
 
TED:  I asked Ian if he would mind giving up the heart-shaped pendant  
          on a leather cord that Sally gave him a few days before she died.  
          Actually, Ian and Sally didn’t get along all that well, did you know? 
          But she was trying to make peace with him near the end. So when  
          the three of us were at dinner at this nice restaurant that faces the  
          Pacific Ocean, Sally cut the pendant from her neck and gave it to  
          Ian. She cut it because she didn’t want to muss her hair and she  
          couldn’t lift her arms that well at that stage. Anyway, she said,  
          “For peace between us.” It was a very sweet gesture, and now  
          Ian has agreed to surrender it so that I can mail it to Junebug,  
          which I did just a few hours ago. I wrapped it in cotton and  
          put a note with it, saying, “To June, for peace between us.”  
          I hope it is enough. I keep bouncing checks and coming up  
          short every month. I even got a preliminary foreclosure  
          notice! I want my inheritance! 
 
LOLA: Well, if she doesn’t accept the pendant, there’s something  
             wrong with that bitch. Very nice of you and Ian to do that,  
             especially after everything that daughter has put you and  
             her mother through. 
 
TED: Fingers crossed! It is a tender story, isn’t it? The only problem  
          with it is I bought the pendant at Rite-Aid yesterday. Sally not  
          only never owned it, she never even saw it. Fuck Junebug and her  
          larcenous heart! 
 
LOLA: You didn’t! 
 
TED: Oh, yes, I did. No one will ever screw me over again!  
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KITTI: Ted, I must vent. Roy was awful, just awful, about our anniversary.  
             Did I tell you this? Well, he tried to make up for it by arranging for  
             a florist to make up a special basket of baby roses with a lovely  
             card with super avowals of love. He even, reluctantly, took me  
             out to dinner. He was rather sour about it, but still did it. It was  
             a Sizzler, but it turned out well enough. When we go home and  
             into bed, he took me in his arms and said “no sex.” I know by  
             now that he is hardly a romantic; nevertheless, I thought it less  

than loving, rather crass actually. He could have said it some  
other way, even “I have a headache.” Today was yet another  
mood swing. They seem worse on weekends. He doesn’t work  
but doesn’t want to do anything else! I bought an apple pie and  
some ice cream, and he looked at them like they were poison.  
He forced himself to eat some, then threw the rest in the sink.  
I almost always prepare dinner and had planned a steak, salad,  
green beans, baked potato, and beets for dinner. At 4 P.M. he  
came into the bedroom where I was napping and said, “I’m  
going to get some wings.” I said, “There is a steak for you for  
dinner,” but he went off to some take-out and came home with  
a bucket and sat down to eat the whole thing by himself. No  
“I don’t feel like steak tonight. Let me go and get something  
else. Would you like some wings also?” Whatever! Include me  
in! So I cooked and ate dinner by myself. Now he is in the  
bedroom watching the news, and I am in the family room  
writing to you. When he gets into this mood, no matter which  
room I am in he will go into another room. He refuses to do  
anything about these moods. Some of it is tied up with his food  
disorder. He says his last wife never understood it either! He  
forces himself to go hungry and then takes it out on you when  
you do not provide the food he happens to want. I can feel the  
distance between us growing. I am pissed. This behavior negates  
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my existence. It’s always a roller-coaster. Just when things look  
really good, they disintegrate. One day loving, the next day he 
is rude and dismissive. I have never dealt with this before, so  
it’s hard to recognize. I am used to men quaking to be with  
me! I certainly don’t mind being controlled by my mate. I  
like a dominant man, but not like this. I’ve known many men, 
many of them famous and powerful, and this one I can’t solve.  
Nor do I any longer want to. I am going to dissolve this marriage.  
Thank God, I kept my money separate! I found out yesterday  
that Roy has changed his will and his half of this house, which  
he promised as a wedding present, is now going to that terrible  
step-grandson of his. So I would have to sell the place and give  
up half its value if Roy died! 
        Anyway, I am going to South Africa for the rest of the month,  
as planned. And then I am going to be the driver for the players at  
the Desert Tennis Tournament for ten days. I have done nothing on  
our Princess Margaret script. I am too distracted. Please excuse me  
for putting this all on your once again. I think it won’t happen again  
because I am leaving Roy for good this time. . . . Blessings on you,  
Teddyboy. Ever, Kitti. 

 
TED:  Do what you have to, Kitti. Thank God you have the money to move  
           around and don’t have to stay somewhere just because you can’t get  
           away. I just don’t want you to regret any decision you make. Believe  
           me, there are times when I’d like to escape from Ian. But money has  
           been tight since I still haven’t gotten my inheritance because the  
           probate lawyer is a procrastinator and Bug, Sally Shaw’s evil daughter,  
           is again threatening to have my executor’s fee from the first phase  
           taken away from me. I have been late on the last three mortgage  
           payments, just by a few days, but nevertheless I received a fore- 
           closure warning from the fuckers at Home Servicing Corp, may  
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they rot in Hell. We eat in almost every meal now. I’ve become  

            quite good at Minute Rice and various unknowns tossed into it  
            and served up while I watch “Survivor” and “Nip/Tuck” and  

any other escapist fare I can Tivo. Sometimes Ian watches too.  
Ian is up twenty hours a day, speeding here and there. He’ll stay  
online and won’t give up the computer for ten hours at a stretch,  
watching gay porn or trying to find a job with this online scam  
companies. “Earn millions from home!” He used to grow mari- 
juana. I told him he should do that again, not here – at his own  
apartment, if he can find room among the piles of junk. I can’t  
believe it’s still illegal on the federal level, but in San Francisco  
it’s not such a big deal – although they do have heat-trackers now  
and might be able to tell if he’s growing in his apartment. Would  
you put up with what I put up with? I think each of us has his or  
her tolerance threshold. I put up with a lot from Ian, but I decided  
years ago that I want a relationship, maybe any relationship, no  
matter what. It’s not perfect. It’s probably not even “good” or  
“healthy” or any of the other clichés one can throw at it, but it  
works for me. Whatever it is, it is not  boring. Stressful, lopsided,  
foolish perhaps, but not boring. I always feared I would lead too  
safe an academic life, but, man, is my life authentic right now! 

 
KITTI: Ted, I don’t know who is worse off, you or me. But I am sending  
             you a check for $3000 today. Don’t say a thing about it. You won’t  
             be foreclosed upon, if I can do something to help. I have your  
             address and I will attend to it by noon. Say no more. 
 
TED: Thank you very much, Kitti, but I really can’t take any money  
          from you. 
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KITTI: Silly boy, of course you can. You can pay me back later, once  
             your inheritance comes through. The sweetest words in the  
             English language are “the inheritance has come through.”  
             Perhaps you shouldn’t go to Europe this summer if your  
             finances aren’t in good order. But don’t take this as a  
             requirement. I’m giving you the money unfettered. It’s  
             the least I can do after all the moaning and groaning I’ve  
             laid on you. You’re a good man. I should have had a man  
             like you, but that was not to be. I chose Paul years ago and  
             I chose Roy this time around. Do I know how to pick ‘em  
             or what?! 
 
TED: Kitti, I probably shouldn’t say this, especially since you plan to  
          send me money. I don’t want to risk alienating you. Oh, never mind.  
 
KITTI:  It’s evening and I just read my e-mail and was somewhat surprised  
              by your last message. You won’t alienate me, dear boy. Do tell me  
              what you want to say. What are friends for if not that? Roy is being  
              impossible again. My son was here for lunch today, with his new  
              girlfriend, a pretty little thing, Irish, with one of those impossible  
              Irish first names, Aishling, or something, not my first choice for  
              Jamie, but very pretty, yes. It was the first time I’d seen Jamie in  
              ages, and of course we all wanted to go to this extraordinary new  
              restaurant in Antelope Valley. I even got Roy to go along, no mean  
              task. Well, it was all very nice and chatty, and I thought it would be 
              nice for Roy to pay for the lunch. I just think it looks better if the  
              gentleman pays the whole bill, instead of bickering over who had  
              the salad nicoise and that kind of nonsense. Well, my darling  
              husband pulled me aside and said he didn’t think he should pay  
              for Jamie and the girlfriend since he barely knows them. I said  
              there was no question that he should pay. I even said I would  
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pay him back later if he insisted, Big Spender that he is. Yes,  

             the bill was over $200, on the expensive side, but it was a once- 
             in-a-lifetime occasion. But Roy was not having any of it and  
             absolutely embarrassed us all by asking the waiter for separate  
             checks. I would have paid, but I had forgotten my wallet. He  
             seemed like such a cheapskate. He makes plenty of money. I  
             saw his paycheck the other day, quite by accident. He’s appar- 
             ently gotten quite a raise and didn’t even bother to tell me about it. 
 
TED: Kitti, forgive me, but I do have to say something. Have you mailed  
          me the $3000 yet? That’s a feeble joke. I was looking back through  
          some of our e-mails, including your most recent one. I keep them all  
          in a folder. It struck me looking at them in toto that perhaps – how  
          shall I put this? – that you demand too much of your husband. By  
          that I mean you have such high standards, and somewhat traditional  
          ones at that, that there is little room for the eccentricities of Roy. I’m  
          not defending everything he does, and his cruel words in particular  
          are not be borne by anybody. Still, it does strike me as asking a lot  
          of him to pay for lunch for your son and his girlfriend or him wanting  
          to eat dinner just the way you prepare it. I know he asks you to cook  
          and you don’t particularly like to cook, and that’s because you want  
          to please him, but there has to be room in a relationship for irregularities,  
          disconnects, disappointments, craziness, whatever you want to call it.  
          Nobody ever gets everything! Nobody! It’s a LIE told in romantic  
          comedies. You are perhaps a little spoiled and used to having things  
          go well for you that when you have the slightest displeasure you feel  
          put upon. No, I don’t think you should be a floor mat. That’s not what  
          I’m saying at all. I’m saying that you do want everything to be neat  
          and to match some ideal in your head, and to be honest you are not  
          going to get it. As a consequence, Roy or no Roy, I think you are  
          always going to be yearning, always going to be unhappy in love. 
  I probably shouldn’t send this. But here it goes. 
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LOLA: The sorrows of Lola continue! Besides the diabetes, which  
             is official now, and the white stuff in my brain, I am now  
             diagnosed with sleep apnea! I have been sleeping with wires  
             on my head and a machine all hooked up. Best sex I ever had!  
             At least I’m sleeping with somebody! Evidently I take up to  
             fifteen seconds between breaths sometimes. It’s close to dying.  
             That’s why I don’t get rem sleep, or real sleep, and I wake up  
             tired. Sometimes it’s one in the afternoon before I get up. Thank  
             God all my classes are late in the day or at night. I may have to  
             learn some new sleeping techniques. I want some place without  
             terrorists! Let’s go to Barcelona this summer, and I’ll bring my  
             machine along. I’ll even share it with you. We’ll have a three-way!  
             I’m joking! I’m joking! I know your heart, if not your body, belongs  
             to Ian. What’s he got that I haven’t, aside from the obvious?! I’ll 
             have to meet him one day. Is he still using methamphetamines?  
             What about jail? You know how to pick ‘em, kiddo! I haven’t  
             fallen down for several months now. Hooray! But I did forget to  
             go to all my classes last Thursday. I just forgot I had any. My  
             chairman was not happy with me. So the teacher played hooky  
             from school! What’s “hooky” anyway? What a strange word. – Lola 
 
TED:  Lola, your forgetting your classes is very troubling to me. Can you  
           get a watch with an alarm or something like that? I believe you can  
           even set your computer, even the one at school. Maybe you could  
           ask some colleagues to remind you. You don’t want to wind up  
           being fired when retirement itself is within sight. Your sleep   
           machine sounds intriguing. I myself sleep the sleep of the dead,  
           almost never a problem. I love naps too. I think I’d fit right into  
           Barcelona. Has that white stuff in your brain ever been officially  
           diagnosed?  –  Your London-Bound Travel Buddy 
    P.S. We must finalize our plans for Europe soon, or it may be gone! 
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TED: Kitti, where are you? You haven’t responded to my most recent  
         e-mail. Perhaps I shouldn’t have butted in. But then you do ask me  
         for advice quite often. Should I have taken it that you wanted a  
         sounding board but no actual suggestions? Hope I’ve not offended you. 
 
LOLA: What I have is called amyloid protein. The doctor showed me  
             an X-ray of it today. Gross. He said it will probably kill me down  
             the road, if the diabetes and the enlarged heart don’t get me first.  
             Who knew I had an enlarged heart! Yeah, big-hearted Lola, that’s  
             me! The good news is that I probably won’t die of it before I go  
             ding-y big time first. I’m already halfway there. It’s a form of  
             dementia. My mother had it. At the end she thought she was  
             Marie Antoinette, the Marie Antoinette of Tel Aviv! Oy! I’m  
             down in the dumps about it. . . . By that I don’t mean I have  
             the blues. It means I’m shopping in some garbage heaps near  
             my place. Some great bargains. I’ll send you some. 
 
TED:  Lola, aren’t there new medications on the market now for what  
           you have? Are your sure your doctor is up on all the latest. I find  
           that my own doctor isn’t always conversant with the newer  
           therapies and drugs and laser treatments. Maybe having Ian  
           around makes me more aware of the latest drugs! He’s invest- 
           igating Pro-Meta, which seems more than promising for speed  
           addicts and alcoholics too. It’s terribly expensive, but we’re  
           hoping medical plans will see the light and starting funding this.  
           So many of the treatments are just a wish and a prayer. It’s like  
           all those diet plans. It’s genetic. Why don’t we face it and do  
           something about the root causes? Gene therapy! 

 I looked up Barcelona online; it’s got all sorts of new  
           buildings, and seems quite the metropolis nowadays. I was there  
           many years ago and wasn’t particularly impressed. I do remember  
           it being hot. Do you promise to fan me if we go there? 
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TED: Lady Bridgeton, are you all right? I’m a bit worried about you.  
          You’ve expressed concern about your husband’s temperament  
          before. I will call you. Do you want me not to call you? Are you  
          angry with me? I did say “perhaps a little spoiled” and that may  
          not have been the best choice of words. I do try to choose my  
          words carefully, but a stray word can get away from anybody  
          at times. I do value your friendship and would hate to have lost  
          it. I don’t know if I ever told you this, but when we all introduced  
          ourselves at that theatre course in London two years ago I noticed  
          your voice and demeanor, and I made a mental note to myself:  
          There’s a lady who is the genuine thing. Having coming from  
          working class folks in Detroit, I confess that I have always admired  
          the upper class from afar, not blindly so. I do know some history,  
          and with my Irish roots on my father’s side, I can’t say I admire  
          what the British have done to “my people.” Still, I have admired  
          the courage of those with position and money. Most of us are  
          peasants afraid of own shadows, ill-informed, sad creatures,  
          unable to make our lives go the way we’d like. Knowing you  
          has been wonderful, the real thing. What I have learned, aside  
          from speaking up and assuming one has every right to have things  
          in this world, is that even position and money do not assure  
          contentment. I hope that isn’t just a cliché, that money can’t  
          buy happiness. I think it’s deeper, or at least different, from that.  
          Both you and Princess Margaret have had privilege, famous lovers, 
          plenty of wealth, respect, responsibilities, yes, but responsibilities  
          that you, by and large, chose, and ones that you could get out of at  
          any time, if you really wanted to. The rest of us were cursing the  
          bread and waiting for the light, to quote the Robinson poem. What  
          I learned from you is that even those who have “everything” do not  
          really have “everything. Through you I have lost my fanciful  
          glamorization of the aristocracy. We all have sorrows and dis- 
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appointments. I knew that theoretically, but I have lived through  
           it with you, and somehow that has made me more content with  
             my own fate, or at least less discontented. I have always been  
             less than a full “democrat,” having come from the People myself.  
             Now I can’t even sentimentalize the upper class. I hope you take  
             my words as they are meant, gratitude for the times we have had  
             together and a thank you for the full slap of reality across my face  
             that has awakened me and made me a stronger person. – Ted         
 
LOLA: Some girl asked me to buy her some Sudafed today when I was  
             coming out of the drugstore. She said she had forgotten her ID.  
             I said, “You need ID for Sudafed? What is this, Nazi Germany?”  
             So I agreed to go back in and get her some. The Nazi behind the  
             counter gave me a hard time and asked for two forms of ID, and  
             I even had to run my ID card through a scanner. “What’s this all  
             about?” I asked. “People can make methamphetamines out of it,”  
             she said. “Well, how much can you make out of one package?!”  
             I said. She almost didn’t give it to me. I’ve taken more than my  
             share of over-the-counter prescriptions over the years, but this  
             took the cake for silliness. I took my “stuff” and handed it and  
             her change to the girl outside, feeling like a major criminal. Tell  
             Ian I’m on board the train to Hell with him. I hope the girl just  
             had a cold and wasn’t just using me. Tell Ian to save me a cell  
             next to his! Then I went to lunch at a deli, and when they were  
             too busy to take my money, I just walked out without paying.  
             I’ll be your Bonnie, if you’ll be my Clyde! 

         I found out from my doctor today positively that I have too  
much of the protein amyloid in my brain. It’s an indicator of  
Alzheimer’s Disease. Always. And isn’t that a kick in the butt?! 
Do I show the signs already? Don’t, don’t tell me! 
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TED: Oh, Lola, no! We’re going to Europe, you gotta! You must get  
          better. Isn’t there something your doctor can do? I believe new  
          medications come out every day. You must get a second opinion.  
          A third. How are you feeling? What is the prognosis? Promise me  
          that you will! 
 
LOLA: The doctor said that I’ll probably go bananas completely before  
             I die. Who knew?! I thought I was already there. Apparently I 
             was too optimistic. I also always thought senility and Alzheimer’s  
             were the same thing. You know, people get old and lose it a bit.  
             But I was wrong. Alzheimer’s is different from senility or dementia.  
             It’s a fatal disease. You die of it. You don’t of the other ones. I’m  
             so glad I know this now – so that I can at least know I’m gonna die  
             when I sit outside on the sidewalk howling at the moon. Promise  
             you’ll come and put a robe around me, okay? 
 
TED: Have you told your son, the doctor? I know you have been somewhat  
          estranged from your two boys, but now is the time to get his input.  
          Do you want me to call him for you? I don’t mind. What’s his  
          telephone number? Lola, we have to make Barcelona this summer.  
          Or come to London. Theatre! Italian school kids! That’s all there  
          is to it! – Ted 
 
TED: Kitti, your check for $3000 arrived in the mail today. I was flabber- 
          gasted. Perhaps you sent it before our recent exchange of e-mails,  
          or should I say my e-mails? Do you want me to tear it up? I hate to  
          admit it, but I do need the money. Probate has sent me a letter asking  
          about my handling of the estate. Actually I paid two months of Sally’s  
          mortgage after she passed away, and I have not been able to get the  
          money back from the estate yet. I asked the lawyer and the other  
          co-executor and they said I will have to wait. It’s maddening. I never  
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          should have used my own money for someone else’s bills.  
          But I knew I was named an heir in one of the wills Sally left.  
          There is almost $500,000 in a money market account in a  
          bank across the street where I often have breakfast, and I  
          can’t touch a penny of it. If things go as I’m led to believe  
          they will, I will get twenty percent of the money. I can really  
          use the money at the moment, but I will tear up the check for  
          $3000 if you wish.  
 
LILLI: Ted, dollink, how could you think for a moment that I would let  
            you want for anything!? You sweet and precious little Detroit boy.  
            You are so American! Of course you may cash the check I sent  
            you. Of course you are my dearest friend – for life. Yes, your  
            words did sting a bit – I won’t lie to you – but they were utterly  
            sincere, and I prize honesty more than flattery. I’ve had plenty  
            of flattery over the years – just not as much lately since I’ve aged.  
            But that’s neither here nor there. You told me off even in the face  
            of losing the precious check for the mortgage. How can I not  
            admire that? That’s class! You are a brick. That’s an old term,  
            not be confused with “prick,” and it means you are decent to the  
            core, however unseemly your high jinks in the homo demi-monde.  
            You give atheist queers a good name! I love, love you, love you! 
        I haven’t replied to your messages because I was in South  
            Africa, attending to the condo on the beach that Roy and I bought.  
            I managed to sell it, at a handsome profit, I might add. Cape Town  
            is absolutely lovely, whatever else you can say about my poor  
            homeland. I spoke with Roy from here and told him that I definitely  
            want a divorce. He was unhappy and sullen, and I do not regret for  
            one moment telling him while I am safely in a distant country. In  
            fact, I may never return to Palmdale. To say it in the vernacular,  
            Palmdale can kiss my bloody arse! It’s all in the hands of Paul,  
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            my first ex-husband. He says he can manage to have his lawyer  
            handle both my and my daughter’s divorces. Is that utterly chic  
            and convenient or what?! 
        So not another word about the $3000. If you need more,  
            just let me know. I will send it in a trice. Probably, however, we  
            should have an IOU this next time. But let’s deal with that when  
            and if. Money matters, certainly, but one need not be vulgar about it. 

        I saw my darling doggies at the kennel, the two remaining ones,  
            and they forgave me for leaving them there for so long, jumping all  
            over me. I swore to them that I will take them back to the States  
            with me, wherever I wind up, just not in Palmdale, quarantine or no. 

I feel so free! – Your Kitti 
 
TED: Kitti, you are a brick yourself. I can only hope to emulate you at  
          your best. I am not going to comment on your proposed divorce.  
          I hope that you have noticed that I tried my best to stay out of your  
          marriage. I know that people get resentful of those who advised  
          them one way, when they wind up going the other. Just rest assured  
          that I will stick by you whichever way you decide. You have always  
          stuck by me and put the best spin on what I do – probably not always  
          completely accurately, if truth be told. But you have been more of a  
          support than I get from anybody else in my life, and that goes for my  
          cats and even Ian! 
                   I must report something a bit disturbing, however. Your husband  
          called here. He didn’t say how he got my telephone number. I didn’t  
          recognize who it was at first, but it soon became clear that it was Roy.  
          He wanted to know if you were here in San Francisco staying with me.  
          He sounded very suspicious, but I assured him that you weren’t here.  
          I told him I thought you had gone to South Africa. Should I not have  
          mentioned that to him? As soon as I said it, I wondered if perhaps you  
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had decided not to tell him where you were going. I did ask him  
why he wanted to get in touch with you, whether there was some  
emergency. I was actually trying to decipher his intentions.I know  
you have expressed some worries about his moods, and I didn’t  
want to help him find you if you are keep your whereabouts a  
secret out of fear. Did I do the right thing?  

 
KITTI: I did mention to Roy that I might be going to Cape Town. He  
            knows that! I don’t know what he’s trying to pull here! I did not  
            tell him I have sold the condo. I will probably have to get his  
            signature on the documents when we close. I am not that good  
            with computers, but I believe the lawyers can fax Roy the papers.  
            We don’t have to meet in person ever again. I believe even a  
            faxed signature is valid now. Correct? He probably called you  
            just to be nosy. He’s always resented my writing to you. He  
            may even have accessed my e-mail account. When I was So  
            in Love a year ago, I did all sorts of stupid things and let my  
            guard down. No more! Lady Bridgeton is back on her horse.  
            So watch out, world. If Roy calls again, tell him that you haven’t  
            spoken or written to me for ages. I will get in contact with him  
            when I get in contact. Let the bastard stew in his own juices for  
            a while. He always said that my stew was my best dish! 
 
LOLA:  Ted, sweetie. Summer may be dead totally for us? I am not doing  
              all that well. I have headaches, and I have had to miss several  
              weeks of classes. I just cannot concentrate. I gave the students  
              back their essays from months ago. I just gave everybody an A.  
              They didn’t seem to mind. Fuck it! Standards are in the toilet  
              anyway. I just helped flush it! I have put on weight and can’t  
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              seem to make myself exercise. I sleep badly – still with my  
              apnea machine on. I don’t even have any sex drive left. Now  
              I know the Grim Reaper is sharpening his scythe for me! I can  
              see the deterioration in the mirror in my bathroom. So I had it  
              removed. I did! I’m probably putting my lipstick on crooked,  
              but who the fuck cares anyway?! But let’s go somewhere this  
              summer. At least that! It’s not that far away. Who knows, it  
              could be my last one! . . . How’s your kid?  Mine suck. – Lola 

 
TED:   Lola, I’m sorry I haven’t been in touch. Ian has been sleeping  
            a lot. I don’t think he’s going to get the Pro-Meta. Maybe the  
            price will come down eventually. I hate to cook, but I’ve gotten  
            up to Lousy with my rice and baloney casseroles! Ian said they’re  
            pretty good. We’re saving money at least. I have also been working  
            on the estate, trying to get it through Probate. Every day there seems  
            to be a new difficulty. Now Sally’s evil daughter has managed to  
            enlist her three brothers in her scheme to have me indicted for  
            mishandling her mother’s estate. “We will hold Ted Jordan  
            responsable” (misspelled), one of the brothers said in a recent  
            letter sent to the lawyer. This is the same man who was supposed  
            to help Sally in her last months, and instead he met some Christian  
            woman online and abandoned his mother, literally, to run off and  
            fuck the Christian woman in Oregon and then moved there the next  
            month. I also informed this guy that there was $3500 in a credit  
            union account with him listed as the beneficiary. Nobody else  
            knew where he was and even thought the money should go to  
            Sally’s old friend in Marin County. This is my reward for being  
            scrupulous. And, no, I won’t suffer in silence! I’m going to get  
            that inheritance, and I’ll even buy you dinner in Barcelona. Is  
            that a date or what?! Hang in there! Maybe there’s a Spaniard  
            in your future! – Ted 
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KITTI: I am in Texas, staying with my daughter Jasmine. I think I  
            mentioned to you that she was married to a United Airlines  
            pilot. I was the one who pushed her to get married, and they  
            were in the midst of a vicious divorce, with poor little  
            Huntington caught in between. It broke my heart. Such  
            a gorgeous child! Everybody says so, not just me. He may  
            be in a movie. More later. Well, I am afraid that Jasmine’s  
            husband died before the divorce could be finalized. He was  
            forty-seven years old. I think he just gave up. Jasmine has  
            been absolutely awful to him, and he smoked and drank too  
            much coffee and worked long hours. He developed the flu  
            and went to hospital for a check-up, but they sent him home,  
            saying it was “just the flu.” It was much worse than that, and  
            the poor man died in his own bed alone. I am flying there from  
            here in South Africa later today for the funeral and to stay with  
            Jasmine. Paul and Jamie are flying in as well. It will be the first  
            time we have all been together in a coon’s age. (Is that a “racist” 
            term? Roy said it was. I said I thought it referred to how long  
            raccoons live. But no matter, I won’t have to put up with his  
            white bashing a minute longer now that I am divorcing him)  
            I had Paul’s lawyer send him a registered letter. Whatever you  
            do, don’t tell Roy that I’m going to Dallas. He says he wants me  
            to come back to him. Yes, when I have a hankering to cook him  
            forty-five meals a day and give him blow jobs in between I’ll come  
            home! It is not my home now, thank the Lord. To tell the truth,  
            it never was! Au revoir for now! I’ll be in touch soon. 

        P.S. I am in the process of reviving my Bridgeton Knitting  
            Foundation, which I let slide when I decided to be Roy’s wife.  
            It teaches Africans how to knit high-quality purses and scarves.  
            I have ordered a new shipment of yarn from Belgium, and I have  
            eighty students waiting on a list. I may even open a school for  
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knitters. I want to call it Knitwits, but that might be taken the  

             wrong way. I think it’s clever, but maybe African Knitting  
             Crafts will sound better.  
 
TED: Kitti, I hope you get this. I was very sorry to hear about your  
          son-in-law’s untimely death. How sad. It sounds like medical  
          malpractice. I hope because he and Jasmine weren’t divorced yet,  
          that she will be entitled to something. It can’t be easy to be a  
          young widow with a small child. When will all these sorrows end? 

    It’s terrific that you are starting up your Knitting Foundation  
          again. It may be the best thing you have ever done, and you have  
          done many, many good things.           
 
KITTI: I got your e-mail in an Internet café in the airport. I feel so modern.  
            I believe that Texas has some silly law that if you sought medical  
            advice from a hospital and then you die, the hospital cannot be held  
            responsible. Have you ever heard of such a ridiculous thing in your  
            life?! They killed the man with their incompetence! He was only  
            47 years old, in the prime of life. I didn’t like him, but he was so  
            accomplished. I told Jasmine that she had contributed to his death  
            by being such a bitch, and so now she’s not talking to me. The  
            funeral was very nice, however, very formal. The head of United  
            Airlines even spoke. He mentioned in his speech that he was a  
            recent widower himself. Naturally, I introduced myself to him.  
            Don’t tell anybody. It’ll be our little secret. How’s Ian, being bad  
            as usual? 

 
TED: Kitti, what does Roy look like? I don’t think I’ve ever seen his picture.  
          Some man has been sitting in a car outside my condo complex the last  
          few days. I can’t quite make out his face or his race. He’s light skinned.  
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Roy wouldn’t come here to San Francisco to check on you, 
would he? Should I alert the police? The police are no friends  
of mine, not with all the stuff Ian has been through. He has to  
go to a Sex Offenders Class once a week and see a probation  
officer once a month. His lawyer said it would be just a few  
times, but the probation officer says it’s for a minimum of  
three years! I don’t think he can get away this summer to go  
anywhere with me. What a drag! Lola, my teacher friend in  
Brooklyn, does not seem to be doing very well. There has  
been a definite deterioration, both physically and mentally.  
God, I hope she makes it to the summer. I have promised to  
meet up with her in Barcelona. I hate the heat, but what are  
friends for, right? Do you want to meet us there in July?  
Can’t say if you two would get along or not. What do you  
think? Will your divorce be final by then? If you’re not  
returning to Palmdale, then where will you be living? You  
have the whole world to choose from. I do envy you. But I  
must be contented. I have my rice casseroles and my own  
sex offender on the couch asleep. I am getting a touch of  
arthritis, but the Viagra works like a charm. I am so lucky  
to live now instead of in the dismal past! The nuns told me  
I was a good little boy and would get my reward one day!  
I’d fight that Texas law if I were your daughter. Let Lady  
Bridgeton settle their hash. They’ll sing a different tune then,  
let me tell you!      
        I would love to see you in person one of these days. It’s  
been far, far too long. Say you can make it to Barcelona.  – Ted    
 

KITTI: How lovely! I think I will take you up on your Barcelona offer  
             this summer. My divorce may or may not be settled by then,  
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but why wait? Gibraltar may tumble while we’re waiting for  
the lawyers. Wasn’t it Shakespeare who said, “First, we kill  
all the lawyers.” Still true! You and I, Ted, have had far too  
many lawyers in our lives. Bloodsuckers, every one of them, 
though they can be useful when it comes to money. You just  
have to watch them every inch of the way. Send me a copy of  
Sally Shaw’s estate and I will look it over and give you my  
best advice. If you like, I can even have one of Paul’s lawyers  
examine it. You don’t want to be indicted by the evil daughter  
and her brothers, I can tell you that. You may never get your  
rightful money! What a common little thing she seems. 

         So it’s for sure then, Barcelona this summer, dates to be  
             selected?! Who knows, maybe we could even swing by the  
             Cotswolds and rent a cottage for a week or two. You are free,  
             correct? You are so lucky to have the summers off. As for  
             traveling with your friend Lola, I’m not really sure. I know  
             she’s a college teacher too, but from what I gather, she’s  
             somewhat on the coarse side. Or have I mischaracterized her  
             horribly? 

        I have not spoken to Roy except that one time. I can’t  
imagine he would go to San Francisco to look for me. He never  
wanted to go anywhere! Are you positive the man is surveilling you? 

 
TED:  Lola, I made a reservation on Iberia Airlines for Barcelona for  
           July 1 for the two of us, one from here, one from New York. They  
           assure me I can change the date for up to a week. Are you able to  
           call and pay your share? I gave both our names. Lady Bridgeton  
           might join us, and you two could meet at last. Would you like that?  
           She’s not definite yet. I went ahead with the reservations because  
           we keep delaying and delaying. Yes, you have to delay pleasure to  
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get anywhere  in this world, but you can overdo it too! I left the  

            return open. What do you think, a week, two? I may go to the  
Cotswolds afterwards. I still hope to get my son to come along,  
but he’s thinking about trying out for the fire department again.  
The interviews are scheduled for July.   

         Do you remember me writing you about Tazma, my so-called  
             disabled student who was the biggest pain in the butt I’ve ever had  
             as a teacher? Well, I saw her at school today. She was one office  
             over. Apparently she’s back from Germany, if she ever went, and  
             was waiting to talk to Mitzi Schlossberg, the notoriously easy grader.  
             Ms. Tazma saw me go into my office and gave me the evilest eye I  
             have ever received in my entire life. When she left Mitzi’s office  
             about ten minutes later, she leaned up against my closed door and  
             said, “I learned voodoo in Düsseldorf!” I must say it took my breath  
             away. What can I expect – a little Hummel doll of myself with a  
             knife in its back thrown into my cubicle?! I opened the door and  
             was going to tell her off, but she had hightailed it out of there  
             already. Remember the name Tazma Loutts if I am found dead  
             under mysterious circumstances. There is also some man trailing  
             me in a car, I swear to God. I think it could be Kitti’s soon-to-be  
             ex-husband, but she doesn’t think it’s him. Maybe it’s my  
             imagination. There are so many shootings on campuses these  
             days, I’m jittery. Maybe I should get a gun myself. 
 
LOLA: I called Iberia Airlines. They didn’t have a reservation for, the  
             way you said, but maybe I got the facts wrong. You did say  
             June first, right? That’s a little early for me to go, but let’s do  
             it. It’s been too long since we met in person. I made a reservation.  
            You probably won’t recognize me. I have stopped dying my hair.  
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  The grey is coming in every day. I’m heavier too and can’t seem  
             to make myself exercise. My chairman told me bluntly he thinks  
            I should retire at the end of this semester. I told him I can’t afford  

to yet. He said, “We will see about that.” I should retire, I know,  
but I will be stuck in my condo eating in every day, never going  
anywhere. I will go gaga in six months. I asked Asher about 
moving out to California to be closer to him and my grandchildren.  
You know what he said? “We need our space.” This is the kid who  
used to beg to be breastfed when he was almost four. I’ll give him  
space! It’s his wife. She never liked me. At least I still have breasts! 
       As for Lady Kitti, or whatever her name is, I don’t want her to  
go with us to Spain. I think she’d be a Pain in Spain! From what  
you’ve told me about her, she’s too good for the likes of me. I  
wasn’t born with a silver spoon in my vagina! If you want to go  
with her instead of me, then go. I don’t care. Nobody cares about  
me anyhow. So fuck ‘em! 

 
TED:  Lola, don’t get bitter! Please. I can work it so that you don’t have to  
           see Lady Bridgeton. Maybe I can spend a week with each of you.  
           Ian says he wants to go too. Maybe a week with each of you,, one  
           in each country? It sounds glamorous, but the logistics are killing me.  
           I just want a vacation, for Christ’s sake! Lady Bridgeton is getting her  
           life back together. I think she’s made the right decision for her.  
           Marriage is not always the answer, you know. Hint, hint! Maybe  
           you’re luckier than you know because you don’t have a partner at  
           the moment. Can you change your plane reservation to JULY 1,  
           not June 1? I think we got a little confused. How is your health  
           these days? It didn’t sound good. Are you sure you can get around  
           if we go? I want to go, and I want to go with you. I’m just trying to  
           clarify. I left two messages on your answering machine. Did you get  
           them? Let’s talk soon, okay?  
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TED: Lola, I have not heard from you for over a week. Are you all right?  
          You are not picking up your phone. Is your e-mail working? I even  
          left a message on your office answering machine. Please call me  
          and let’s get the summer plans all sorted out, and we’ll have a  
          terrific time this summer. Who know? Maybe it will be our last  
          trip. You never know in this life. 
 
LILLI: Ted, I can’t believe how happy I am. I am staying in South Africa  
            and getting the school underway. I never should have stopped to  
            get married. Well, we live and learn. I won’t rule out another  
            marriage, but I am not going into another one blinded by sentiment.  
            Oh, I know you think I’m somewhat calculating and even mercenary,  
            and I am, but I’m also a terribly sentimental idiot far too often. I am  
            going to change and make the most of the time I have left on this  
            beautiful earth. But that doesn’t mean I don’t have time for you,  
            my dollink, in our cottage in the Cotswolds? Did we say mid-July?  
            I am so looking forward to it. Let’s fine tune it soon!   
                       – Your Wandering Lilli 

 
LOLA: Ted, you said June first, I’m sure of it. I didn’t keep the e-mail,  
             but now you want to go July first? I wish you would make up your  
             mind. I saw the ex-student of mine who said, “I’m fucking a Jew”  
             at Starbuck’s, and I threw a scone at him. He seemed startled. No  
             doubt he’ll have me arrested. I don’t give a shit. As for that bastard  
             in Sweden, I’ve decided I am going to visit him in Stockholm this  
             summer. What a pig he was, getting my hopes up, and then dashing  
             them. I’m going to tell him he has to choose between me and his  
             Swedish live-in meatball, and I’m going to tell him to his face.  
             I want you to come with me for moral support. What do you say  
             we go there after we go to Madrid, okay? Don’t tell me you can’t  
             squeeze me in. I’m tired of your bullshit, I must say. Why don’t  
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you drop that fucking loser you call your honey and get a life!?  

             You can’t do better than  that? We can all do better than that!  
             You could have had me and you settled for that? How pathetic! 

 
LILLI: Ted, I haven’t heard from you for a while. Are we still on for  
            the summer? Things are going splendidly here. I spoke with Roy  
            and he says he didn’t go to San Francisco and he was surprised  
            that you or anybody would even think so. He’s reconciled to the  
            divorce. As a matter of fact, I think he sounded overjoyed. He  
            sees now that Match.com was not the answer. We are dividing  
            our joint property equally. I said he could have back the Acura  
            that he gave me as a wedding gift. It’s there in the garage anyway,  
            so let him have it. I think his non-daughter that he helped raise is  
            moving in with her child, the step-grandson. So everybody seems  
            to be living happily ever after! But do call or write, dear boy.  
            Time’s a-wastin’ – as you Americans say. 
 
LOLA: Ted? Where the fuck are you? You didn’t answer me. Don’t tell  
             me our plans are off yet again. Jesus H. Christ! Are we going to  
             Madrid or not? What the fuck is the matter with you? Don’t be  
             such an asshole, Asshole! Answer me right now or the trip is off! 
 
LILLI: Ted, haven’t heard from you in a while. – Lilli 
 
LOLA: Hey, Ted, this is not like you. Where be you? – Lola 
 
LILLI: Ted, are you  all right? 
 
E-MAIL:  (read by TED) This is a general message being sent to the  
                 addresses in Theodore (Ted) Jordan’s e-mail account. We  
                 thought it the most efficient way to contact his friends  
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and acquaintances. His son has been notified by separate 

             telephone message. Please excuse us if we are being  
             impersonal or insensitive. 
        On April 20th  at 10 after 10 P.M. after an evening class,  
             Mr. Jordan was found shot in his car inside his garage. His  
             body was discovered by his long-time partner, Ian Travers,  
             who called an ambulance, but Mr. Jordan was pronounced  
             dead at San Francisco General Hospital around 11 P.M. He  
             had been shot once in the left shoulder and once in the left  
             temple. Police are investigating the case in particular a man  
             named Philip Lee Duncan. Philip Lee Duncan appears to have  
             been hired in a contract murder ordered by Ms. June Shaw, the  
             daughter of Sally Shaw, a friend and heir of the deceased. The  
             dispute evidently stemmed from anger on the part of June Shaw  
             about the estate of her late mother and how Mr. Jordan was  
             handling his role as co-executor. The contracted “hit” was not  
             well disguised or very professional since Mr. Duncan’s car had  
             been seen several times in the vicinity of Mr. Jordan’s condo.  
             There were also numerous cell phone calls exchanged between  
             June Shaw and the man she hired. Both have been arrested and  
             are expected to face murder charges. The sum paid for the contract  
             apparently was $2500.  
          Mr. Jordan left no will in his Trust, and his partner said there  
             would be no funeral service. Internment is to be at the Columbarium  
             in San Francisco. If you require more information, please call me at 
             415-277-8712. 
          With sincere regret in having to inform you of this unfortunate  
             event, I am  
                                                     Samuel L. Rickson, Associate Director  

              Forethought Services 
              Neptune Society of Northern California 
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BLACKOUT, THEN LIGHTS ON AGAIN QUICKLY 
 
LIILI:  Dear Lola Lutz, you don’t know me, but I was a friend of Ted  
            Jordan’s. I understand that you were a friend as well. I noticed  
            your e-mail address in the general message sent by the person  
            handling Ted’s burial. I hope you don’t mind if I write to you.  
            I am quite stunned and deeply saddened by the news of his death.  
            I considered him one of my closest and dearest friends. He and  
            were even supposed to travel to Europe this summer, but now  
            that is not to be. He stood by me through some very difficult  
            times, and I miss him very much indeed. There is a kind of void  
            in my life because I cannot confide in him anymore. I felt closer 
            to him than I did to me ex-husbands or my three children. I really  
            don’t know how I am going to fill the gap in my life that has been  
            created. Do you have any memories of Ted that you would care  
            to share with me? I loved Ted very much, as a friend. – Lilli Bridgeton 
 
LOLA: Hello, Lilli. I think we were supposed to meet this summer in Spain.  
             Ted and I discussed it quite a lot. I feel bad because of his sudden  
             death, in particular because I was ill-tempered with him just before  
             it happened. You see, I have been having some health problems.  
             My mind has been less than it used to be, I am sorry to report. We’ll  
             see how it goes. I am so grateful to Ted for making me promise to 
             get another opinion on my Alzheimer’s. I did so and found a doctor  
             that is experimenting with a new drug that seems to slow the effects  
             and, in my case, has actually reversed the deterioration that was  
             starting to ruin my life. For the past several weeks I have made a  
             remarkable improvement in my memory and other cognitive skills.  
             Without Ted’s advice I would probably be sitting alone on an  
             insufficient pension worried about where my next meal was  
             coming from for me and my cats and howling at the moon. I  
             looked back at some of my e-mails to Ted and was appalled at  
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             what was happening to me. But now I have worked out my job  
             situation and convinced my chairman that I am functioning fully  

as the teacher I used to be. And I am, I really am! I am returning  
my students’ work on time, writing copious notes on it, and even  
demanding re-writes. They hate me, but they know I am doing  
right by them. I even intend to go to Barcelona this July, as Ted  
and I hoped to do. I will go by myself, but I don’t really mind.  
I will have a wonderful time, because I know that Ted would  
want me to. It just won’t be with him. I also loved him very much,  
as a friend. We both had a wonderful, great friend. I miss him  
tremendously.      – Nice hearing from you, Lola  

  P.S. My own good news is that my other son in New  
             Jersey has agreed to have my grandson barmitzvahed in Israel  
             next year! One out of two ain’t bad! The whole family is going.  
             It makes me extremely happy. 
 
LILLI: Hello again, Ms. Lutz. May I call you Lola? How odd! I also was  
            thinking of going to Barcelona this July. I want to honor Ted in  
            some way. He so loved to travel and I miss him so much. . . .  
            Do you suppose the two of could meet up in the city, perhaps for  
            lunch or dinner? We can reminisce about our mutual friend. His  
            partner, Ian, has sent me a hard copy of the play that Ted was  
            just finishing when he was shot by that vicious what’s her name.  
            I haven’t read the play yet. But I did glance at it a few minutes  
            ago. It seems to be about three people with our names: Lilli, Lola,  
            and Ted. Funny, he never mentioned this play to me. Did he to you? 
            You don’t suppose he wrote anything revealing about us, do you?  
            I mean, he wouldn’t, would he? He was always such a loving and  
            helpful person. I guess his partner made his life quite difficult, but 
            he stayed the course. What do you say to my bringing the play with  
            me to Barcelona and we read it aloud together and celebrate Ted?  
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            Won’t that be fun. I am sure that is what Ted would have wanted,  
            and who knows, besides being a tribute to Ted’s talent, it might even  

be the beginning of a great friendship between you and me. 
       

        BLACKOUT 
                                  THE END 
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